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LONDON. AUTOMATIC SYSTEM. 

INSTALLATION OF C.C.I. EQUIPMENT. 

J. RADFORD, A.M.I.E.E. 

P
REVIOUS articles in this Journal have 

dealt with Coder Call Indicator \VOrk
ing principally from the points of view 

of engineering and traffic facilities and with 
circuit operations. 

It is thought, however, that both as a matter 
of historical interest and also to mark the com
pletion of an engineering undertaking, con
siderable in magnitude and noYel in character, 
some notes on the installation aspects of the 
work should be placed on record. 

In order to meet the restrictions on space :n 
this issue of the Journal the subject matter must 
be necessarily condensed, and no attempt will 
be made to describe in detail circuit operations, 
particulars of which are otherwise available. 

It is well understood, of course, that the intro
duction of automatic working in London could 
not be effected lw a simultaneous transfer from 
J\Janua\ to Automatic conditions of all the 
London exchanges. It was necessary, there
fore, to provide means whereby, during a transi
tion period extending over several years, traffic 
from the earlier automatic exchanges could he 
completed, as far as the automatic subscribers 
were concerned, on a full automatic basis, i.e., 
that there should be no differentiation between 
the method employed by an automatic sub
scriber in making a call either to another auto
matic exchange or to a manual exchange. 
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For instance, Holborn was the first public 
automatic exchange to be opened in London 
and a Holborn subscriber is able to obtain 
a subscriber on any manual exchange in the 
London area in the same manner as would be 
employed to obtain an automatic subscriber on 
the Holborn or any other automatic exchange, 
i.e., by dialling first the three letter code of the 
exchange required, followed by the four digits 
representing the wanted subscriber's number. 

The completion of auto to auto calls needs no 
further comment, but it will be apparent that 
special arrangements are required at manual 
exchanges to receive calls automatically and to 
complete them manually. 

The method adopted to meet this need was 
the provision of automatic equipment at every 
manual exchange, this equipment, in brief, re
ceiving· the calls from automatic exchanges, 
directing them to specially equipped positions, 
and displaying thereon, by means of lamps (see 
Fig. 1, Display Panel) the 4 digit number re
quired, the operators at these special positions 
then completing the calls manually by the in
sertion of the plug of a specially equipped cord 
circuit, after making the usual busy test, into 
the multiple jack designated by the displayed 
number. 

The junction arrangements adopted in London 
also provide for the routing of calls between 
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FIG. 1.-KEYBOARD SENDING STRIP AND DISPLAY PANEL. 

manual exchanges in a similar manner, i.e., 
the " A " operators order up the calls to " B " 

operators located on the cordless " B " Key
sendi ng positions at· the Tandem exchange in 
the Holborn building. These " B " operators 
assign a junction; the "A" operators connect 
their .calJing subscribers to the allotted junction 
and the " B " operators then set up the required 
number, exchange code and 4 digit number as 
in the· case of auto to auto calls, by means of a 

,Key ·s.et consisting of a strip of ro keys, each 
key being numbered in the sequence 1-0 (see 
Fig. I, Keyboard Sending Strip). The call !s 

.then received and displayed at the required 
manual exchange precisely as in the case of an 
Auto to Manual call . 

. Numerous facilities are afforded by pilot and 
supervisory lamps, cancel, busv, release and 
special service keys, etc., but space does not 
permit more than passing mention of these. 
Call Indicator Eqi1ipment. 

Each incoming junction at Manual exchanges 
from Tandem or from automatic exchanges 
terminates on an Incoming Rotary Line Switch. 
'!\Then a junction is taken up, these switches 
hunt over a bank of 25 contacts in search of a 
disengaged outlet to a C.C.I. position. Various 
subsidiary portions of the equipment are also 
operated, more or less concurrently, such as 
Markers, Position Load Distributors, Decoding 
and Storage Relays and Position Trunk Relav 
Groups; all of these, with the exception of the 

latter, being freed and made available for further 
calls as soon as the display disappears, which 
happens immediately the operator at the C.C. l. 
position has inserted a plug into the required 
multiple jack. 

Each C.C. T. position is equipped with 30 

Cord Circuits, and associated with each Cord 
Circuit is a Rotary Line Switch. 

The insertion of any one of the 36 plugs 
causes the associated R.L.S. to hunt in search 
of the Position Trunk Relay Group on ·which 
the call is standing and, this operation heine: 
complete, the through connection is established. 

The main items of equipment in tailed at each 
manual exchange and the basis of provision 
are:-

Incoming Rotary Line Switch-
Number provided in accordance with 

traffic requirements, not exceeding 
50 per position. 

Position Trunk Relay Groups-
40 per position, Capacity 50. 

Cord circuit R.L.S. and Relay Groups-
36 per position. 

Markers-
5 per position. 

Decoder Control Switch and Relay Group
I per position. 

Storing and Display Relay Group
I per position. 

Position Load Distributor
! per 5 positions. 

These items are mounted on specially de
signed racks, two racks being required normallv 

FIG. 2.-FOUR RACKS AT A 2-POSITION EXCHANGE. 
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FIG. 3.-AN EXCHANGE WITH MORE THAN ONE LINE OF RACKS. 

to accommodate·the equipment for each position, 
the weight of each equipped rack being approxi
mately half a ton. The height of the racks •s 
91 011 and the gangway space between racks is 
21 411 between centres (wiring sides) and 4' o" 

(apparatus sides). 
Fig. 2 shows 4 racks in a single line fitted �t 

a 2 position exchange. Fig. 3 shows the 
arrangement where more than one line of racks 
is installed, and Fig. 4 is a front view of a rack 
accommodating Cord Circuit R.L. Switches, 
and miscellan�ous equipment. 

In "addit�� p
· 

to the C.C.I. apparatus racks 
prn�vision has't9 be made in the lay-out for the 
Distribution Fuse Panel (one per exchange) and 
for the I.D .F. The latter item is supplied and 
installed by the Department apd comprises n 

Frames M.D.F. 0/240, the number of frames 
dependirrg on the number of positions to be 
equipped, .. t�e usual basis being one frame per 
position. 

< 

r1.. 
.� 

rT' arks procedure. 

Active. preparations for the in tallation of the 
work commenced in October, 1923, with a pro
gramme of 74 exchanges, the number of 
positions varying between I and 14, the total 
number of positions being 289, the exchanges 
being located in 7 Internal Sections of the 
London Engineering District and in 7 cases 
two exchanges are situated in the same building. 

In addition to the contract work, a very con
siderable amount of r·earrangement and new 
work was undertaken by the Department. 

A separate specification was prepared for each 
exchange, but in view of the novel character of 
the work, the miscellaneous subsidiary require
ments, and the need for allocating the respective 
pqrtions of the work between the Department 
and the Contractors, and also in order to ensure 
co-ordination of the work and uniformity of 
practice, a set of instructions (Circular, Tele
phones C.C.I. No 1. otes on 'Works Pro
cedure) was compiled and issued for the guid
ance of all engaged in carrying out the work. 

Following are the principal matters dealt with 
in this Circular, some of which will be dealt 
with more fully elsewhere in this article:

Accommodation and Lay-out, Exchange 
Sketches, Surrender of pos1t1ons, Type of 
position to be converted, Cord circuits, Position 

FIG. 4.-RACK FITTED WITH CORD CIRCUIT ROTARY LINE 

SWITCHES AND MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT. 
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Equipment, Terminating points, Power Data, 
Pos'ition Battery Feeds, Interrupted Earth, 
Busy tone and Ringing supplies, Meters , 

Emergency arrangements, pecial Sen·ice Cir
cuits, Operators Routine Test Jacks, Routine 
Tester, Congestion and Night Alarm circuits, 
Coupling Keys, Auxiliary l.D.F ., Cross Con
neclions, Keyboard and Panel equipment, Dis
play and Marker lamps, together with a com
plete list of all the exchanges with pa:rticulars 
of Position numbers and whether pure C.C.I. 
or combined CBOW /CCI. 

Incorporated with this Ciroular were also 
drawings showing the change-over arrange
menls to be adopted in the case of combined 
positions, the I-\:eyshelf and panel equipment, 
the cabling scheme, the position wiring scheme 
and the coupling key arrangements . 

.'l ccornrnodalion. 
To anyone acquainted with the congestion 

existing in many of the London exchanges it 
will be realised that the task of finding suitable 
accommodation for the equipment and laying
out the same to the best advantage was a task 
which presented many difficulties; these at 
times appeared to be almost insuperable, especi
ally as, in quite a number of cases, the displace
ment of staff was the only practicable solution. 

tructural alterations and floor strengthening 
.were necessary in many cases and frequently in 
order not to delay the work measurements had 
to be taken and lay-outs planned in advance of 
the availability of the accommodation. Dining, 
rest and cloak rooms, sick bays, engineering 
and clerical office were all laid under contri
bution, and although it would be an exaggera
tion to say that the paint had to be scraped from 
the walls in order to obtain the necessary space, 
it is true that in one case a narrow mantelpiece 
had to be removed from each end of the only 
available room, so limited was the space. There 
were also many cases where obstructions, such 
a electric light fittings, conduits, pipes, fire 
appliances, and also exchange equipment , such 
as power plant , b atteries, cable runs, etc., had to 
be removed to other positions. 

In a few cases also, it was necessary to reduce 
the height of the racks on acount of insufficient 
head room or of obstructions causedJ by main 
cable runs. 

The usual procedure in planning the lay-out 

was for the exchange to be visited in company 
with the Contractor's representative and with 
the local enginee ring officer. The details 
obtained on these visit·s were embod ied in ex
change sketches, one of which was prepared for 
each exchange, and these sketches formed !'lie 
basis of the Contractor 's Aoor and cable runwa�
plans . In practically eYery case the exchange 
sketches were submitted to the Office of \\Torks 
for their decision on the question of Aoor 
strength . 

FIG. 5.-PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING POSITION EQUIPMENT. 

Posit inn equipment. 

The equipm ent provided on each pos1t1on is 
illustrated in Fig. 5, and comp rises the following 
items, viz.:-

Keyboards and pl11gshel'l.•es.-Display pane! , 

increase of cord circuits and supervisory lamps 
to 36 per position, decoder release, busy, coup
ling and special service keys, pilot, emergency 
and special service trunks busy lamps. In the 
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majority of cases the equipment was accom
nrndated on the existing keyboards. 

Panel cquipmcnf .---:\Iarker keys and lamps 
and Special Sen·in· ()\ ·erfl m,- multiple. 

Rear of ,l.,'cctio ns . - -Operators' telephone cir
cuit equipment. 

Jl iscellaneous. -- l\Ian ual emergenc.'· keys, 
Position Load Distributor change-over keys for 
bringing duplicate equipment into use on odd 
and even days. spare decoder keys in single 
position ('xchanges, congestion pilot lamps, 
operators' routine test jacks, etc. 

Combined CHOW/CCI posilions. 
\\'here spare positions were available they 

were equipped at the outset as pure C.C.I. 
pos1t10ns. In the majority of cases, approxi
mately 200 positions, however, the existing C.B. 
order wire positions had to be converted for 
C.C.I. working whilst remaining in use as 
C.B.O.W. positions up to the time of transfer, 
and this necessitated the provision of change
over strips and extensive cabling re-arrange
ments. The strips were fitted in the most suit
able positions ·having regard to the local con
ditions, the general location being either at the 
rear of the section, inside the rear of sections or 
in the cable-turning section. 

Cable S'cheme. 
As a general rule the C.C.I. equipment is 

located in the apparatus room, and this involves 
a cable run between the apparatus room and the 
manual switchboard. r n order to avoid the 
Contractors running; cables over existing runs, 
and to facilitate the \\·ork generally, it was 
decided that the Department would provide the 
main cabling bet\\een the C.C.I. equipment and 
the manual board, the terminating points of 
these cables being on the C.C.I. T.D.F ., fitted 
as near the apparatus as possible, and connec
tion strips fitted in the cable-turning sections. 
Approximate!_,. roo wires per ·position were pro
vided bet\Yeen these two points, ..j.O of these being 
required for the display lamp circuits. . 

The I.D.F. in addition to serving as a hand
ing oYer point for the Contractor's and the 
Department's cabling· also provides cross con
nection facilities for the outlets from the I/C 
R.L.S. shelves to the P.T.R. groups, and for 
various miscellaneous services such as Special 
Service and Position Load Distribution circuits. 

In some cases, owing to insufficiency of floor 
space, it was necessary to provide vertical ex
tensions of the I. D.F's. and in others, to pro
vide separate lm·ations for portions of the frame. 

Drawings. 
In addition to mam· miscellaneous sketches 

produced by the Department, the Contractors 
furnisbed circuit and other drawings to the 
number of approximately i20 for each exchange. 
Changes during the progress of the work, circuit 
modifications, etc., necessitated many changes 
of drawings (the issue number of one drawing 
being 30), so that approximately 25,000 draw
ings were furnished by the Contractors and dis
tributed via the District Office to the various 
Engineering Sections and thence to the in
dividual exchanges. 

City Trial Installation. 
As was more fully described under " Trial 

Equipment " in Mr. Hedley's article on 
Mechanical Tandem Exchange" (I.P.O.E.E. 

Journal, Oct., 1927), an experimental instal
lation was provided at City Exchange m 

December, 1925, and remained in use until the 
early part of 1927. 

The installation comprised one position on 
the City " B " suite, fully equipped as a C.C.I. 
position, and two cordless '' B '' Key-sending 
positions fitted temporarily in the City Manual 
Switchroom. 

Various types of regular and artificial traffic 
\\·ere handled at these positions and as a result 
of the experience gained numerous circuit 
modifications were decided upon, these modifi
cations being subsequently carried into the 
reg·ular C.C.I. equipments at all the London 
Exchanges. 

.Ti"iditionul Work. 
The modifications. referred to involved both 

additional circuit arrangements and re-arrange
ments of existing unes and portions were carried 
out by the Department and the Contractors 
respectively. 

The engineering of these modifications during 
the progress of the main works '"·as a problem 
which necessitated close attention to detail and 
co-ordination, especially as in some cases the 
work in connection with as many as six modifi

cations was in progress in the same exchange 
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at the same time, and running concurrently with 
the main installation work. 

Distribution of Traf]�c. 

l t \Yill perhaps be convenient at this stage to 
set out the traffic and engineering facilities 
and requirements which, in combination, were 
specified in order to afford the most efficient 
means for the regular distribution of incoming 
junction traffic worked on a Call Indicator basis. 

The principal desiderata were as follows:-
( r) The distribution of calls over all the 

positions, in cyclic order, irrespective 
of the exchange of origin or of the 
number of Call Indicator Positions. 

(2) The distribution of calls, as in ( 1) , over 
any number of positions in an ex
change, irrespective of the number of 
positions which may be open. 

(3) The distribution of calls, as in ( 1) , with
out pre-determination of the particular 
position or positions which are to 
remain open for normal concentration 
or other purposes. 

(4) The elimination of the possibilities of 
traffic congestion unless and until all 
the positions are fully loaded at one 
and the same time. 

(S) The ability to equip additional positions 
for C.C.I. working, to meet develop
ment requirements, without reference to 
the direction of growth of the suite of 
positions. 

(6) The ready adjustment of the operating 
staff to meet the traffic requirements at 
any time. 

(7) The relative simplification of the cross 
connecting arrangements. 

(8) The reduction of complicated circuit 
arrangements, to a minimum. 

(g) The avoidance both of the segregation 
of Tandem trafflc and of its consequent 
distribution to certain pre-determined 
positions. 

(10) The ability to place any C.C.I. position 
out of commission, either for engineer
ing or traffic reasons, without effecting 
the general distribution of traffic over 
the other positions. 

( 11) The provision of sufficient outlets from 
each I/C R.L.S. shelf, this being done 

if necessary by the provision of means 
whereby the number of outlets, which 
are subject to physical limitations, may 
be augmented. 

( r 2 ) The provision of means to indicate to 
the traffic staff when the opening of 
additional positions is necessary. 

( 13) The provision of some ready means 
whereby additional positions may be 
opened by the traffic staff as and when 
the need arises. 

(14) The maintenance of approximately the 
same standard of service at all C.C.I. 
exchanges, irrespective of the number 
of C.C.I. positions or of the size of the 
junction groups. 

The majority of the foregoing facilities were 
specified at the outset, but the need for others 
was demonstrated during the progress of the 
work, and also as a result of observations on the 
City experimental installation. 

It became necessarv therefore to make a com
plete investigation into the question of traffic 
distribution as effected by the operation of l/C 
R .L.S. and Position Load Distributor Switches. 

The results of this investigation are incor
porated in another special circular (Circular, 
Telephones C.C.I. No. 2 ) , which deals with the 
cross-connection arrangements to be adopted to 
produce the conditions previously set out. 

Having arrived at conclusions respecting the 
methods to be adopted for cross-connecting the 
incoming junctions to the I/C R.L. Switches, 
and the outlets from the l/C R.L.S. Shelves to 
the P. T .R. Groups, schedules were prepared 
and issued to the District showing the actual 
<..:ross-connections to be carried out at eacl11 ex
change. This was done in order to -preserve 
uniformity, o.f practice at each exchange and also 
to ensure co-ordination with the officers dealing 
with the trunking and grading arrangements of 
the juctions incoming at the C.C.I. Exchanges 
from M.T. Exchange. 

1'esting out. 

The ordinary physical and electrical tests were 
carried out during installation as far as possible. 
On completion of installation, however, it 
became necessary to test the equipment as a 

whole and as nearly as possible under working 
conditions. 
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The equipment at �I .T. exchange was not 
available for this purpose, so it was decided tu 
reproduce the ;\l.T. conditions by specially 
designed circuit arrangements. 

Tt:>siing equipment, assembled and wired in a 
unit form, \Vas made up in the C.T.O. \Vorkshop 
and was designated Tester " X." 

This Tester is designed:-
(1) To typify the conditions which will 

obtain at M.T. exchange in respect of 
calls to C.C.I. exchanges, including 
coding and sending functions, and 

(2) To set up these calls in the C.C.I. equip
ment and to test the operation of the 
latter including all facilities under 
regular traffic conditions. 

Concunently with the production of this 
Tester complete testing out instructions were 
compiled and embodied in a special circular 
(Circular, Telt:>phones C.C. I. No. 5, Testing· 
Out 1 nstructions ). 

The circular contains full instructions regard
ing the i·ests to be applied and the method of 
applying the tests, but following is a brief 
summary of the more important tests. 

Call through tests. 

These are the final tests of the equipment 
and are carried out when the installation is 
entirely completed with all cross connections 
run. They are designed to prove that the 
equipment as a whole functions correctly under 
working conditions for all classes of calls and 
through every traffic channel in accordance with 
the specified engineering and traffic requirements. 

The tests on a single call basis comprise 
verification of the following conditions, viz., 
Ringing Tone, Ringing Trip, Supervision, 
l\letering, W'rong disconnect, Regular Pilot 
and Recall, Special Service Key and Multiple, 
Manual Emergency, Markers, Position Load 
Distribution, Busy tone and flash, Decoder 
release, and Decoder Control Switch. 

After completion of the single call through 
tests, a load test is applied, the object of which 
is to prove that the equipment as a whole func
tions correctly under continuous load conditions, 
irrespective of the number of positions, the 
volume of traffic, and of the exchange of origin 
of the traffic. 

The load test is not primarily concerned with 

the display of correct numbers and in the initial 
stages of the test one setting of the digit keys 
suffices, resulting in the same number being 
repeatedly displayed. As the tests proceed, 
howeyer, the setting of the digit keys is altered, 
resuilting in numbers being displayed corre
sponding to the particular setting of these keys. 

The utility of the Tester having been demon
strated in practice, several more were constructed 
in order that testing out might proceed simul
taneous! y at different exchanges. The circuit 
arrangements as originally designed remained 
substantially unaltered and the Tester proved to 
be an invaluable aid to the satisfactory com
pletion of the work. 

Opening of the C.C.I. service. 

As the engineering work at each exchange 
was completed, the equipment was handed over 
to the Traffic officers. Artificial traffic trials 
were then carried out and on the satisfactory 
completion of these the C.C.I. equipment was 
at once used for regular traffic between Manual 
Exchanges via Tandem. 

The first 20 exchanges were opened simul
taneously on the r8th August, 1927, the remain
ing exchanges, in number varying from one 
to four at a time, being opened on various 
dates until the 3rd November, 1927, when the 
last two exchanges in the first London pro
gramme were cut into service, the whole of the 
74 exchanges thus being ready for the opening 
of Holborn Automatic exchange (an essential 
condition) which took place on the 12th Novem
ber, 1927. 

This is not the occasion on which to record 
judgment on the performance of the equipment, 
as this will no doubt be done on a future occa
sion when more experience under actual working 
conditions is available. 

It will no doubt be conceded that the engi
neering of a work of this character and magni
tude, over a period of four years, has .been a 
task which has made a heavy demand on the 
initiative and energy of all officers concerned 
and it is gratifying to reoord its successful 
accomplishment. 

The whole of the C.C.I. equipment provided 
under contract was manufactured and installed 
by the Automatic Telephone Manufacturing 
Co., Ltd., Liverpool. 
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HOLBORN. 

H 
OLBORN Automatic Exchange, the first 

in Europe provided with Director equip
ment, was successfully brought intu 

service at midnight on the 12th November. The 
installation was carried out by the Automatic 
Telephon� Manufacturing Cu., of Liverpool. 

The opening of this Exchange is a further 
step forward in the standardisation of the De
partment's automatic system and is a milestone 
in the history of telephony in this Country. 
The problems of equipment and design in con
nection with the London system were so 
numerous that an Equipment Committee was 
set up at Headquarters under the late l\lr. i\I. 

IZamsay, and later under Mr. \V. J. Bailey, to 
control conditions so as to work towards an 
ultimate standardisation; special and significant 
interest consequenily attaches to the operation of 
the Holborn equipment. Telephone Administra
tions all over the world are interested in the 
conversion of the London area to automatic 
working, chiefly because of the special condi
tions that prevail, and telephone officials from 
many different countries have consequently 
visited the Exchange during the installation. 

The Holborn equipment was installed con
currently with that of the Tandem Exchange 
and with the installation of Call Indicator equip
ment at 74 Manual Exchanges in the area, the 
completion of which was necessary before the 
Exchange could be brought into service. The 
Tandem exchange is described in an article in 
this Journal for October by Mr. J. Hedley, and 
the Call Indicator scheme in this issue by Mr. J. 
Radford. 

The Exchange is located in the same building 
as the Tandem Exchange at 270, High Holborn. 
The automatic apparatus occupies the first floor, 
the manual equipment being situated on the top 
floor, as shown in Fig. 3 of Mr. Hedley's article 
in the October Journal. The Exchange has a 
capacity for 10,000 lines and the following 
schedule of the equipment installed and brought 
into use at the transfer will convey some idea nf 
the magnitude of the work. 

Line Switches ... 
'' A '' digit Selectors 
Directors 
1st Code Selectors (Auto) 

Do. (from Manual Positions) 
2nd Code Selectors ... 

232 
I' 173 

50 
1,065 

3rd Code Selectors . . .  

J st Numerical Selectors 
Do. (frum l\Ianual Positions) 

2 nd Numerical Selectors 
PBX Final Selectors (2/ 10 lines) 

Du. (II/ 20 lines) 
Du. (over 20 lines) 

Outgoing J unctiuns .. . 
Incoming Junctions .. . 

1 ncuming Trunk Junctions 
Senders (Keysending " B " Posi-

347 
1,633 

27 
r,932 
1,680 

180 

2(i 

1,900 
So 

tions) 50 
Coders (Call Indicator Traffic) 80 
No. of Lines working at transfer 4,739 
Owing to the large number of P. B.X. sub-

scribers in the Holborn area, regular Final 
Selectors are not installed; subscribers with 
single lines are accommodated on P.B.X. (2/TO 
lines) Final Selectors. 

The Holborn power "plant is described in an 
article by l\Ir. P. B. Frost in the April issue of 
this Journal. 

The testing out of the equipment prior LO 

acceptance was a prodigious task, involving the 
use of special testers, designed at Headquarters, 
descriptions of several of which have already 
been published in this Journal by Messrs. \V. 

Prickett and H. S. Smith, with the object of 
reducing the number of manual operations to a 

minimum and thus speed up the work. The 
number of testing operations performed during 
testing out was of the order of 2,500,000, the 
work being carried out by tlw I lolborn staff 
under the direction of Headquarters officers. 

The transfer was accomplished by the simul
taneous withdrawal of heat coils from the pro
tectors in the manual exchange and the removal 
of wooden strips from the protectors in the 
"\utumatic Exchange. Prior to the transfer 
subscribers were given practical demonstration 
in the use of the dial and the significance of 
tones by the use of �pecial demonstration sets 
constructed in the Training School, located in 
the Automatic Exchange, to which the lines 
were extended. In addition, subscribers have 
been provided with a specially prepared pamph
let explaining the features and operating pro
cedure of the system. 

Some technical details of the system will be 
given in a subsequent issue. 

C.\V.B. 
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BRIGHTON AREA. 

TRANSFER TO AUTOM.-\TlC \iVORKl1 G. 

J. RADFORD, A.M.I .E.E. 

A
UTOMATIC working was inaugurated 

in the Brighton Area by the simul
taneous closing of 7 manual exchanges 

and the opening of 5 automatic exchanges at 
midnight on the 12th J\ovember, i927. 

The traffic " al I clear " signal was given ::it 
i r .57�- p.m ., the old exchanges were cut out by 
rr.59} p . m. and the new exchanges were cut 
into service by i2.5 a.m., the whole transfer 
operations thus occupying a period of 7t 
minutes. In view of the complex exchange 
system in this area and Lhe l arge number of lines 
inYolved, approximately 8,ooo, this is regarded 
as very satisfactory , especially as all concerned 
in the transfer had been instructed that accuracy, 
and not speed, was of primary importance. 

The old exchanges closed were Central (Ship 
Street) , Post-Brighton (Ex Corporat ion) and 
Kemp Town, together with the old exchanges 
repl aced by new exchanges, particulars of which 
are shO\vn in the subjoined table:-

Multiple 
Initial 

D.E.L. Stations. Equipment. Capacity. 

Cent ral 3337 4952 4700 6900 
Hove 29r6 3966 4200 6200 
Preston 727 888 1000 1400 
Ports lade ... 27..j. 324 400 600 
Rottingdean 98 l 19 200 400 
South w ick .. . * * 200 ..j.00 

7352 102..j.l) 10700 15900 

lmmediatel\· after transfer the number of 
P.G's. obsen·ed \1·as 54, gi\·ing a percentage of 
0.7 on the 7352 direct exchange lines trans
ferred. The faults gi\·ing rise to these P .G's. 
were quicl�l.\· localised outside the exchanges and 
were dealt "'ith in due course under orclinarv 
fault procedure. 

The usual engineering tests (condenser tests) 
were carried out from the �Iain Frames forth
with and these ·were completed by 5 a.m. on the 
T�th November. 

·X· See separate paragraph re Soulhwich. 

Fie. 1.-CENTJiAL 1\uTo. Exc11ANeE, BR1Gl1TON. 

The exchange equipment (Siemens No. r6) 
has been installed in new buildi ngs in each case, 
a requirement in connection with most of the 
buildings being that the_v should conform as far 
as possible with the residential character of the 
districts in which they have been erected. 

Fig. I shows the Brighton Central Exchange 
building , which also provides sorting office and 
bag·-cleaning accommodation, and Fig. 2 shows 

Fie. 2.-HovE AuTo. Exc1111NcE. 
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the Hove building. The latter photograph 
illustrates the extent to which the requirements 
regarding conformity with the residential type 
of building hav-e been met. 

Correction of area transfers \\ l're carried out 
a� the same time as the main transfer, the 
following circuits, which \Yerc formerly con
nected to out-of-area exchanges, being deal! 
with, viz.:-

Brighton to llove 77 
,, to Preston 37 

Post-Brighton to How 269 
, , , , Preston 1 r 2 

Hove to Brighton 6 

,, ,, Portslade 2 

.
, ,, Preston 8 

Preston to Brighton 

Total 512 

�--------��-��-

The number of trunks an.d junctions dealt 
\\ith \ \as 654, made up as follows:-

;,1anual l/C 69 
O/G 73 
B/\V 68 

A.utornatic .. . 444 

Total 

The multi-exchange area comprises two main 
exchanges, Brighton and HoYe, and 4 satellite 
exchanges, two of which, Preston and Rotting
dean, are satellites on Brighton, the remaining 
t \\o, Portslade and Southwick, being· satellites 
on IIon·. The trunking scheme for the area is . 
shown in Fig. 3. 

Each of the satellites is equipped with dis
criminating selectors and repeaters. Local calls 
are thus completed within the exchange, but all 
other originating traffic ii.; dealt with bv the 

!'JR/GlfTON MULTI-OFFICE AREA. 
AUTOMATIC £XCHANG£5 

TRUNKING SCHEME 

!i 
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associated incoming selectors at the respective 
parent, exchanges. 

The numbering scheme, known as the 
" Brighton Scheme " (this area being the fir t 
in \\·h ich it has been used), is si mi Jar to the 
ordinary f ull. 5-tig:ur• scheme as far as the 
S\\·itching operations are concerned. It differs, 
however, in one important re pect, viz., that, 
instead of the full 5 digit number being dialled 
by the subscriber, the exchange name takes the 
place of the rst, or ten-thousands, digit. The 
exchange names appear on the dial number 
plate, a· shown in Fig. 4, each exchange name 
being associated with a particular digit, e.g., 

Brighton 2, Hove 3, etc. 
The subscriber therefore dials first the name 

of the exchange required and then the 4 digit 
number. lt will bE' ob,·ious, of course, that in 
dialling, say, Brighton 2345, the number 
actually dialled is 22345; similarly Hove 4567 
wou Id be j4567. 

Subjoined is a schedule showing full details 
of the numbering scheme, initial and ultimate, 
the initial digit, as stated above, corresponding 

Exchange . 

Brighton 
Hove ... 
Preston 
Porlsladc 
Rottingdean 
Southwick 

Numbering Scheme. 

In�i�. 

I 
-- ----

2/1 000-2 / 5699 
3/ 1000--J / s I99 
;,/2000-5/299q 
4/8100-4/8499 
6/9100-6/9299 

' 7/9100-7/9299 

Although the instruct i ons to subscribers are 
qyite distinct regarding the dialling_ of the Ex

ch�inge name on the dial before the 4 digit 
number ; · ' many case of incomplete dialling 
occurred owing tu subscribers failing to observe 
this procedure. 

On the general question of S1Ubscribers' 

mis-operation it is considered that too much 
importance cannot be attached to compre
hensive and inten ive publicity . 4nd to the 
education of telephone users before the transfer, 
in order to ensure the minimum amount of 
abnormal congestjon on the first few days 
following transfer, due to incorrect dialling 
methods, curiosity calls, non-recognition of dis
tinctive tone signals, etc . .  · 

The common manual board for the area is 
situated in the same building as the Brighton 

FIG. 4.-" BRIGHTON " DIAL. 

to the exchange name, the 4 digit numbers only 
appearing 111 the directory. 

Ultimate. 

2/7899 
3/7199 
5/3399 
4/8699 
6/9499 
i/9499 

,\lain Exchange. 

s,:;ellitc 01�' 
Brighton. 

on Hove. 
on Brighton. 
011 Hove. 

automatic exchange and com prises the follow
ing positions : -

Position 1. Ke_\· sending position. Spare un
equipped . 

" 

" 
" 
" 

2. Ke_v ·ending position. Equipped. 
On this position terminate the 
circuits incoming frum the Lon
don Tull Exchange. 

3. Sen-ice P.B.�. position. 
-t & 5· Jack ended junction positions. 
6-23. " A " positions. For sub-

scribers' 0 level traffic. 

The outgoing j unction mulL iple comprises 120 
circuits with V.E.S. and 260 circuits without 
V.E.S. 

In addition, the following service desks have 
been provided:-
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Fie. 5.-BmcHTON. M11Nu11L Bo11RD. KEY-SENDING POSITION. 

6 Position Test Desk. 
2 " Su pervi

"
sor' s Desk. 

6 " Enquiry Desk. 
" Observation Desk. 

Both the lesLing and observation arrange
menls for the whole area are centralised on the 
Brighton Test Desk and Observation Desks 
respectively. 

Fig. 5 shows the Keyboard equipment of the 
Cordless " B " Key-sending position. 

The remaining illustrations may be briefly 
referred to as follows:-

Fig. 6. General view -0f Brighton Central 
Exchange, showing group selectors 
on left, port ion of protector side of 
.\1.1). F. at end of aisle, and rear 
Yiew of a i st Preselector Rack and 
sectional l.D.F. on right. 

Fig. 7. General view of Preston Exchange 
sho \\ ing M.D.F. on left, 1st P.S. 
Rack bottom centre and 2nd 
Selector Rack on right. 

Fig-. 8. General Yi ew of Portslade Exchange , 

showing Power Panel and Inter
rupter on left folln,,·ed by a parti
al!.'· equipped Final Selector Rack, 
a 1st P.S. Rack and a partially 
equipped 2nd P.S. Rack. 

As a matter of int erest it might be mentioned 
t hat t he cont rolling officer directin g the transfer 
operations was located in a room remote from 
the automatic swiLchroom. The necessary in
st ructions to the staff engaged on the transfer 
were therefore given over the various control 
circuits radiating from the Control room \vithout 

risk of disturbance or interruption. A listening
in circuit connected across the controlling 
officer's telephone was provided for the use of 
the supervising officers in the automatic switch
room. 

The usual abnormal traffic conditions arose 
on the Monday morning, the first working day 
after the transfer. Subscribers' dialling and 
other difficulties \\·ere handled ,·ery expeditiously 
by the staff located al the 1st Selectors and by 
the early afternoon t be congestion had dis
appeared. There \\"aS a perceptible recrudes

cence 011 the following morning, but in no case 
was there any reason to doubt the adequacy of 

the provision made either as regards the number 
of switches or tbe trunking arrangements; in 
fact, the exchanges appear to have settled down 
to normaJ working conditions in a remarkably 
short time. 

The complex: external plant conditions, the 
exhaustion of. manual plant in the various ex
changes from time to time, necessitating a large 
number of lines being connected to out-of-area 
exchanges, and the concurrent work in con
nection with developmen t schemes have, to
gether, produced a ver_1· complicated network of 
subscribers' cables and open wires and in the 

Fie. 6.-BR1G1ITON. GENERAL vrnw OF AuTo. Sw1TCllROOM. 
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Fie. 7.-BRIGHTON. GENE11A1. v1Ew OF PRESTON 
AUTO. SWJTCllROOM. 

absence of adequate cable capacity the use ·of a 
large number of change-over strips was re
quired. The local engineering officers recog
nised from the outset that these strips would 
have to remain in use for a considerable period 
and that the large amount of connecting and 
disconnecting for the purpose of testing out the 
system, particularly as regards the call through 
tests, \YOuld be much facilitated and risk of 
interruption to service avoided by making ·a 
substantial job of the change-over arrangements. 
It was therefore decided to instal the strips and 
cabling in as permanent a manner as possible, 
having due regard, of course, to their ultimate 
recovery. The wisdom of this course, as dis
tinct from the employment of purely temporary 
measures, was evidenced. both during the pro
gress of the work and at the transfer. The 
ironwork supports for the strips were designed 
with a view to their further use on recovery nt 

other exchanges. 

Southwick. Exchange. At the date of writing, 
outhwick Exchange had not been transferred 

to automatic working owing to delay in building 
operation . The particulars of this exchange 
have, however, been included in this article for 
conYenience of record and reference, as the 
exchange \\'ill 1-w opened during Decemlwr, 
1927. 

In view of the large number of successful 
transfers taking place nowadays, no claim is 
made for anything of a spec ial .nature in the 
way of achievement but, at the ame time, it 
should be recorded that the success attending 
this transfer was only made possible by the 
most careful organisation of the arrangements 
by the local supen·isi ng officers and by the 
thorough and effi{'ient manner in \\' h irh al 1 
ranks responded to demands made upon them. 

The writer's thanks are accorded to l\'Iessrs. 
Siemens for the photographs accompanying 
this article. 

Frc. 8.-BR!GHTON. GENERAL VIEW OF PoRTSLADE 
AUTO, EXCHANGE. 
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EXETER AUTOMATIC AREA. 

T
HE above area, which comprises tlw 

Exeter Main exchange installed in the 
new wing of the old exchange premises 

in Castle Street, Exeter, and the Topsham 
Satellite exchange, which is housed in the old 
exchange premises at Topsham, was transferred 
to automatic working at 2 p.m. on rgth 
November, 1927. 

The equipped capacity of the main exchange 
is for 2, roo lines, with an ultimate of 3,500. 
The satellite exchange has an initial equipment 
of 200 lines, but floor space is available for 400 
lines. 

The change-over was suocessfullv carried out 
in the short period of 1 .5 minutes; the number 

nf working lines 1n the area at the transfer 
heing :-

Exeter. Tops ham. 
Subscribers 1689 96 
Junctions 104 26 

The manual board suite consi sts of 15 posi
tions designed to handle Enquiry, Trunk and 
"o" level traffic. Dialling-in facilities have heen 
provided from 26 exchanges scattered over a 

wide area comprising to,vns in Devon, Somerset 
and Dorset. The manufacture and installation 
of the exchange equipment was carried out 
satisfactorily by the General Electric Company, 
and is up to the usual Post Office standard. 

A.B. 

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE PLANT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. 

TELEPHONES AND WIRE MILEAGES, THE PROPERTY OF AND MAINTAINED BY 

THE POST OFFICE IN EACH ENGINEERING DISTRICT AS ;\T 30TH SEPT., 1927. 

No. of I I 
Telephones Overhead Wire Mileage. I 1 l'nrierground Wire Mileage. 
owned and ___ -/ En�ine;ring I 
maintained District. 1---------
p byOtffihe Telegraph. Trunk. Exchange. Spare. / Telegraph. Trunk. Exchange. Spare. ost ce. 

--------------. - 1---- 1 - ----------- ---

553,707 537 4,197 52,029 139 London i 23,504 61,792 2,069,002 134,878 
69,132 . 2,133 20,927 63,306 1,760 S. East · 3,871 43,831 168,355 15,226 
73,800 4,373 30,059 51,825 2,457 S. West I 17,161 10,474 131,462 60,766 
57,077 5,901 34,605 54,657 4,781 Eastern 22,495 35.195 90,246 73,853 
90,916 8,752 44,173 56,059 3,661 N. Mid. 23,247 48,796 223,502 120,472 
71,630 4,807 29,057 67,755 3,769. S. Mid. 13,108 21,171 152,451 88,987 
55,579 4,704 29,258 50,606 2,786 S. Wales 5,838 25,405 103,408 69,824 
96,576 8,292 25,818 48,205 4,452 N. \Vales 12,946 40,970 235,370 60,271 

148,791 i,590 17,057 42,871 2,636 S. Lanes. 13,087 75,823 439,469 46,339 
87,943 6,186 30,731 45,188 3,065 N. East 10,573 43,639 209,531 58,581 
60,219 3,515 23,713 36,165 2,163 N. West 8,194 32,074 148,251 37,884 
45,043 z,468 15,867 23,937 2,777 Northern 4,614 14,J61 98,362 50,054 
20,402 4,726 7,832 13,332 353 Ireland N. 130 [ 2,J02 36,766 1,215 
61,587 5,492 24,8o 9 35,636 1,486 Scot. East i 3,635 II,991 r42,006 47,277 
83,364 7,344 24,099 41,834 922, Scot. West ' 12,147 I 24,383 I 211,887 35,n7 

1,575,76-;- --

70,82-:- �=- -68J.40-:- --::-- 1---:;-otals-.- 1 -,,4,550 . i-49'•'°7- �,j60,068- --:,,.,,:-

______ --- ---- ______ [ _____ ---- ----
Figures at I -----

1 ,552,329 70,324 360,234 671 ,744 37,350 3oth June, ' i73, 149 · 484,449 4,349,216 894,575 
1927. 
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MANCHESTER AUTOMATIC SCHEME. 

A. S. A. JoHNSuN, .\.M.l.E.E. 

A
S Manchester will be the first provincial 

telephone area in which the Director 
system will be used-although Binuing

ham wi l l follow it yery closely-a prelim inary 
outline of the scheme together with some notes 
on certain features of the proposP<l t runking 
arrangPmPnts mav he of interest. 

'iwin ton . 

Dendleton . 

Scale -

I) ',14 j .IA 

Plan of Area.-Fig. 1 shows the proposed 
la v-out of the area under automatic conditions. 
The circle enclosing the area is r4 miles in 
diameter, with its cen1 re at Manchester Town 
Hall, and the plan shows the approximatP 
positi�ns of the 37 automatic exchangPs \Yhicb , 

on the basis of 1 he prPsPnt t'stimatP of develop-

Middleton• 

( 

Fa1 Is worth 

East 

lOpe'nshaw) 

Main• 

(Old ham) 

Ashton 

FIG. 1.-MANCBESTER AUTOMATIC AREA. 
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ment, constitute the most economical method 
of serving the area. The requirements of the 
central portion of the city will be met by means 
of six 10,000 line exchanges, three of which
tn lie knmvn as Blackfriars, Deansgate and 
Victnria---will be located in a new 7-story build
ing- at Chapel Stret>t; the other three-City, 
Central and Medlock-will be accommodated tn 
tlw existing York Street building which now 
contains the City and Central manual exchanges. 

It is anticipated that the total capacity of the 
automatic exchanges in the area will ultimate!:' 
amount tu not les'i than 150,000 subscribt>rs' 
lines, and an extensive network of junctions will 
be required to link up these exchanges. 

l'roJ;rammc of Work.-It will be appreciated 
that for various reasons the conversion of an 
area of this size and character cannot be com
pleted in one operation, but the programme for 
Manchester provides for a substantial proportion 
c1f the scheme lwi11g· undertaken \\ithin a com
paratively short period, as will he seen from the 
following· summary. 

Initial Sfa J;e.-Three new exchanges of the 
Director type wi 1 I he brought into use at 
.. c\rdwick, Collyhurst and Moss Side. The 
buildings for these exchanges are in course of 
erection and the manufacture of the equipment 
will be commenced vcr_1· shortly. The building 
at Chapel Street, alreadv referred to, will accom
modate in the first place an auto-ma'nual board 
to deal with Toll calls and enquiries from the 
automatic exchan;2;es. The auto-manual board 
will include a number of order wire " B " 

positions equipped \vith key-sending facilitit>s, 
for keying-up large blocks of 'raffic from City, 
Central, and certain otlwr marn._J exchanges to 
the automatic exchanges. Other traffic from 
manual exchanges to the automatic exchanges 
will be" dialled-in," either from Chapel Street, 
or from the originating· exchange itself where 
dirt>ct dialling - in junctions are justified. 
A rrang·ements wi 11 be made to prm·ide ea 11 

indicator positions at the City and Central 
manual exchanges for the receipt of calls dirt>ctly 
from the automatic exchanges, the c:odP an<l 
number being dia]]pc] by tht> subscribt>r as for 
an automatic call. Other manual exchanges in 
the area will not be equippt>cl with call indicator 
positions during the initial period of automatic 

working ; automatic subscribers requiring these 
exchanges will obtain connections 7.1ia the auto
manual board. 

Main Conversion Scheme. - The major 
portion of the programme for Manchester is due 
to follow \vithin a year or two after the first 
three t>xchangt>s han· been opened. During 
this second stage of the operations about 20 
additional automatic exchanges will be prm·ided, 
including the first ro,ooo line unit (Blackfriars) 
at Chapel Street, and the exchanges in the area 
at which manual \vorking is to be continued for 
a time are, with a few exceptions, to be equipped 
with call indicator positions on which all calls 
from automatic subscribers will be displayed. 
Tandem switches will be installed in the Black
friars exchange to dt>al with traffic for which 
direct junctions bt>tween the exchanges con
cerned would not be justified. Although the 
bulk of the manual traffic complementary to the 
automatic system will be concentrated at Chapel 
Street, two subsidiary auto-manual boards will 
be established in the l\Ianchester area, one c.t 
Oldham, and the other at Ashton-under-Lyne, 
as an economy in line plant costs will result 
from dealing with a part of the Toll and enquiry 
traffic at those places. 

The existing :Manchester Trunk Exchange 
will be maintained and will prm·ide communica
tion with places outside the range of the Toll 
area. In order that the. transmissinn on tlwse 
Jong distance calls may be as efficit>nt as 
possible, direct dialling-in circuits will bf' pro
Yided from the trunk exchange to all automatic 
exchanges in the Manchester art>a. 

The Stockport automatic exchange, where the 
present equipment is of non-director type, will 
he com·ertt>d to Director working. 

Replacement of rcmaininJ; }fanualExchanges. 
-The final phase of the scheme will be the 
transfer to automatic working of the remaining 
thirteen manual exch�rnges, one by one, as each 
becomes clue for replacement. These exchanges 
are equipped with up-to-date manual plant 
which will give g"ood service for several years. 

Hxchangc Codes.� .. \ primary consideration 
in any Director area is the choice of suitable 
names for the exchanges, and in this connection 
the question arises as to whether it would be 
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possible in the case of Manchester to use two 
letters only for the exchange codes. The group
ing of letters and figures on the dial plate 1s 
given below for reference : -

2 3 
ABC DEF 

8 
TUV 

4 
GHI 

5 
JKL 

9 0 
WXY 0 

6 
MN 

7 
PRS 

Since " 0 " is to be used as a' single digit for 
enquiry calls, only the 8 dial spaces 2 to 9 are 
available for the first code letter for other calls. 
For the second code letter, the 9 dial spaces 2 to 
o may be used, so that 72 numerical com
binations would theoretically be available for a 
series of two-letter codes. Some reduction in 
this number is necessary, however, owing to the 
fact that the digits 5, 6, 7 and 9 correspond to 
groups of consonants only, and the choice Pf 
suitable exchange names beginning with an 
available combination of two consonants in these 
groups would be very restricted. Assuming, 
for example, that no combination of these digits 
alone could be usefully employed, the total 
number of available combinations is reduced by 
16, i.e., to 56. Now already 41 codes will be 
required in Manchester (including those for 
Trunks, Toll, Directory and Telegrams) and 
some allowance must be made for the additional 
exchanges and services which will doubtless be 

necessary as the scheme develops. Also, under 
a two-letter code scheme, some of the existing 
exchange names would have to be changed. 
For example, only one of the names CHeetham 
Hill, CHorlton and City could be used. It will 
be seen, therefore, that it would hardly be 
practicable to use a two-letter code in Man
chester, and the Post Office Administration have 
decided to make the three-letter code standard 
for all Director areas in this country. 

Since " 0 " is used for enquiries, and there
fore cannot be used as the first Jetter of an 
exchange code, the exchanges at Oldham and 
Openshaw will be known under the automatic 
scheme as " Main " and " East " respective! y. 

Grouping of Directors.-It will be recollected 
that when one of the three-letter codes in a 
Director system is dialled, the first digit steps 
up the " A " digit switch to one of the levels 
2-9. The " BC " digit switches are thus 
divided into eight distinct groups, but if in two 
or more of these groups, the " BC " digits have 
all a different numerical significance, they could 
clearly be combined by " commoning " the 
" A " digit levels concerned. In the Man
chester area, it has been found possible by a 
suitable choice of the new exchange names so 
far required to reduce the number of groups , ,f 
Directors (" BC " switches) to three, as tab
ulated below, and illustrated in Fig. 5. 

GROUPING OF "A " DIGIT LEVELS IN THE MANCHESTER AREA. 

Level 2. 

----- i��umerical NAME. equivalent. 

:\RDwick .. . 
ASHton .. . 
BLAckfriars 
BROughton 
CHEetham 
CENtral ... 
CHOrlton 
Cl Ty 
COL!yhurst 

VOL. XX. 

-�.�I 2 , 3 

I' 2 

7 
4 

2 :; 2 
2 7 0 

I 2 4 3 
2 3 6 
2 4 0 
2 4 8 
2 0 5 

Levels 3, 

NAME. 

DEAnsgate 
DENton ... 
DIDsbury 
DI Rectory 
DROylsden 
EASt 
ECCies . . . 
FAI!sworth 

TRAfford Park ... 
URMston 
VIl'toria 
TRUnks 
TE Le grams 
TOLi 

WALkden 
WHitefield 

: WOOdley 

8, 9· 

I Numerical 

i--=
q�ivalenL 

3 3 2 
3 3 6 
3 4 3 
3 4 7 
3 7 0 
3 2 7 
3 2 2 
3 2 4 

8 7 2 
8 7 6 
8 4 2 
8 7 8 
8 3 5 
8 0 5 

9 2 5 
9 4 4 
9 0 0 

Levels 4, 

NAME. 

GATiey ... 
HE!\ ton moor 
HY De 

LONgford 

MOSs Side 

:'\1Ain (Oldham) 
MIDleton 
:'\fEDlock 

I PENdleton j PREstwich 

RADcliffe I RUSholme 

SALe ... 

I 
STOckport 
SWinton 

5, 6, 7. 

Numerical 
equivalent. 

4 2 8 
4 3 2 
4 9 3 

5 0 6 

6 0 7 
6 2 4 
6 4 3 
6 3 3 

7 3 6 
7 7 3 
7 2 3 
7 8 7 
7 2 5 
780 
794 

R 
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The effect ·of this grouping will be a reduction 
in the number of Directors required at the 
various exchanges of from r 5 to 20 per cent. 

Reference has already been made to the use 
of " 0 " for obtaining the assistance of a tele
phonist. \Vhen an ordinary, i.e., non-coin box 
subscriber dials " 0 " he will obtain an outlet 
on level " 0 " of the " A " digit S\cvitches to a 
Director switch which has be�n arranged so as 
to route the call at once to the Monitors desk. 
At the Ard wick, Collyhurst and Moss Side Ex
changes, the Directors in the last group (levels 
4, 5, 6 and 7) will be equipped for " 0 " level 
service and the " 0 " level will be included in 
the group. The circuit conditions demand that 
the positive and negative wires in the strapping 
from level " 0 " shall be reversed. 

The arrangements for dealing with coin box 
calls on level " 0 " are referred to later. 

Satellite Working .-The discriminating equip
ment designed for use at Satellite exchanges in 
Director areas provides for the division of 
originating traffic into the following groups:-

(a) Calls for local subscribers. 
(b) Calls to be routed via the parent ex

change. 
(c) Toll calls. 
(d) Calls for one or more nearby exchanges. 

These facilities will, it is anticipated, render 
it economical to work a number of exchanges in 
the Manchester area as satellites. On the basis 
of the data at present available, the grouping of 
these exchanges will be as shown below, 
although it should be mentioned that this 
scheme may be somewhat modified later, as the 
forecast of future development in portions of the 
area is under review. 

Parent Exchange. 

Black friars 

Ardwick ... 

Trafford Park 

Stockport ... 

Satellite Exchanges. 

Cheetham Hill, Eccles, 
Failsworth, Broughton, 
Middleton, East, Pendle
ton, Prestwich, Radcliffe, 
Swinton, \Valkden, 
\Vhitefield. 

Denton, Droylsden, Gatley, 
Heaton Moor, Hyde. 

Chorlton, Longford, Sale, 
Urmston. 

"Toodlev. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the facilities provided by the 
discriminating selector repeater equipment for 
satellite exchanges in a Director area. In the 
case shown (Swinton), the rain box lines are to 
be workesf on a simplt· satellite basis, discrim
inating equipment being pnwicled for nrdinan· 
-i.e., non-coin box-traffit' only. For local 
calls, the code S\:\' I is " absorbed," and tlw 
discriminating selector then functions as a first 
numerical selector, level 1 being connected to 
second selectors serving thP group of numbPrs 
1000-1999. For calls to Eccles, Toll and 
Pt>ndleton, the levels brought into use corre
spond to the third code or " C " digits, i.e., C. 
L and N, respectively. The spare discrim

inating selector levt>ls are available, of course, 
for additional dirt>ct routes, or an extension of 
the local numbering scheme, if required. 

TO 1-0C#\l. .. 2.11.<i 
NuMER.1c."1-

$Ei...e.<::.TOfr.S. 

OVTCr01NG 
R..E.P€flTE.R£-

------TO it.c.CLEC::. AVTO S."CH. 

Coin Box Traffic.-The coin collecting boxes 
used in Manchester will be of the prepayment 
multi-coin type now adopted as standard for 
automatic areas. To make an automatic call the 
caller at a coin box telephone, after inserting 
the 2d. fee, will dial the exchange code and 
number of the wanted subscriber, and the call 
will then be routed in the same way as a call 
from an ordinary subscriber. For other calls, 
the coin box user will dial " 0 ," and such a call 
will appear on distinctively labelled calling 
equipment on the manual board, thus notifying· 
the operator that the call is made from a coin 
box telephone, in order that tlw proper fee ma}' 
be oollected. The segregation of this class of 
coin-box traffic from that originated by ordinan· 
subscribers necessitates the provision, for coin 
box lines, of a separatP group nf first rodP 
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selectors, and a separate group of second code 
selectors on the level used for manual board 
services, as illustrated in Fig. 3, which is 
perhaps self-explanatory. It will be seen that 
provision will be made for the possibility of a 
coin-box caller inserting 2d. and dialling TOL, 
TR U, TEL or DIR, although this would be an 
incorrect procedure on his part. 

Junction Fee Calls .-As the Manchester tele
phone area will extend to a distance of 7 miles 
from the centre of the City, junction fees will 
be payable on calls between certain exchanges 
in the area. These calls must therefore be 
routed to the auto-manual board, where they 
will be recorded and completed by an operator. 
In the case of an exchange which is the parent 
for a number of satellite exchanges at various 
distances from the centre of the area, the ques
tion arises of providing, at the parent exchange, 
some means of effecting the necessary discrim
ination between one satellite exchange and 

another in regard to the routing of these calls. 
A method devised hy the Department's en
gineers is illustrated in Fig. 4. It involves the 
provision of separate groups of 2nd code 
selectors, and a special scheme of level allot
ments to suit the particular case. Tlie diagram 
shows the arrangements at Ardwick exchange in 
connection with the 2nd code selectors on level 
4 on! y, those relating to levels 1, 2 and 3 being 
omitted for the sake of clearness. 

As an example of the operation of the scheme, 
consider two calls to Longford, the first from 
Droylsden, and the second from Denton. In 
each case the exchange code LON will be trans
lated in the common group of Directors at 
Ardwick into the digits 47. The call from 
Droylsden, however, will be routed direct from 
the second code level at Ardwick to a first 
numerical selector at Longford, whereas that 
from Denton will be sent via one of the special 
group of junctions to the manual board at 
Chapel Street. 
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Taking another example, a call from Droyls
den, to Prestwich will be routed from Ardwick 
via Tandem as a unit-fee call, with the trans
lation 448 (the digit 8 taking effect at Tandem, 
where Prestwich will be served from a first 
tandem level), while a similar call from Denton 
will reach the manual board (the digit 8 in this 
case being ineffective) as in the previous example. 

Blackfriars Exchange.-As already indicated, 
Blackfriars will be the parent exchange for a 
number of satellite exchanges, and will also con
tain tandem switches for cross-area traffic. A 
considerable amount of equipment will there
f�re be required for this installation, as will be 
seen from toe following summary of the main 
items:-

Subs. 
Pre

selectors. 

[ Code or Tandem 

I
:_ "' S.lre<o.,. ' "' =-I Numerical 

Selectors. For Traffic from :-
lSt 2nd I Final 

Blackfriars Subs. 
Satellite Exchanges 944° I 1580 } 2000 u8o 

I 380 2060 

1------
220 ) 

1040 Auto Exchange and Tandem Groups .. . 
Key Sender Positions 
Other Manual Board Positions 
Dialling-in Exchanges 

. 1520 340 

Total 

" A " Digit Switches 
Directors 
Senders 

9440 

300 
400 

50 

Fig. 5 shows in outline a portion of the pro
posed grouping arrangements for the Black
friars, Tandem and Auto-Manual switches at 
Chapel Street. The code, tandem and numeri
cal switches shown in the diagram will all be 
equipped with 20-contact levels. With the ex
ception of the rst code levels I and o, the proposed 
allotment of levels has been omitted from the 
diagram. The first code levels 6 to 9 will carry 
traffic to the Central, City, Deansgate and Med
lock exchanges respectively; the remaining 
exchanges will be reached via second code 
selectors on levels r to 5, and the second code 
switches on similar levels at Deansgat� and 
Victoria (the other two exchanges which are to 
be installed in the same building) will eventu
ally be ranked up with those for the Blackfriars 
equipment, so as to facilitate the grouping .'.'lf 
outgoing junctions. 

It will be observed that switches in connection 
with key sender positions are associated both 
with first code and first numerical selectors, the 
former being outlets for the 7-digit positions 
and the latter for the 4-digit positions. Experi
mental development is at present in progress 
with the object of making provision for key
sending direct from " A " positions at manual 

200 
280 

exchanges to automatic exchanges. An article 
on this subject, by Mr. J. Hedley, was pub
lished in the Journal for April, 1926 (pp. 18 to 
21). Where this method of working can be 
adopted key-sending " B " positions at the 
auto-manual boards will not be necessary. 
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SUBSCRIBERS' APPARATUS IN AUTOMATIC AREAS. 

11. G. S. PECK, B.Sc. (Hons.), M.I.E.E. 

PART II. EXTENSION ARRANGEMENTS. 

A 
NUMBER of combinations of tele

phones and bells lrn,·e been standardised 
to meet the needs uf subscribers who rent 

a few extensions only and do not in general 
require intercommunication between them. 
These combinations are known to both the com

mercial and engineering staffs as " Plans," and 
have been giYen a series of numbers which refer 
to the arrangements and nut to the type of 
telephone, which is specified separately for each 
station. 

To avoid an undue increase in the number of 
through switching points, the arrangements 
that may be fitted on extensions frum branch 
exchange switchboards are limited to those that 
do not involYe any further switching through 
of a connection, and it may be noted that dials 
are not fitted on manual private exchange ex
tensions in automatic areas unless direct night 
ser\'ice is required. External lines are only 
provided when not more than two wires are 
required for each circuit. 

EXTENSION Naz 
Te LE. N'i' 150. 

NOTeS:-

EXTENSION NI! I. 
TELE. N� ISO. 

The station at which an incoming ring is 
received when all switches and keys are normal 
is known as the main station, the others being 
extension stations. A magneto extension bell 
can be added in any case where it is desired at 
any time that an incoming ring should be 
heard at a point remote from the main station. 

Wherever possible, a parallel arrangement of 
telephones has been adopted, using a common 
induction coil and connected so that the opera
tion of the dial at any one station does not 
tinkle the bell at another. \ Vhen secrecy is 
required, a switch is fitted to disconnect the 
unwanted telephone at will, and where inter
communication is to be available, generators 
and other additional apparatus are necessary. 

A typical detailed diagram of an installation 
of parallel telephones is shown in Fig. 6. This 
particular arrangement is known as Plan 1, and 
if the wiring to the extension and to the press 
button be omitted the connections of the main 
station are those of a simple direct exchange line. 

MAIN STATION. 
TELE. Nt!ISO. BELL S£TN9/. 

C 06/e 4·., /'O 
f!.;':rc:�e,.: 

4-Te.r""/ 

A 

1. Om11� sl'rafo and connect extension hell when required. 
2. Extensions f'rom Manual PBX E'lv1,tJmenf will he. connecfed as for C.8. workin_g if niglrf .sernce 1• nof rc(juirrd. 
3. rites"' connecno,,u ma.JI. if moYe conven1e11f. he made at the main sla.fion and 4UJire cable used for hofh e:zfet1$iona. 
4. Co'lnecr fh1.3 IN'1re f'o eorfh when connecrtOn J-o L' gives in.sufhCi�n/- curre� h:> ocfuo/'e bell. 

FIG. 6.--MAIN SET AND 2 EXTENSIONS. 
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FIG. 7.-BELL SET No. 1, SHOWING INTERIOR. 

Table telephones are shown in this diagram 
and the common induction coil, condenser and 
bell are included in one case known as a "Bell 
Set o. r " and illustrated in Fig. 7. The 
transmitter, receiver, bell, switch-hook and cord 
are known as a " Telephone No. 150 " and this 
is illustrated in Fig. 8. Back and front views 
of the dial, showing the number ring and label 
used in Director areas are shown in Fig. 9. A 
wall telephone is shown in Fig. 10. 

lt wil I be seen that the connections of all the 
telephones in Fig. 6 are the same, and that the 
removal of an·y receiver from its hook loops 
the line and establishes the condition illustrated 
in Fig. 3 of Part I. of this article. No tinkling 
uf the bell ocours whichever dial is used, a con
dition which is of particular importance with 
such arrangements, as should tinkling occur 
and be mistaken b\· the main station for a 

calling signal, the removal of the receiver to 
answer the call there might mutilate the train 
of impulses being dialled from an extension. 

:\ simple parallel arrangement such as this 
has its chief application when several tele
phones in one room are to be connected to one 
line, a local bell circuit then being iunnecessary. 
The arrangement can al o be used when the 
telephones are in separate rooms and the local 
cal I bel Is shown are then required. These bel Is F1G. 8.-TELEPHONE No. 150. STANDARD TABLE TELEPHONE. 
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F1c. 9.-DIAL FOR MULTI-OFFICE AllEAS. FRO�T VIEW. 

are rung by current drawn from the line and are 
usually connected across the loop, so avoiding 
the need for earth connections which, however, 
become necessary when the line resistance is 
excessive. It was found that \\ ' hen an ordinary 
trembling bell connected in this manner was 
rung for the purpose of extending an incoming 
call the noise created in the receiver at the 
distant end of the line was objectionably violent. 
To �l\·oid this the break contacts of the bell have 
been bridged bv a non-inductive resistance. 

Fu.;. 9a.-DIAL FOR l\Iul TI-OFFICE AREAS. BACK VIEW. 

The best Yalue for this purpose was found co 
be 1,200 ohms; loo low a resistance would retain 
the be! 1 armature in the operated position and 
a higlt resistance would not sufficiently reduce 
the noise. t\ bell of this type in which the 
resistance bobbin is included is shown in 
Fig. 11. As a matter of policy, the number of 
inst ruments that may be connected in parallel 
in this way is limited to three on business lines 
and to six on residential lines. 

The conditions when a busy or important 
person wishes his incoming calls to be filtered 

1'1<;. 10.-\V,11.L 'f'ELEl'HUNE. �IULTl-0FFICE AREAS. 

by a secretary after having been answered in an 
outer office are met by connecting the local bell 
circuits in tandem, that is lo say , the bell at the 
lirsl exlen ·ion is a ctuated by the press button 
at the main and t he bell at the se ond extension 
can only be actuated by press button from the 
first. Such an arrangement is known as Plan 
No. II. 

\tVhen two telephones (the main station and 
one extension) are required on one line and it 
is desired that incoming rings shall be received 
at the extension when the main station is un
attended, a magneto be! I with a short-circuiting 
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switch is fitted at the extension and connected 
in series with the bell at the main station. The 
telephones are connected in parallel and a local 
bell circuit is not included. The arrangement 
is known as Plan No. IA. 

�\n arrangement of two exchange lines with 
one extension that can be connected in parallel 
with the terminal telephone of either line is 
known as Plan No. 8. Each main station has 
a press button connected to a bell of distinctive 
tone at the extension and a key is provided at 
the extension for transferring the telephone from 
one line to the other as desired. 

main station and this requirement is met by 
fitting a secrecy switch at the extension. The 
connections of a main station and extension with 
secrecy are shown diagramatically in Fig. 11 

and the arrangement is known as Plan No. 3. 

In the normal condition the exchange line is 
connected through the switch at the extension to 
the main station. At the extension, the mag
neto bell is normally out of circuit, whilst the 
talking circuit is connected permanently to the 
exchange line. The main station calls the ex
tension when required by a press button and 
trembler bell. The operation of the key at the 

MAIN STATION EXTENSION 

.extension Bell in ser1es 
here when re7uired 

• 

FJ(;. 11.--:YlATN STATION \\'lTH ONE E:-..TENS!ON IL\\'l�H; SECRECY AGAINST THE MA IN. 

Parallel arrangements of telephones such as 
already described do not provide secrecy, since 
it is possible for a conversation carried on from 
any telephone to be overheard on any other 
telephone on the same line, nor are they suitable 
for use when intercommunication between one 
telephone and another is required, since the line 
relay at the exchange is actuated by the removal 
of the receiver from the hook at any telephone. 

It is often necessary in business that a 
manager or other important member of the staff 
on an extension telephone shall be able to carry 
on a conversation that is secret as regards the 

extension brings into circuit the magneto bell 
there and disconnects two of the three wires to 
the main telephone. It is also arranged to 
short-circuit the receiver at the main station, 
since it was found that the disconnection of the 
two wires was not sufficient to prevent over
hearing. It will be seen that the circuit of the 
bell at the mairi station is completed via the 
two windings of the induction coil ; this 
arrangement, which was adopted to limit the 
number of wires between the two stations, does 
not appreciably reduce the ringing efficiency. 

An arrangement that provides a common 
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extension on two exdJange lines, with secrecy 
is known as Plan No. 8A and is shown in Fig. 
12. Each exchange line is connected to a 
separate main telephone via a combined switch 
and signal at the extension point. The move
ment of the switch in either direction dis
connects one of the exchange lines from its 
main station and connects it to the extension 
telephone. A signal is pruvided in series with 
each line at the extension station to avoid inter-

plicated switching and signalling apparatus 
must be installed. This comprises a generator, 
magneto bell, indicator-relay, condensers and a 
four position switch, which are mounted to
gether in one case as shown in Figs. 13 and 14 
and are known as a " Bell Set No. 20." 

Signalling between the main station and the 
extension is by hand generator in both direc
tions and four positions of the switch give the 
following conditions:-

Main Station I. Ex tens/on Station. 

I 
I 

Switch NT 2a 

Main 

J 
I 

Station 2., 

EXCH. CODE 
NUMBER. 

JNORMAL.J 

EXCH. CODE 
NUMBER. 
Labels 

Note2 

A 

fa Lme(f) 
B 

A 
fa Line(2) 

B 

Switch Normal. Exchange(!) on to Main Inst(/!, Exchange(2) on to Mam lnst(2) Extn. Inst disconner;;ted 

I Switch 1n /Vo I Posn. Exchange(/) on to Extn Ins!:. , Exchange (2) on to Main Inst. (2) Mam Inst (l)dtsconoederl. 
SWttch mNo2 Posn. Exchange(2)on toExtn.lnst., Exchange{/ )on to Mam Inst.(/) Ma111 lnst(2)dtsconnedcd 

Nofes:· (I} Wl1en an Extension 8ell1s required at any of the Stations,it will be connected m senes with the Normal Bdl 

121 Con11ed this wire fo Earth. when connection l:o MI gives msuff1c1ent current to actuate Bell. 

F1". 12.-T\\'O LINES AND COMMON EXTENSION WITII SECRECY. 

ruption by the operation of the switch when a 

line is engagt>d. The bell at the extension 
station is in circuit when the receiver is on the 
rest, and if the key be left in the operated 
position any incoming ring is received at the 
extension station. In the normal condition all 
incoming rings are received at the main stations, 
and, to enable the extension to be signalled 
when required, press buttons are fitted at the 
main stations and connected to trembler hells 
of different tones at the extension. 

\Vhen an extension with both intercom
munication and secrecy is required, more corn-

( r ) Exd1ange line connectl'd to telephone. 
Extension connected tu bell in bell 
set. 

(z) Exchange line connected to bell in hell 
set. Extension connected to tele
phone. 

(3) Lines connected as in position (2), but 
the exchange connection is " held." 

(.+) Exchange line connected through to 
extension. 

The connections of the arrangement are 
shown in Fig. 15. \Vith the switch in the first 
position all springs are normal and the indicator-



FIG. 13.-BELJ. ET No. 20. 

relay is out of circuit. Jn the sevond pos1t1011, 
spring sets Nos. 2 and 3 are operated, the 
indicator-relay still being out of circuit, but two 
cells for local talking are connected in series 
bet \\'een the main station and the extension. In 
th, third position, pring set No. I is operated 
also; thi · short-circuits the one microfarad 

condenser and half the bell coils. thus bridging 
tne exchange line by a 500 ohm loop consisting 
llf the other half of the bell coils, so providing 
a 111eans for holding an exchange connection 
\\'hi I st a " secret " conversation i · being carried 
on between the main and the extension. In 
the fourth position spring set �o. 4 only is 
operated; the indicator-relay is in series \\'ith 
the extension and, if terminals A and .-\ 1 and 
H and B r have been strapped as shown in the 
tio·ure, the main telephone is in parallel with the 
exchange line. Conversations bet,Yeen the ex

tension and the exchange are not then secret 
and the arrangement is known as Plan No. 7. 
If these terminals are not strapped, such con
\'ersations are secret and the arrangement is 
known as Plan o. 7A. 

The bell of the telephone at the main station 
is disconnected by springs on the key when in 
the through (fourth) position and the bell of the 
b 11 set is disconnected by the action of the 
indicator-relay. All bridges are thus removed 
from the circuit when a conversation is in pro
gress bet\\·een the exchang and the extension 
and the condenser shunt across the winding of 
the series relay is increas ,d by its O\\·n action 
tu 3 111icrofarads. The transmission losses have 
thus be�n reduced to a mini111um as indicated 
by the following:-

Fie. 14.--l:lEl.L SET No. 20, SllOWING INTERIOR. 
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Be I I Set N° 2 0. 
,-----11 I --•---= ,------------�--OA I 2 I 

Key 
Position. 

Extension. 

Springs 
Actuated 

Exchange on Telephone 
l Extens/on on Bell. None. 
2 Exchange on Bell. 

· Extension on Telephone 2 & 3. Al I springs 
3 Exchange Held .:;hown in 

t--· -1-E. _x_te _n_s_,_.on_on_Te_!.....:.ep _ho_n_e . .f-/.-. 2_&_3--.1. Normal pos ilt"on. 

4. xchange on Extension 4. 
� lndteates contact springs on/{� as numbered. 

3 

3 

;A -r· 
o 500 f xchange 

Extension Bell Line 
1n ser1es here 
when regUJl•ed. 

2mf 4 
-+ 

' 

:B, r--t-----------_....--0 

- --, 

1r? 
FH.;. 15.-CoNNECTIUNs OF BELi'. Sin No. 20. 

Sending loss o.8 miles standard cable. 
ReceiYing loss 0.4 ,, , , ,, 

The furiner figure includes the luss clue lo the 
reduction 1n the transmitter current by the 

i nlruduction of the 50 ohms series resistance. 
The indicator-relay, a side view of which is 

shown separately in Fig. 16, consists of a 50 
ulim rela? of the pendant armature type having 

FIG. 16.-lNDICATOR H.ELAY FITTED IN BELL SET No. 20. 
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a copper slee·•e un the core. The armature 
actuates a single change-o\'er spring set of the 
usual type and an indicator attachment consist
ing of a balanced aluminium lever which moves 
an aluminium " flag" into position behind a 
rectangular window 111 x 5/ 1611 when actuated. 

The indicator-relay, ,,·bich operates satisfac
torily on lines up to 750 ohms resistance divided 
in any proportion bet,,·een the exchange line 
and the extension, was designed by Messrs. 
Siemens Bros. & Co. to meet the following 
conditions:-

1. The relay contacts shall nut break when 
an extension is being rung from the 
exchange on a zero line with maximum 
generator E.M.F. and lowest resist� 
ance ringing circuit in use. 

2. The signal shall operate with the current 
over a maximum line with a minimum 
P.D. on the main exchange battery. 

3. The relay having operated as in (2) shal I 
retain during d ia II i ng at 1111 n1 m urn 
speed, i.e., the bell in the bell set shall 
not tinkle. 

4. The relay shall release after operation 
as in (2) or (3) on a 10 ohm line and 
with maximum P.D. on the main ex
change battery. 

5. The re b
.
'· contacts shall not break ,,·hen 

the extension rings the main station by 
hand generator in series with a con
denser, the switch being in the through 
position. 

The condenser is necessar v in the last con
dition to pre,·ent the actuatio

.
n of the indicator

rt>i<w bv direct current from the excbano-e flow-. - b 
ing th rough the winding of the hand generator 
,,·hen this is brought into circuit by the 
operation of the cut-out on the turning of the 
handle. Fig. 17 represents a rnmbined gener
ator and conden er which is known as Generator 
No. 4 C.P. 

.\ second extension may be connected with 
its talking circuit in parallel with the first on a 

Bell Set No. 20 and the arrangement is then 
known as Plan No. 5 (or with secrecy No. SA). 

Selective ringing is obtained by wiring the bell 
circuits of the telephones to separate press 
buttons at the main station. Such an arrange
ment avoids the necessit.' · for fitting a branch 
exchange switchboard when one exchange line 

and two extensions are required, but inter
communication is limited to the extent that if 
one extension is talking on an exchange con
nection a simultaneous conYersation cannot be 
carried on between the uther extension and the 
main station. 

On residential lines ''it h only one telephone, 
the instrument has uften to be moved as re
quired from one part of the house t·o another, 
and this requirement is met by connecting the 
telephone to a plug anc.I terminating the line on 

Fie. 17.-COMUINED GENERATOR AND CONDENSER, 

" GENEI<ATon No. -1 C.P." 

jacks fitted in convenient pos1t10ns. The bell 
set is fitted near one of the jacks and all in
coming rings are recei,·ed there; additional bells 
can be fitted at any of the jacks and be brought 
into circuit when the telephone plug is inserted. 
Such an ar.rangement is knuwn as Plan No. 4, 
and is particularl ." usef u I for professional men, 
one jack being fitted, say, in the hall, a second 
in the office or surgt>ry anc.I a thirc.1 in the bed
room. 
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A 

8 

A 
fj 

LINE CIRCUITS 

EXTENSION STATION 

� R lAEJF.L,:, 

� R 

�ccMF 

1 NORNfAL I LABeL 

C 8 TELEPHONE WITH DIAL 

4 0 

L.B. TELEPHONE WITH DIAL 

DIAL 

A 

B 
A 

8 

:} 

BRANCH 
EXCHANGE 

.SWITCHBOARD 
E�U!PM£NT 

OF 

CIRCU/T:i 
JNT£RCEPTED 

Bell f:'!tted at" 
P.BX sw1tchhoard 

I To Bel/at 
'--+�����-1<>i-:--����-''-+--+--l-��-+-����-+--���1PaxsWbd 

For use when prtvafe wires or other orcwL'> not supplying transmitter current are 1nLercepled, 
on extensions ;:,..om auto e9u1pmentor Prom manual PB.X_ e9utpmen! when mght service is re9u1rea'. 

C.lJ. TELEPHONE WITHOUT DIAL LB. TEL EPHONE WITHOUT DIAL 

For use oh extensions rrom manval PBX eqwpmenL when mght 
serVJCe 1s not r-equtred, and private wires or other c1rcu1t,-, not 
.:;;upplymg transmitter current are not mtercepted. 

For use on exlen:;1ons f'rom manu�I PB.X. e11u1pment when. mght 
.service 1.s not re9u1red, and private wires or other c1rcvits not 
81.,pplym3 lransmdter current .;;re intercepted . 

Fw. 18.-BRANCH ExcH.-1:-.iuF t·:�1E-.:s10N 11·1T11 SF.cRKCT, 
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In addition lo the foregoing there are l\YU 

arrangements designed specially for use un 

extensions from pri,ate branch exchanges either 
manual or automatic. 

The tlrsl of Lhesf', known as Plan Nu. <), 

includes a te!t·phu1w :1nd I \\·o li1ws from the 
branch exchange, une of which is used for all 
normal calls and is connected through a key to 
the telephone. Should iL bt� desired to make 
an independent inquiry whilst a correspondent 
is waiting on the line, then the throwing of the 
key connects a holding loop across the first line 
and transfers the telephone to the second, which 
is reserYed exclusiYely for originating such 
calls. 

\\Then extensions in accordance with this 
plan are connected to a priYate automatic branch 
exchange, they enable the fullest use to be made 
of the equipment, and facilities which are often 
obtained by the fitting of a separate house tele
phone system can be procured by the use of the 
one telephone fitted for the public service. 

The last arrangement to be described is Plan 
No. w, which is intended for use when secrecy 
against the private branch exchange operator is 
desired at an extension from a switchboard. 
The arrangement is shown in Fig. 18, the 
particular connections of the plugs and jacks 
being adopted to amid any liability to false 
impulses. 

Except when a '' secret '' conversation is 
being carried on, the plug is kept in the jack 
marked '' normal '' and the extension line then 
terminates on the telephone in the usual way. 
All calls must be passed via the private branch 
exchange and tne operator instructed when 
secrecy is desired; she will inform the exten
sion user of the line on which the connection 
has been establishPd, the telephone plug then 
being transferred to the corresponding jack. 
It is not intended that ea! Is shall be originated 
by plugging immediately into an exchange line 
jack, as such a procePcling would lead to the 
interruption of other calls and to exchange lines 
being intercepted without the knmvledge of the 
branch exchange operator. A. n extension bell 
is fitted in the switch-room to give an alarm 
should an incoming· call mature on a line on 
which the telephone plug had inadvertent!.\' 
been left in the secrecy jack at the extension. 

On occasion it is desired that private wires or 

other circuits not operated on a C.B. talking 
basis shall he intercepted in this way for the 
purposes of carrying on secret conversations 
and it then becomes necessary to fit a local 
haltPry tplephone in place of the usual C.B. 
talking· instrument. .\!so, whilst, as statPcl 
t�arlit>r, dials are not tiltf�d on manual priv:ate 

X Indicates exten.:;ion bell. 

Fw. 19.-YARrous .rnRANGEMENTS OF BELL CIRCUITS. 
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branch exchange extensions in automatic areas 
unlr�ss direct nig·ht service is required, they are 
required on all pxtensions from automatic equip
ment. The 1Plt>phnne circuits included in Fig-. 
18 are designed to m<>Pt 1hes<:> various conditions. 
Fig. 18 nlso sprws to show the dt>tailed oon
r.ect ion nf the Inca 1 battery telephones referred 
t0 in Part I. and sho\\'n schpmatically in Fig. 5. 

In conclusion, it is interpsting to collect in 

Fig·. 19 the various arrangements of bell circuits 
tn which econom:· in ,,·iring has led. In each 
of these the item starred is the" extension hell" 
and may be a 2�" or ()'' diameter magneto bell, 
a drop indicator gi,·ing· a continuous alarm on 
;1 local bell cirrnit until the indirntor is restored, 
o;- an .\.C. relay giving· a dis-rnntinuous signal 
on a local bell in svnchronism with thP ringing 
from tlw Exchangf·. 

AIDS TO THE 
AUTOMATIC 

STUDY OF IMPULSING 
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS. 

IN 

Rv \V. H. GRJNSTED and D. A. CHRISTIAN. 

A
S everyone concerned with automatic 

telephony knows, there are limits to the 
speed at which the selectors of a step-by

step system will operate reliably. A common 
requirement is that connections shall be correctly 
set up with impulsing· speeds varying from 7 to 
r4 impulses per second, with certain specified 
line conditions. In applying this requirement 
it is necessary to consider the type of impulse, 
that is to say, the proportion of the total im
pulse period during which the circuit is open 
compared with that during which it is closed. 
This proportion can be expressed as the ratio of 
" break " to " make " or as the percentage of 
" break." For example, the dial standardised 
bv the British Post Office delivers impulses at 
the rate or speed of ro per second, having a 
ratio of break to make of 2 to r (R: M = 2: 1), 

that is a mean percentage of break of 66.6%. 
Unfavourable line conditions, variations in 

the exchange battery voltage, incorrect relay 
adjustments, the presence of shunt circuits, and 
a number of other fa<'tors all affect the operation 
of the impulse relays and preYent the accuratP 
repetition of the impulse clelivPred hy the dial 
to the selector magnPts. These factors intro
duce varying amounts of distortion, altering the 
ratio or percentage of hreak, as recPived at the 
switch heing· operated. Further, dials cannot 
lw regarded as deliwring perfectly uniform 
impulses of standard ratio at the standard speed. 
In commercial service all dials cannot be 
accurately adjusted to the ideal, and even if a 

dial be adjusted to giw impulses having a speed 
of ro per second and a mean percentage break 
of 66.6%, the individual impulses of one train 
will depart somewhat from this standard. 

It is therefore very important to consider how 
great the departures from standard conditions 
may be before the operation of setting up the 
number dialled becomes unreliable. 

If the selectors are to perform accurately it is 
essential that their magnets should be energised 
and de-energised for certain minimum periods. 
This requirement fixes the higher limit to the 
speed of reliable operation. It is also essential 
that the period during which the release relay 
receives no current but holds bv virtue of its 
slow releasing propertit>s should �ot be too pro
longed, and that the dialling relay which 
releases at tlw end of a train nf impulses should 
receive sufficient energisation during the break 
period of the impulse to enable it to hold over 
thP make period. Thesf' rrquirements fix the 
lower limits to the spPed at which the svstem 
\Yill accept impulses reliably. 

. 

It is clear that these limiting speeds are very 
considerably affected by the impulse ratio and 
therefore b_\· thP amount of distortion, and that 
the one factor (speed) cannot be considered 
\dthout the nther factor (ratio) and vice versa. 

This interdependence makes it difficult to 
measure and state in a concise form the break
dmvn limits of any system or combination of 
circuits, and still more diffirnlt to obtain anv 
clear idea of the margin of safety between th.e 
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performance which is to be guaranteed and that 
of which the system is capable. 

There are broadly three divisions under which 
the question can be considered-(i) the nature 
of the impulses delivered by the dial, (ii) the 
nature of the most extreme impulses with which 
the system will operate, and (iii) the margin of 
safety existing bet\\ een (i) and (ii). This is the 
margin which provides against loss of adjust
ment of dials, relays or switches, unfavourable 
line conditions, etc. \\;' e felt very early in the 
development of our automatic systems the need 
for some means of representing these three in 
such a way that the relation of one to the other 
could be readily grasped, and after some efforts 
in other directions we developed the method 
about to be described, which has been in use for 
the past twelve years in the laboratories of 
Messrs. Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd., and has 
proved of great value. 

This method enables one to read off at once 
the nature of an impulse either in tt:>rrns of its 
speed and ratio or of its break and make periods. 
It gives a clear picture of the relation between 
tlw impulst:>s dt:>liwred by the dial and the 

F\i:. ] . - IMPULSE SPEED AND RATIO CHART. 
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breakdown limits of the system, and of- tht:> 
margin of safety between these two. 

It is necessary in the first place to regard 
impulses as defi�ed not so much by speed and 
ratio, which are secondary or derived quantities, 
as by their more fundamental elements, namely, 
the absolute length of the make and break 
periods in milli-seconds. For example, standard 
impulses having a speed of JO per second and 1 

ratio of break to make of 2 to r are thus defined 
as impulses of 66.6 m.s. break and 33.j m.s. 
make. When impulses are measured in this 
\vav they can be plotted as points on squared 
paper, the abscissa representing the make 
period and the ordinate the break period. Thus 
in Fig 1, point A (33.j, 66.6) represents the 
" standard impulse." Lines such as Ri."' etc., 
for which B/M = a constant, are lines of equal 
ratios. For example, for all points on RM the 
ratio B/l\1 = 2. Lint:>s such as S8, S0, etc., for 
which M + B = a constant, are lines of equal 
speeds. For t:>xample, for all points on S10 the 
sum of the makt:> and break periods is rno m.s. 
and thP corrPsponding speed is rn impulses per 
sPrond. T-h plotting· an impulsP on a chart 
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Fit;. 3.-T.\l,.'.CET OF Dl.\J. TENPIN(', TO �f.C)\\' ()0\\'N. 

such as that in Fig. I therefore \\t' li:t\T reprl'
sented it completely . 

Fig. 2 shows plotted in this way the train of 
impulses gi,·en by a standard Pust Ofllce dial 
''hen 0 is pulled . 

Only nine points are shmvn, since "·hen the 
contacts make aftt'r the tenth break the cirruit 
is closed for an indefinite time . I L is not 
possible, therefore, 10 measure the make perimi 
corresponding with the tenth break. 

It will be realised that this group of points 
enables the ratio, the average speed and I he 
degree of regularity of the impulsPs to be appre
ciated at once. 

The limits allmvPd by the Post Otlic<' siwcili
cation are shown by the yuadrilakral a b c d. 
This is known as tlH· "dial targ<·L." Tlw 

specification calls for percentage break of 66.6°{, 
with toleran'e limits of 63'/{, to 70'}[,. ThPS<' 
limits to the ratio ar<' repres<'nil'd by lines /1c 

and ad. The dia l s are n·quired t11 b<' adjusted 
so as to send nut lt'ss I han l) nur nwrt" t h;1 ;1 
r r impulses per second. These are avPrage or 
group speeds and, as pointPd out abon·, a dial 
may send impulses at the cksirf'd rate and yet 
individual impulses of the train mav differ from 

VOL. XX. 

one another in their periods of make and break. 
The group speeds are represented by points B, 
C, but to make allowance for the variations of 
individual impulses lhe speed boundaries to the 
target, i.e., thP linPs ab, cd, are taken as those 
corresponding with 8)5 and r 1.25 impulses per 
second respectively. ThPsf' figures are based 
upnn tlw requirement originally proposed for 
tlw performance uf the standard dial, namely, 
th�1 1 no indi\'iductl impulse should han· a total 
lt'nglh gTeill t"r 1lwn thal corresponding with a 
s1wed of S.i) imp. 1wr sec. or less than that 
rnrrPsponding· wit Ii ;1 spt->t'd of 11 .25 imp. per 
sec. 

The shape of tlw gTour of impulse points 
ofl<'n rt•\·eals lroub l es due to the fault y design 
or construct ion of a dial; an example is given 
in Fig. 3, \vhich reproducps the targel diagram 
fnr a dial which has a tendency to slow down. 

Fig 4 shows targPt diag·rams for a Post Office 
stnndard dial adjustf'd to (average or " group ") 
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speeds of 7, 10 and q. impuisPs pPr second 
respectively, and allmving the same pPrcentage 
variations as specified for a spePcl of 10 i.p.s. 
The permissible variations reckoned in milli
seconds are, of course, corrPspondingly smaller 
for the high speed and larger for the low speed. 
This muses differences in the areas of the 
targets and so tends to gin� an impression of 
disproportion. 

For all cases th0refore where rnnsiderahle 
ranges of speed or ratio have to be dealt with 
W<' use logarithmic scales as shown in Fig .5 . �' 

The lines of equal ratio now herome parallel 
while the lines of efp1al spPPds hernme curws. 
The Pffect of the logarithmic division is that a 

certain dist:mre between the points rPpresenting 
two impulses always represents thf' same pro
portionatp changf' no mattPr on what part of 
the chart the points occur. 

Fig. 5 then represents ful ly the nature and 
degrf'e of variability of thf' im pulses delivered 

l n this figure ihr ratios an� indicated by 
lhP number nf dr.l{ree.\ of break 011/ of a total 
impulse of 180°, as a matter of cnm•enience, the 
interruptrr referred to latrr hm1i11K a scale 
mark Pd in degues. 

by a standard dial at its normal speed of IO and 
at the extreme speeds of 7 and 14 impulses per 
second at which reliahle operation of the system 
is rt>quirnd. It illustrates graphirally the im
pulses which will he applied to the system 
under thf' spedfied conditions. 

The next step is to asct>rtain wiJh what im
pulses the system is capahle of operating 
reliably. To determine this we carry out im
pulsing tests on the system or set of circuits to 
be tested, subjecting it to impulses generated 
by an accurate interrupter and varying· the 
speed and ratio progressiYel)· until signs of 
unrel iable operation become noticeahle. For 
this purpose adu;tl breakdown, that is definite 
selection of a wrong level or contact, premature 
release or cutting in of the hunting action, may 
bt' taken, but preferabl_,. we use the first indira
tion of incorrect operation, such as chattering 
of the slow relays or signs of overshooting of 
the switch, even although incorrect selection 
does not occur. A series of tests of this kind, 
in which tlw spet'd and ratio are progressively 
\·aried, enables us to plot the most extreme 
impulses with which operation is reliable and 
by joining up the points repn•sent ing these 
impulses Wt' obtain a clost>d figure similar to 
that shown in Fig. 6. This diagram we kno,,· 
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as the " System Target. " The system will 
acoept and operate reliably with all impulses 
represented by points within the area enclosed 
by the system target but its operation is unre
liaMe on impulses falling outside that target .  
By reference t o  the speed and ratio lines the 
range of the system in speed and in ratio can 
be ascertained. Bv reference to the vertical 
and horizontal ones the li m iting operating con
ditions can be read off as the lengths of the 
break and make periods in milli-seconds. The 
area of the target measures in a general way the 
range and rPliabilit.'· of the impu lsing elenH�nts 
of the svste m . 
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The st'.paration between tilt· dial targets and 
s_vstem target givt·s at unct> a clea r mental 
p\ctun· of the margin of sa ft>ty and on account 
of tlw log·arithmic scalt>s the i mpression con
vt;yPd is in correct proporti<1n. In a complete 
study of a system, system t arg·ets an· taken for 
all the extrt'me condition s of van ing batten· 

voltage, line resistance and insulation, junction 
resistance and insulation , etc. Three such 
system targets are reproduced in Fig. 7 and 

shmY the performance of a system under " nor
mal," " long-line" and " low insulation " 
conditions. ln this case, also, each figure 
represents at each point t lw performance of the 
worst of tiHee sets of circuits. Such targets are 
therefore known as composite targets. 

The particular manner in which breakdown 
or unre liable operation occurs is, of course, 
different for different parts of the boundary of 
the system target. Hy recording against each 
part of tlw boundary the manner in which break
down occurs, we can indicate at once which 
elements of the system need attention in cases 
where there is insufficient margin and direct our 
efforts to extending the boundary at that part . 

In such a complicated subject as automatic 
telephony any device which enables one to dis
play in a concise and readily appreciated manner 
the relations between a large number of varying 
factors is extremely useful . \\re have found this 
to he particularly true of the targets described 
in this article. They condense into a single 
diagram information which cannot be satis
factorily conveyed in words or figures. In 
simpler engineering matters the degree of safety 
is measured by the ratio of the breakdown con
dition to the working condition. Such a defini
tion presumes only one main variable. It is 
hopeless to try to measure the margin of safety 
of an automatic system in any such \Yay. As a 

result of this, ideas on the subject of safety 
margins on automatic systems tend to be vague 
and confused. Yet it is of the greatest import

ance that there should be a margin and that we 
should know how much it is. The targets we 
have described have given us clearer ideas and 
a definite means of measuring our margins. 
It is with the hope that they may be of equally 
great assistance to others that we have, with the 
kind permission of the Board of Editors, 
brought them to thP notice of the readers of the 
Journal. 
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THE PHONIC CHRONOMETER 

RELAY 

I

T has long. !Jeen re.'.llised that th<' .'.ICCur.'.lte 
measurement of opera I ing and releasing 
times of telepho1w relays is .'.I vit.'.11 factor in 

the design of automatic telephone circuits and 
up to the present, i-his class of measurement has 
always been looked upon as one which can only 
be carried out by technical engineers with 
delicate and expensive apparatus. Neveri-11eless, 
it has often been suggested jokingly that the 
Post Office ought to produce an apparatus of 
the type in which one can " put a relay in a 

box, lurn a handle, and get the operating and 
releasing lags indicated directlv on a dial." 
The Phonic Chronometer Tim i ;1 g Set has no 
claims to such an ideal, hut it has been so 
developed by the E.-in-C.'s Circuit Laboratqrv 
that it can be handled wilh ease bv the minor 
staff and can give direct reading� which are 
:iccurate to a few milliseconds. 

The actmal measuring chronometer is shown 
diagrnmatically in Fig. 2. The essential part 
of the mechanism is a phonic motor which is 
driven at constant speed lw an electrically con
trolled tuning fork, the A� wlwel of the . m otor 
!wing marked "W" in Fig. 2. Situated a short 
distance away is a small friction wheel 1' which 
can he brought into cnniact with tile Avwhf'P! lw 
means of a magnet i\l. The spind.le of th.P 
friction wheel is extended to r.arry a light 
pointer moving over ::i scalP which is suitablv 

FOR THE 

TIMES. 

MEASUREMENT OF 

graduated in milliseconds to give a direct read
ing of the period of contact between the two 
wheels. T n the normal position the friction 
wheel rests against .'.I back stop B, which also 
acts as a brake to arrest the rotation of the wheel 

Note I. 

The Phonic Motor rototes at constant speed, 

bein<j controlled b'J an E/ectroma7n etic Tunin7 Fork. 

Note 2. 
The Pomter indicates on the 9raduated scale . the 

len9th of time that the wheel F has been m 

contact with the wheel W. 

FIG. 2.-THE PRINLIPl E OF THE CHRONOMl!TER. 
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when Lhe magneL Ill is released. ln order tu 
reduce errors due tu differences beL\\·een tlw 
operaling and releasing times uf Lhl' electru
magnet M, the magnel is dilTerl'ntially "·uund 
and is su connected thaL ll'hen current is flu\\ ing 
in both coils, the fluxes produced <ancel eaclt 
other and the frictiun \\"heel is allull'ed tu remain 
;,1gainst the back stop. \\"hen un · uf the.: 
differentially \\"ound coils is dist·onm·l·tcd, the 

magnd operates and starts the rotation 1Jf 1lw 
p(linter, and \1·hen thl' otlin u1il is disc1Jnnccted 
the magnet is relJasl'd and tlic p11intn is i111111l'
diately arrestl'd by the brake. Jt will he seen 

Lherefure that the p11i nter indicates t lie t iim' 
period between the disrnnnel"ling uf the first 

Magnet R,, _____ _ 

', ... 
, ..... 

Tri 99er A------

--

lrigger s---

Hammer H/ '. 
I 

circuit and the disconnecting of the second, pro
vided that the electrical lags in the magnet are 
tl1e same at starting as al stopping. 

ln order lo obtain the required accuracy in an 
inslrument of this nature it is necessary lo in
corporate many rt:tine111ents lo eli 111 i nate possible 
errors such as slip, inertia , eccentricity, magnet 
time-lags, residual flux, etc. Attention has been 
paid tu each of these points, and a photograph 
of the actual chronometer manufactured by 
i\lessrs. Tinsley & Co. is given in Fig. 3. The 
variuus compunenls of the apparatus are in
d icaled and it is seen that the friction wheel and 
Lhe carriage which holds it are of a very light 
construction, the travel of the friction wheel 
being appruximately 5 mils. lnstead of a single 
dial and pointer , the instru111ent illustrated has 
a train of 4 dials giving readings from J m.s. 
lo 100 seconds, I.be poinle rs being reset by hand 
bet \\·ecn successi \·e tests. The complete instru
ment is very compact and only measures 7�11 x 

7�" x s·�" high. 
Tlic part of the app;1ratus so far described 

\\ uuld give timl' 111casure111enls between succes
si\·e breaks of any twu indeprndcnL circuits with 
1 111.s. accuracy, but in order lo adapt it. lo gi\'l:! 
11wasure111enls of re la.\· L1gs with the required 
�i111plicit.1· of opvralion, it is necessary lo acid a 

separatL· assern!JI�· uf auxiliary apparatus con-

.,Contacts 
'" 
, .. ,'i'f 

, .. 
,,, 

Ma9ne t z 

Ftc:. 4. -.\UXll.TAJ�Y JOO �I. ·. RELAY. 
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sisting of keys, relays, etc., as shown schematic
ally in Fig. 5. The complete timing set shown 
in that diagram provides the follo\Ying facilities: 

(a) Measurement of operating and releas
ing lags of relays with either "make" 
or "break" contacts. 

(b) Measurement of the duration of earths 
or disconnections in any simple circuit. 

It will have been observed that there will be 
an appreciable operating lag in the chronometer 
itself (approx. 40 milliseconds) and therefore it 
will be impossible to get a reading on the 
chronometer dial in the case of an interval of 
less than this value. .\s, however, there are 
many occasions when quite small time lags have 
to be measured, the auxiliary apparatus has in
corporated in it a special relay designated SZ 
for the purpose of adding a fixed time interval 
to any period that is being measured. This 
relay is designed to have an operating lag of 

exact! y 100 milliseconds, and therefore \\hen 
tests are being made 100 milliseconds must be 
subtracted from the reading given on the chrono
meter dial. This special relay is of an interest
ing construction and has been developed In 
�lessrs. Tinsley & Cn. in co-operation v;ith the 
P.O. Circuit Laboratory. Jt is illustrated in 
Fig. 4. 

The armature of this auxiliary relay is a long 
reed, clamped flexibly at one end but free at the 
other end to engage with either of the triggers 
A or B. In the normal position the reed is held 
by trigger A, but "·hen tlw magnet R is ener
gised the trigger is raised and the long reed is 
allowed to swing over with a speed correspond
ing to its natural frequency. 1 t operates the 
contacts shown and is held in position by the 
trigger B which is allowed to come into engage
ment \Yhen the coil Z is energised. The two 
coils Z and R are therefore connected in series 
so that when the relay is energised, trigger A is 

RELAY TIMING SET 
USING PHONIC �RONOMET{R_. 
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lifted and trigger B is engaged . lt follows 
therefore that �when current is cut off from the 
relay, the trigger B \\ill be raised by the action 
uf the Z magnet and, \vith the help of the small 
hammer H, tlw reed \1ill return tu the trigger 
.\ \\hic h \\ill ha \L' been restored. The relay is 
therefore self-restoring and the " follow " uf the 
break contact can be adjusted tu give the re
quired operating lag uf 100 milliseconds. 

Referring tu t IH· cirrnit diagrnm in Fig. 5 it 
''ill be uf interest tu folluw the functiuns uf this 
auxiliary r!'lay SZ '' hL'll making some particular 
test. Fur example, suppuse 1t is desired lo 
measure tlw releasing lag uf a relay having a 
break cuntact. The cuil and cuntacts uf tlic 
" (('St " relay will lie connected tu the terminals 
sliown un the L.11. side uf the diagram, the 
p·oint rnarked • • X yolts " being connected 
to a suitable battery voltage (usually 5ov.) and 
it will alsu be necessary to throw the " releasing 
lag key " R and the " break contact key " B. 
The R3 contact provides earth connections to 
both of the differential magnet coils in the 
chronunwter and the R 1 contact provides a path 
\\ hich keeps the relay under test in the operated 

pos1t1on. Included in this " test " relay circuit, 
however, arc the break contacts uf the " start 
relay " SA and this relay will be operated when 
the " Start Key " is thrown. As the relay 
under test is in the operated position, its break 
contacts in this case are open, but as soon as the 
" test " relay has released the.re is a circuit for 
the " stopping" relay SZ via the contacts Rz 
and B3. 

\Vith these circuits in mind it will be easily 
understood that the operation uf the start relay 
S, \ wil I si mu ltaneousl y disconnect the test relay 
circuit and also the first differential coil of the 
chronometer; the test relay will then proceed to 
release and, as soon as its break contacts have 
closed, the SZ relay ,,ill be energised. The SZ1 
contacts, however, will not be opened until 100 

milliseconds have elapsed and therefore the 
chronometer will have received a time interval 
('.qua! to the releasing l ag of the relay under test 
plus the 100 millisecond operating lag of the 
SZ relay. Similar circuits are provided for the 
measurement of operating lags and in e\'ery case 
the timing set will give correct readings whether 
the relav contact be a " make " or a " break." 
It should be remembered when making relay 

measurements that tlw wurds " make " and 

" break " refer tu the type of contact on the 
relay and not tu its actual function during the 
ksting operation. Provision is made for check

ing the 100 111.s. operating lag uf SZ directly 
un the chronumeter by throwing the " test " 
key TR. 

lt is also possible tu measure the duration of 
an 1 earth or l he duration uf a disconnection 
pe;·iud in a circuit which is normally earthed, by 
using the terminal marked " Periods." In the 
case of an " earth " periud in a circuit, the 
" earth " Key E is thro11 n, and then when the 
" start key " is operated the SA relay is con
nected tu the " Periods" !l�rminal 7•ia SB 1 and 
EJ. \\Then the earth is connected, the SA relay 
operates and starts the chronometer at contacts 
SA2, but the relay SB is also operated via Ez 
and SA4. Relay SB switches the " Periods" 
terminal over from the SA relay to the SZ relay, 
but nu\1· the earth connection being tested ;s 
al lowed . tu short-circuit SZ via SB3, a separate 
operating earth being provided via Dr and SB4 . 
\Vhen the test earth connection is removed, the 
SZ relay operates and after roo milliseconds 
delay the chronometer is stopped. In this class 
uf test the chronometer is only reading higher 
b}· an interval equal to roo milliseconds minus 
the operati ng lag of SA. This interval can be 
measured on the chronometer by throwing the 
key TP. In this case the SA and SZ relays are 
connected in parallel and, as soon as the start 
key is thrown , the chronometer is started by the 
SA contact and stopped by the SZ contact. 
The interva 1 between these t wu operations is the 
differenre bet\\ een the operating lags of the SA 
and SZ relays and this is the time interval which 
'' uuld have tu be subtracted from the previous 
d1ronumeter reading. The subtraction of this 
odd amount detracts fron� the simplicity of 
operat ion, but it is nut considered so important 
as the retention uf the exact 100 milliseconds 
subtrac!ion in the case of the more frequent 
relay measurements. 

Compared with the oscillograph this apparatus 
has many advantages for general relay work and 
une of the greatest is the fact that a number of 
readings can be taken in quick succession by 
the re-operation of the start key, giving a record 
of the relay yariations from time to time under 
the same external cunditions. ft is interesting 
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to note that an ordinary telephone relay will 
often give readings varying by as much as w% 
between successive operations. 

The complete instrument has been checked 
against the oscillograph with results that show 
an accuracy of approximately 5 milliseconds 
on intervals up to 500 milliseconds and this 
is very satisfactory for general relay work. 

Coupled with this accuracy, however, is the 
important factor uf simplicity of ()peration, 
vvhich enables the instrument to be used by the 
minor staff as \\ell as by the engineers. Jt 
ma\' be said that with its aiJ the measurement 
of relay times has become as simple anJ as rapiJ 
as the measurement of operating currents. 

R. \V. PAUIER. 

THE ACCOMMODATION OF 
FINAL SELECTOR 

P.B.X. LINES 
MULTIPLE. 

IN A 

R. J. HINES, B.Sc. 

(I.) STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEl\l 
OF DESIGN. 

A 
STUDY of the P .B.X. final selector 
cirrnits in use does not reYeal all the 
factors which have been taken into 

account in designing the scheme. i\loreoYer, it 
needs considerable experience in circuit analysis 
tu form a clear understanding of the accom
plishments and limitations of a particular cir
cuit. Such an understanding is dependent 
upon the formation of a clear conception of the 
fundamental principles upun \Yhich the circuit 
operation depends, and it is the intention of 
this article to pniY id(' a summarised description 
of the facilities afforded bv the various P .B.X. 
final selector circuits working in this country. 

No cirouit at present in use can be said to be 
ideal and the present designs han' been the out
come of an examination of the ideal require
ments followed by an attempt to provide as 
many of these facilities as could be concurrently 
provided in one circuit. This article is there
fore divided into two parts, the first of which 
enumerates the considerations which should be 
taken into account, whilst the second part 
describes the existing schemes . and shows to 
what extent the desirable features are incor
porated. 

The fundamental requirement of a final 
selector in the multiple of which appear P .B.X. 
lines, is that the busy tone shall not be trans
mitted to the calling subscriber until all the 

lines uf the called P.B.X. are found Lu be en
gaged. 

Hdore cornmencing to deYelop a circuit which 
\\ill meet this requirement , it is necessary tu 

cunsider huw the I' .B.X. lines may be grouped, 
e.g., will the groups all consist of lines having 
consecutive numliers, or will they be scattered 
th roughout LlH' numbering scheme'? The 
scheme developed fur dl'.a ling \\ith such groups 
should place as fr,, l imitations as possible on 
t he numbering. Tlw lirst restriction, near I y 
al ways found tu IJ('. unavoidabl e, fol luws from 
tlw fact that in general nut all the final selectors 
provided in the yxchangc arc enabled tu deal 

with P.B.X. gruups, i:c., the Directory number 
allotted tu P. B.X. groups must be limited tu 

a block ()f numlwrs sent"d by special final 
st•lectnrs known as /'.H.,\. final selcclors. The 

reason for p111plu1 ing ;1 special type of P .H.X. 
final selecllir is that sinct• additional fac·ilit ies 
are to be obtained 11itli tlwse s\\itches a greater 
number of relciys is required in their r·ircuits 
and they are, consequently, more costly. Hence 
an economy is obtained by prm iding nu grt>ater 
number of these more expensiYe S\\'itches than 
are required to carry the P.B.X. traffic on the 
exchange in question. The P.B.X. groups nf 
final selectors sh()ttld nut be adjacent, but should 
be distributed t hrnughout the nu mbt>ri ng 
scheme, so avoiding congestion through cer
tain channels. 

The great majority of P.B.X.'s have fewer 
than rn exchang·e 1i nes, and it is therefore desi r-
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able that the s' herne aJuptcLl shall permit the 
accommodation uf mure t 11an one 11• I:> .X. group 
in a final selectur le\ et, uue regard ueing paid , 
however, to the pussilJ!lity ul ue\ elupment anJ 
an ade4uate number uf spares, there10re, being 
left for the growth uf each P.B.X. ln order 
that provision shall be made for meeting the 
needs of subscribers \\hu, though renting one 
exchange line unly, are potential P .B.X. sub

scribers, it should be possible tu place their 
lines also on P .13.X. iinal se lectors and thus 

avoid the necessity for number changes when 
the additional lines mature . 

lf the total number of P. B .X. groups work
ing on an exchange be very small it may be 
desirable for direct exchange lines tu be inter
spersed bet\\ een the lines uf une group in order 
tu use the bank capacity tu an advantage and 
yet allow fur unexpecteJ Jevel upment of P.B.X. 
groups . This facility is at present provided at 
Southam ptun only , anJ is there accum panied 
by the disadvantage that one P .B.X. group 
only can be accummuJateJ in a level. 

Allowance must be macle for the possibility of 
P .B.X. exchang·e Jines being pluggeJ through 
tu extensions when the P .B .X. board is un
attenJcd. ln these circumstances it must be 
possible for inJi Yidual lines in such a group tu 
be called, i.e., definit e ad\·ice musl be given if 
the called line is engaged \1ilhout Jirsl testing 
tlw re111aindcr of the gruup. If the automatic 
hunting of the sel el"lor were ;tllowed to take 
place when the cal led line is engaged , the call 
would either be routed to an extension which 
\1;1 s nut n·quirl'd, or the Sl'kct()r \\uuld ring on 
a lint' which \1·as not l'Xll'nded tu a point \\ here 
at t t'ntion \1ould lw g·ivt·n ;111d a false " nu 
rqJh· " condition \nmld result. Jn t·ircu111-
stann·s ''lien the night sn\·ice is sullicient ly 
l'xt1·nsin' tu make t liis a st·riuus disadvantage, 
it fnll11\\S that nig·ht s.ervic1· cannot lw gin�n hy 
di;tlling t '11· dinTtor_,. nurnfwr. as t h(' selector 
\\ould int•\·itably hunt ,,Jwn this number \\as 
fnund t(l lw eng«1g1·d. .\ night spn·ice numbPr 
must therefore he adn·rtised. This numlwr 
111a�· bf' ei11wr in lhl' c1111s(•c11ti\(� st·ries allotted 
to tlw P.B.X. or may he a special number 011 

;1 r<'gular final selector hank and jumpered to 
one of the exchange lines. A special rental 1s 
charged when this facility is given. 

1\ furthPr i mportant considC'ration 1s tlwt it 

should Ul! pussil>le to leave spare contacts in the 

bank mult iple and so alluw for future gnmth 

and yel du so in such a manner that nu \\ astage 
occurs in the numl>ering scheme, i.e., provision 
is made for development without the reservation 

of numbers \\hich may be re4uired for allocation 

to direct lines. 
The preceding paragraphs dea I \\ ith the foci] i

ties \1hich should be pro \ ide<l fur P.B. X. sub
scribers and does not discuss the practicability 
of providing all these facilities concurrently . 
It therefore becomes necessary lo consider 
whether an ideal scheme can be pruvided and, 
if su, whether the advantages obtained justifv 
the cost of provision. If an ideal arrangement 
i1wolves a great deal uf difficulty , it is necessary 
lo estimate the value of each facility and balance 
this value against the difficulty uf providing it. 

Night ser1.1ice.-1\s already slated the engage
ment of the lirst line uf a P .B.X. group must 
normally result in final selectors rotating over 
the remaining lines of the group. Jf a par
ticular exchange line be required, e.g., an 
exchange line \\ hich has been connect ed tu an 
extension, final selectors must refrain from hunt
ing when that line is found lu be engaged and 
must instead report the engaged cunditiun by 
connecting busy tone lo the calling line. The 
ti.nal selector must therdore be given some in
dication when it is required lo suspend its 
P.B.X. hunting function. llencc, SOl1H' \·aria
tion in the conditions musl be made tu dis
tinguish between a call tu the P.B.X. board and 
a call tu a particular cxlt·nsiun. If t lie cal I to 
a particular extension is lo be ruutl'd by t lie 
dialling· Df the direl"lury n 11111lwr SUllH'. alteration 
111ust be made lo its t•xcliangl' line circuit at till'. 
t imc thal the changl ' fr<llll nor111;tl tu nigbt 
service condit ions is n·tp1irl'd. This ub, iousl y 
i 1wolves either co-upt·1«1l ion lwt \\Ten the sub
snilwr and the exrh;111g1'. staff t ir sonw engineer
ing: 1·omplexit_\ add<'d to the exchange line 
<"ircuit, Pnahling tlw subscriber tu vary tht� um

dition at tlw exchangt' . Either of these alter
natives is unsatisfactory, and special night 
st·n·in'. facilities art' nol given over lhc first linPs 
11f ;1 group except in special circumstances. l t 
is evidently possible, however, to arrange that 
night service may be obtained by dialling some 
number other than that entered in the directorv. 
This number may be a spare number which 

.
is 
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teed Lu the exd1angc li1w It'.quin ·J , ;1ml \\ ltich is 
n11L such as \\ill set up the hunting cunuition in 
the final selector circuit, ur it may c\·en be one 
uf the auxiliary linvs uf tlw P.B.�., su lung as 
this alsu is a l 1 1w \\lticl1 \\ ill nut t«tuse the final 
selector tu hunt. It is pussiblc tu auupt this 
latter arrange111c11t si nee the normal mellw<l of 
calling the P.ILX. is tu dial the directory nurn
lwr and t liis is t lie 11111; lin<'  that need be 
arranged to set 11p hunting cunu itiuns in the 
final selcctur t :ircuit. 

It has aln�auy been stated that wlwn it is 
JHTcssary to pw \· ide fur l'.B.X.'s \\ ith large 
groups uf lines, it is \Try desir�11Jlc that these 
l i 1ws shou Id nut be a111ung· tliuse tu which 
numbers in the regular nurnlJering . scheme are 
allotted, i.e., these lines cannot be reached in
di \ ·idually by Jialling their numbers. If this 
requirement be satished , the only \\ay of pro
viding night sen·ice U\l'f p art i cular exchange 

lines is liy empluying a spare number in the 
regular numbering sL·lwrne and teeing this tu 
the exchange line in question. Lt is thus 
apparent that there is a fundamental incom
patibility lid\\een the requirements that num
bers in the regular numbering scheme shall not 
be alut!eu tu auxiliary lines, and that any line 
may be called indi\·idually. 

P.IJ.S.'s wilh more than 10 exclwnge lines.
Groups uf P .B.X. lines mure than 10 in number 
cannot be acc·um modated on one level of bank 
contacts on a iinal selector of the usual type. 
In consequence these groups present more 
difficulty than groups of 10 lines or fe \\er, as ;t 

is necessan· l'itlwr fur the Jina! selectors cun
cl'rneJ to rotate their wipers o \'er the leYels in 
successiun or alternatiYeh· to n·ach these lines 
by some other channel than usual. Hence 
these switches are more cost\\· than those which 
can deal \\ilh small groups onl y. Since the 
number of P.B.X.'s \\ith mon� than 10 lines 
usually form a small percentage of the total 
P . B .X. ' s , it is usual tu provide one type of 
P.13.X. final ·selector fur dealing with small 
groups, and proYide other means fur dealing 
with large groups. 

Availability.-It is obvious that largl' g·roups 
of lines may be dealt \\ith b)· splitting the 
multiple, i.e., whereas any one switch may hunt 
over the ro lines in one level, the ro lines avail
able to one switch will nut be the same 10 lines 

i11 1 ltt: \()rn·spumli11g lncl ()f ,,tJwr S\1 itches. 
Such <tn <t rrangement, hm\ e\·t,r, resu lts in the 
redul'l iun uf the l'lficiency uf the sen·ice given 
tu tlw subscTilwr <ind is nut adopted l'Xcept t<' 

a limited t•xtent in spl'l'ial t·irn11nstances. (Set'. 
des<-riptiun of Llw s1'111dard 2-10 line P.B.X. 
Jinal selet'lur). 

.\ 11-111 /Jn 'il'US/uge. - In urder lu a \· uid the 
allocation of large gn,ups uf numlwrs tu the 
auxiliary lines of l'.H.X.'s it is su11H·tinws 
arranged Lo inkrposi· �1 special 3rd st,lector 
lwt\l('en tht' 2nJ S('let'lm· and thl' l'.B.X. final 
S(�lt·dor, i.c, thl' 21d selt-ct()r, which normally 
lias access lo HJ gr()ups of linal Sl'lec turs, is 
gin�n al'l't'SS t() 100 gruups. Thl' 3rd S!'lec!ur 
is operated by 111!' 3rd dialled digit \\hich would 
11or111 al h· ddi1w tilt' w lines \\ itl1in which the 
required line ur group \vas situated. The final 
selector re;1clwd, hu1\ ('\er, has access to mure 
than 10 lines and may l'ither lw of a type which 

.lirst affqlls the -1-th digit and tlwn, having 
located thl' required I'. ILX., proceeds to find 
a disengaged line, m it 111;1_\· be e:-;clusin� lo one 
P.B.X. anJ comnwrnT searching OH'r the corre
sponding· group \\itlwut \\ aiting· for the -1-th 
digit, \\hich it 1\ i ll ignure. The use of a special 
3rd selLTlor sclwnw \\ill be lkpendent upon there 
being a sufficient sa1·ing· in exchange numbers 
lo justify the prm isiun uf the additional appar
atus. 

,l.,'f1ccial l'.Ii.S. line s·<l'ilclzes.-Schemes have 
been devised \\·hich invoh·e the use of two types 
of line S\\itch, viz., on.e ty)le for ordinary lines 
and anot her type for P.B.X. lines. Although 
such a sdwnw i1wuhes little engineering diffi
culty, it is grnerall _,· recognised as a principle 
that an\· line S\\itch should be available for use 
\\ith either ordinan· lines or P.B.X. lines. 

Dialling-in lo />,,I .H . .\.'s.-The schemes at 
present in use do not pruvide fur dialling 
P.�\.B.X. ex!ens iuns direct from the public 
system . 

. lllocalio11 of SumlJers in P.l3.S. Units.
The fact t ha! a subscriber rents a P. B .X. in
dicates that his line will be more busy than 
those of subscribers \Yith single lines. Con
gestion through certain channels in the ex
change would occur if the P.B.X. lines were 

placed in units fitted \vith nothing but such 
lines. It has therefore been agreed between the 
Engineering and Traffic Departments that 
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switches tu acconrn1udalt' 1iruinan· lines as w e l l 
as P.B.X . lines shall be a llocated numbers on 
the following basis :-1 n c\·en· wu ordinary 
numbers in the exchange multiple it is assumed 
that there will be 3":, una\·ailable spares and 
that in IOO P .B.X. numbers there \\ 'i ll be 18% 
unavailable spares. Fur example , if the 
ultimate development bt' ant icipated as 2,051 
ordinary lines and 186 P.13.X. Jines, the actual 
numbers \\'ill be ca lculat ed as follows:-

Lines. Factors. Numbers. 

Ordinary lines 2,051 0-9i 2, l 14 

P .B.X . lines 186 0 . 82 227 

2 , 237 2,341 

FIG. 1.-ST!Hl' OF BUSYING }ACl{S. 

The number of P.13.X. units is cslirn ateu as 
follows:-

To each P.B.X .. unit are allocated 60 P.B.X. 
numbers and 40 ordinary numbers. Thus, in 

• 

tile cxa111ple alJo\·c, the nu1 11l )cr of P.l).X. units 

·1 
227 

wt I be 60 
= -1-· The estimate that in the 

ultimate there 11·iJI be 9/'/v l•f the urdinary nu�n
bers \lurking· and ::32% of the P .B.X. numb,rs 
11 urking , thus implies that there will be 60 x 

82% = -J.9 11 urking P.13.X. lines and 40 x 9i'Yu 
= 39 1\·orking ordinary Jines per unit = 88%. 

uf the tutal capacity of thl' unit . 

.-\ furl her pro\·isiun is that when the extension 
is hnal �111d \Yllt'n the multip le capacity limi t s 
the capacity of the exchange, 8G working lines 
per 100 P .B.X. numbers should be allo\1·ed for, 
gi\·ing a factor u{ u.86 insteau Df 0.82. \Vhen 
this stage is reached there will be 60 x 86% 
= 52 working P.13.X. lines per unit. 

/�11gagi11g fa1illy lincs.-1 f one line in a gruup 
be faulty, it is necessary tha t dur ing the time 
that the line is receiving attentiun it should be 
engaged to final selectors which will therefore 
pass on to the remaining lines in the group. 
fn order to achieve this end, a strip of jacks of 
special design is iixecl to the verticals of the 
main frame to which the privates of the P.B.X. 
units are wired. In order to engage the Ii ne 
a p g is inserted in the jack and this earths the 
p ri\·ate. A main frame fanning strip fitted witlt 
a strip of busying jacks is shown in Fig. 1. 

Jn the case of �iemens No. 16 equipmen t, the 
pegs are normally in position and are withdrmvn 
to disconnect the " C" wire , thus rendering it 
engaged. 

(II.) GENERAL DESCHl P TIO� OF 
\t\T'OREJNG SCHEJ\lES . 

. \ .-TuE STANOA1w Sc11Ei\JEs. 

'types uf seleclur iised.-Tlie schemes nuw 
standardised in\·oive· the use of three tpyes ut 
selectur, viz., one fur dealing with gruups of JU 

lines and fower, a second fur dealing with 
groups of c 1-20 Jines and a third for dealing 
wi tli groups of more than 20 Jines. 

The 2-10 line P.13.X. final seleclor.-Thc 
characterist ics of this selector are as follows : -

(a) All the lines in one P .B.X. group are 

accommodated in one leYel of contacts. 

(/J) More than one P .B.X. group may be 
accommodated in a level. 

(c) An�r line may be dialled and hunt ing 
will only take place if the number 
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diall<·d is the lirsl line in the numerical 
"l'<JlWllU' ()f ;1 L1 .B.X. grnup and is 
found to be engaged . 

(d) Ordinary lint's can he inll'rspersed be
t\\cen the P.B.X. groups. 

� 
.::; 
0 " 
{ 

P.fil . 6roup � P.B.X.G,-ovp 

NOTE - The P'contoct.s o� oc!uolly above the P.Conlacfs but fer convenienc� 

arc l"l'presenled m c1rcvtf d1osroms u" bemg beneath the. PContocts. 

2-10 L !NE P.B.X. FINAL SELEG TOR. 
At'rangement cf P&P' Contacts. 

FIG. 2. 

l n add it i un to t Ill' a bun; Llw usual n ng111g 
:md supen·isory functiuns as::;ociated \Yith ti.nal 
selector circuits  are pL'rfurmed. 

From tlw above it is obvious that ::;ome dis
tinct ion must e.\.ist bet\\ een ordinary line::; an<l 
I'. ILX. lines and, f urther , liet\\een the li.rst·and 
subsequent lines of a P.IL:\.. group. The dis
t inguish ing d1aractl'ristil·s are provided by an 
au.\.iliar_1 private <·i rn1it. The pri\ ·ate bank is 
C(lJlStructt'd likl· an ordi11ar1· li1w bank and a 
doul>k pri\ ate \I ipn is used, i.e., a \\'iper hav-

nn,.1 SaklcCor SldG 

ing the two halve::; insulated from each other in 
the manner of line wipers. The lower wiper 
completes the normal private circuit to the line 
switch and the upper wiper completes the local 
circuit to determine the clas::; of the line called. 
The private contacts are arranged as shown in 
Fig. 2. 

The circuit is such that if the first line of a 
P.B.X. group is cal led and the private contact 
is found to be connected to earth, signifying 
that the line is engaged , the battery on the P 1 

private contact will complete a circuit to step the 
switch to the succeeding line. The continuance 
of hunting over engaged lines is dependent 
upon the two private contacts associated with 
each line being strapped together by which 
means the earth on the private circuit i::; com
municated tu the Pr contact. The P and J::> 1 

contacts of the last line of a group are not 
strapped . Hence if thi::; line be engaged when 
tli e \\ ipcrs reach it, the engaging earth is not 
cunnected tu the Pr contact and the switch 
cea::;es to rotate. It then behaves as an or<linary 
linal selector and transmits the busy tone. 

In order to provi<le for meeting the require
ment::; of a P .B.X. \vith an unexpected growth 
necessit ating the renti ng of more than w lines , 

it is arranged that a<l<litional lines may be 
\\orked by splitling the mult iple. This avoids 
changing the d irectory number, but since t he 
arnilabilit> of incoming calls is limited a mini

mum of J add i t iona l lines only are provided in 
this \Yay. 

The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3. The 
multipll' blocks on the top of each unit are pro-

caNz. to 1 or. 
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vided in duplicate, the multiple from half the 
final selectors in the uniL being rnbl d to the 
lo\\'Pr block, while· the multiple for the rt>main
ing switches is cabled to the upper block. The 
loll'er block onl_1· is cabled to the main franw, 
the upper block bt,ing- normally jumpered lo the 
lnll'er block. On tlw line Sll'ilch side or tlw unit 
can be seen the block to \\'hich the line switches 
are cabled and tlw line s11·i1l·lws ; ire normallv 
connectt'd to their proper position in the multiple 
by jumjwring from t IH•se blocks lo t lw lirst 
nppearance multiple blOl·k. All the line 
Sll'itches of a P.H.\.. group of 10 lines are thus 
available to the whole of the final selectors in 
the unit. Should an additional line be required, 
the jumper connecting the 1oth line between the 
first and second appearance block is removed. 
The 10th line is thus a\'ailable to the fir. t half 
of the _multiple only. l t  is now necessary io 

connect th ioth circuit on the upper block to an 
additional line and associate this line ll'ith r1 

spare line switch. Tn the figure it will be seen 
that t hr upper block has been jumpered to a 
line S1\'itch and al. o to a miscrllanrous terminal 
block. This latter jumper serves to connect tn 
an extra line, the mi�ellaneous block beincr 
cabled to the I.D.F. 

There are thus two lines corr sponding with 
the last outlet on the level and the additional line 
is, therefore, allotted a number outside I hr 
regular numbering scheme of the exchange. A 

sprcial group of met rs i. proYided for such 
lines a_nd connection with these meters is made 

.at the J.D.F. 
One miscellaneous terminal block is usually 

provided per suite of units-generally 5. 
Tlie i r-20 line, P.B.X. Final Selec/or.-Thr 

charncterist·ics of this selector are as follows:
(a) Each level aocommodatrs 20 lines (lw 

means of two banks as descrilwcl 
below). 

(b) One P.B.X. onlv can he accommodated 
per level. 

(c) The wipers are not dialled into the lr\'el 
but rotate automatically as soon as tlw 
vertical stepping is completed. 

(rl) Although 20 lines are allotted to f'ach 
P.B.X. ro m1mbf'rs onlv arf' sacrificed 
since there are hvo lines for f'1•rn· 

-possible posit.ion of the wipers. 
(e) rt follows from (c) that individual lines 

or P.B.X. LI l�S. 

1'1i:. 4. Sc1 Eo.:101{ 1·01{ G1�11up;. "F 11-.'o L1NF'i. 
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cannot be dialled and for night service 
to be concentrated on particular lines 
it is therefore necesary to allocate 
special numbers in regular units and 
tee these numbers to the lines in 
question. 

(/) Ordinary lines c;rnnot hr accommodated 
on this selector. Small P.B.X. 
groups cannot he accommodated (with
out the sacrifice of a level to the 

group). 

:\ reprrsentatin' selector is shmYn in Fig. 4. 
It will lw sern th:1: this srlecrnr carries thref' 
banks, tlw line h:rnk lwing· duplirnted and tlw 
pri,·rite hank being similar in construction lo ri 

line bank. The 200 rnntricts of the priv<lle ban�' 
rorrrspond with the t\\'O S<'ts of line rontacts. 

ror ('\'PrY position of the wipers there are thus 
t \\'O out IPts, rind t lw sPlerlor lest. both these rind 

finds thf'm hot h Png:ag·pd hcforf' st rppi ng to tlw 
n<'xt position. ff both the outlets a

.
re found to 

he free, the sPlector sPize the IO\H'r circuit and 

does no t interfere with the upper circuit. For 
the com·enience of the :Maintenance Staff , these 
selectors are provided with 6-point test jacks, the 
t ,,·o extra springs being for the pu rp9se of 

indicating whether it is the upper or lower outlet 
that has Ileen seized. If the upper outlet has 
been taken by the selector these springs, when 
l>rought into cont:1ct, complete ti le circuit of a 
buzzer. 

Scleclors for groups exceeding 20 lines.-
Groups of lines exceeding 20 in number are 
dealt with by a .final selector which is individual 
to the P.13.:\:., i.e., the P.B.X. is identified 
when the wipers of the penultimate selector have 

been raised to the required level, all the outlets 
of ,,·hich ha ,·c access to final selectors allocated 
to the P.H.\:. requ ired. The final selector is 
not controlled b.'· dialled impulses but as soon as 
s�ized proceeds lo rotate its \\'ipers in search of c:: 

free line. This selector is illustrated in. Fig. 5 
and will be seen to be of the R. L . . . t_vpe, from 
\Yhich it differs, ho\\'ever, in that it possesses 

two sets of \\ 'ipers. These wipers tra,·el in 
succession m·er t \\'O adjan;nt sets of b:.ink con
tacts. The t\\'O sets of wipPrS are at r8o0 to 
each ot'lwr, so that when onp set has <ompleted 
its tra,·el m·c·r the left bank of contacts the other 
set tlwn commences to hunt m·er the right hand 

set of contacts. Since t lwre arf' 24 outlets in 
each set of contacts the selector thus gives access 
to a maximum of 48 outlets. P.B.X.. groups 
exceeding this number of linP. may be dealt 
with by two such selectors operating in series . 

the second nf tlw 1x1ir cnntinuing the sParcli 
when Lile first has found rill its outlets to hP 
engaged. 

If thesP ti na I selectors ri re reached from the 

Jc,·els of 2nd group selectors, it· will be apparent 
that tlwir us<' in\'ol\'f'S a numlwr wastage sincP 
t-'ach le\"l'I of 2nd group selectors normall�· gives 
access to ;i 100 lines, wherPas large groups 
P.R.X. final sPlPrtnrs ,,·ill bf' used for a ll groups 
<'XC'Peding· 20 lines . Should thf' number of such 
lrirge groups he suffirient J_,. great to invoh·e nn 

PxcPssiYe number wasl::tg<' spPrial 3rd st?ler,t·ors 

mav bf' interposed hetwePn 1"11e 2ncl group 
selertors and llw fin<il sPlfftors. 

ight Sl'rvirf' O\'Pr prrc ktNmined PxchangP 
line. r;in be g·i\'en onl_v hy the use of sparP 
numbers in rPgular units, as in Uie case of the 
r 1 10 20 P.B . . . final sel ctors. 
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B.-SIEMENS No. 16 SYSTEM. 
l\fessrs. Siemens Bros. sU111clard system for 

lnrg'(' public ex.changes is knO\rn by them as 
t hr No. ifi equipment. This has been desrribed 
1n i\f r. C. \\1. Brmrn's paper before t ht� 

J.P . .  E.E. The r la�·s controllinrr the selector 

' 
', 

' 

Rot.ary 
flelease 
Magnet. 

F11 •. 6.-S1·:1 E('T01< FP� T.AR<:E P.R.X. G1iour�. 
MES�1<s. S1EMEN� No. 1h E<,Jl'll'�IE!'>T. 

np<'rnt ions nrc not :issPmhled on tile selertor 
mountings but are r;1rriecl in SPparalf' cradles. 
Conn"rsion of ;in ordin<tr \' final selertor is 
effected by

. 
changing- the relay set and making 

' 

a smal I altachment to the mechanism. The 
changing of the relay set is effected b�r lifting
the existing set from its cradle and substituting 
it by the P. B. X. circuit. The attachment to the 
mechanism consists of a metallic arc clamped lo 
the top of the bank, ;i wiper assembly and, in 
the c,,1se of selectors for groups of more than ro 

lines, a release magnet controlling the rotary 
mot·ion only. A selector for groups of lines up 
to a. 100 in number is shown in Fig. 6. 

The P. B.X. arc will be seen to carry a number 

of screws. Mounted on the shaft is a wiper 
which makes contact with the lip of the crews 
as it rotate . The arc is drilled to carry 100 

screws, each screw hole rorresponding with one 
of the lines accommodated in the bnnk. Thr 
fact that the wiper is earthed when it makes 
contact with one of these screws constitutes an 
indication that the line being railed is one of a 

P.B.X. group and the selector will hunt if this 
line is found to be engaged. lf no screw be 
placed in the hole corresponding with the last 
line of a group , the P.B.X. hunting condition 
in thP circuit is released and the wipers will come 
to rest, bus.v tone being transmitted if the whole 
group has been found to be engaged. The 
m1xilimy wiper assembly nctually consists of two 
wipers-one trailing behind t'11e other. \"\Then 
the selector is stepped from tlw first to the second 
line, both auxiliary wiper� nre therefore earthed. 
lf an int·ermediate line be dialled, the fact that 
h<;th wipers are earthed prevents the hunting· 
�trtion from commencing-. 

Selertors for large groups nre fitted with the 
rotar�· release magnet sho\\'n in Fig. 5. vVhen 
the selerlor has tested all the lines in one level 
rind found them to be eng:ag·ed, the rotary release 
magnet is energised. The wipers travel back
wards o,·er the level are raised to the next level 
and proceed to continue the sea·rch. In this 
wa:' the whole bank may be covered. 

The characteristic features of the srheme are 
summarised below:-

(r) No spec ia l bnnk design 1s required, 
addition !wing- mnde to an ordinary 
mechanism. 

(2) Ordinar.v linPs ran be interspersed bP
twet>n P.B.X. �:roups. 

(.1) More than on<' P.B.X. g-roup can br 
accommodnled per level. 

(4) A n v lin ma\' b dialled and huntinrr 
' � 
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will only take place if the number 
clinllf'd is thr first lirw in the num erical 
St'qtwncr of a P.B.X. group and is 
fnt1nd tn hP. f'ngagPd. 

(.5) Tl1t ;  larg<' ,..;roup s it'rtor will acrnm
mndate groups of an:· siz<' frnm 2-100 
lirws and nlso direct Pxchangc linrs. 

((1) Tlw srn<1l l group fin<1l s<'if'rlnr is rpadil.1· 
corw<'rlihl<' inlo :1 l:1rgr g-rcH1p switrh. 

C.-S11·:�1"7'-'S r.H.X. SHl;:CTOl�S rnR TllE 

D11n:cTOR SYSTEM. 

Srlcctnr for gro11ps of 2-10 li11cs.-lt- will be 
n·alised tlwl tlw small g·roup final selertor of thr 
No. 16 equipmrnt provides lhe sarnr farilities as 
tlw st:111darcl sclwme and i\frssrs. Sirmens Bros. 
l i a1·e 1 lwrrforr r('tain<:>d tlw cirrnil principles of 
1hc No. 16 . witch. J\ double pri1·atr bank is 
usrd and in this rPsprct· thf' switch is standard, 
bul t hf' spcond pri1·ate circuil is not ronnectrd 
:1....; in othf'r contrnrlors' cirn1its (i.e., P1 contact 
of fi rst linf' of a group lo bal trr:· ; P and Pr rnn
lacts of intermedialf' linf's strnpped). Instead , 

1 lw Pr rnn1<1cts of all excPpt I he last line of a 
JJ.JL:\'. g·roup are connected lo rarlh. A tr:iil
ing wiper is emplo.1·f'd as in the :\lo. 16 systrm 
and the dinlling of an intermedi<1te line, there
fore, brings both P 1 ll'ipers in contact with 
earth. In these circurnst<1nces, the selertor will 
not hunt if the linr dialled is found to be en-
g:ng«.�d. 

Tlw featurf's distinµ:uishing· :\Iessrs. Siernrr; s 
sd1Pme are as follmYs :-

.\lcssrs. Sic111c11s Circ11il . 

. \II P1 rnnlacts hut tlw last of" P.R.:'\.. 
group arr rarthed. P1 cont<1cts of ordinary 
lines and of thf' last line of P.H.X. groups 
:1rf' dis. 

:\ig·h1 sen·icC' gi1·f'n on lines other than 
1lw first dur tn tlw fact that the trailing· 
wiper is earthed, short-circuiting tlw hunt·
ing· C'IC'ment of the rirruit. 

Other C'o11/rac/ors' C'irc11ils. 
First JJ 1 ront<1<I of group to hattf'r.v; 

intermediate P 1 strapped tt1 P; la. t P 1 dis. 
Pr uf <"J>rdinary lines dis. 

Nigh1 Sf'n·ice gi ven on lines other than 
the rst by virtue of the fact that there is no 
batten· on the P1 contacts to start hunting. 

f.'11 . . 7.-1'.H.X. i:J,.\I. SELllCTON OVER 20 LINES. 
\[ESSR�. S1EMEN� SWITCH FOR THE DIRECTOR SYSTEM. 
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Selector for groups of 11-20 lines.-This 
selector provides the facilities obtained with the 
switch described under A., but differs in the 
met hod of operation. Two line hanks are pro
vided, but instead of a search being conducted 
over the two banks simultaneously, the wipers 
t"nter the bank t\\irt' to complete the hunting 
on'r 20 lines. One set of wipers is connected 
in circuit each tinw and if after the first rotation 
<ffFr thF level no outlets are found disengaged 
in that bank, the wipers art' released from the 
bank and a second sFarch takes placF, this time 
over the lines in the other hank. 

Selector for groups of over 20 lines .-This 
selector gives access to a maximum of 200 lines 
and differs Fntirel>· from those of other con
tractors. It will be recalled that these employ a 

VOL. XX. 

rotary line switch type of selector individual to 
the P.B.X. The Siemens selector is a 2-motion 
switch carrying two banks and will accommodate 
a maximum of IO P.B.X. groups. The opera
tion resembles that of the switch for groups 0f 
r 1-20 lines in that the wipers enter a level twice 
to complete the search over 20 lines. If the 
called P.B.X. has further lines in the next level, 
the wipers are once more released, raised to the 
next Jen"] and the search continued. If all lines 
to the P.B.X. are engaged, the wipers are driven 
to the r rth contact of the le,·el containing the 
last choice and remain there while the busv tone 
is transmitted. 

Fig. 7 is an illustration of this selector. The 
a1.1thor is indebted to Mr. Grinsted, of Messrs. 
Siemens Bros., for this. photograph. 

T 



CONSTRUCTION OF MANHOLES IN WET SITUATIONS. 

T

HERE are in the South Lancashire 
District, adjacent to the l\lersey Estuary, 
considerable areas of country where the 

sub-soil consists entirely of sand, and in these 
districts water is frequently encountered at 2 ft. 
or even less from the surface. The construc
tion of concrete manholes in such ground often 
presents considerable difficulties. The use of a 

tarpaulin to keep the \vater away from the con
crete until setting has taken place is not found 
to be entirely satisfactory, chiefly because (I) 
it is necessary to cut the tarpaulin to allow new 
and existing ducts and cables to enter the ex
cavation, (2) a satisfactory sump hole cannot be 
provided in the manhole when a tarpaulin is 
used, and (3) it is usually necessary to excavate 
an independent temporary sump hole, the 
bottom of which must be lower than the man
hole excavation. ,\s regards (3), the additional 
excavation, if the ground be ''ery bad, increases 
the displacement of sand in the area adjacent 
to the work, and consequent risk to adjoining 
buildings and in the best circumstances adds 
appreciably to the cost of the work. T n such 
conditions the method of construction described 
below has been found satisfactorv. 

The excavation is, of course, close timbered 
on all sides. In certain cases tongued and 
grooved timber has been used, hut this is 
hardly necessar.'' and is, of course, more expen
sive than the method employing ordinary 
timber. The running boards used are of suffi
cient length to go two or three fret below the 
bottom of the excavation. It is found that bv 
driving them to e1t least this <lepth belmy the 

Jeyel to which, at any monwnt, the excavation 
has been carried, the removal of the contained 
sand is greatly facilitated, and the displacement 
of sand around the excavation is much dimin
ished. ,\s the hoards are driven in, straw is 
packed tightly in behind them bv means of a 
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Fin. 1.- -MANHOLE FOR WET SJTUATION. 

spade, and this s!raw is carried down with the 
hoards. This tends to ensure that only water 
\viii ooze through the joints in the timbering, 
the sand being held back. When the proper 
excavation depth has been reached, and this 
may convt'nientl_,. lw 1q�" below tlw finishf'd 
floor level, a tightlv fitting floor of 1V boards is 
hammered down, covering thf' Pntire surface 
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between the running side boards. For this 
flooring tongued and grooved boards may be 
useftilIY employed. On this floor the special 
sump pipe (Fig. 2) \\hicb, as will he seen, is 
provided with a srrew plug, is placed, the plug 
heing for tht> prt>st>n1 omittt>d. Tlw floor is 
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FIG. 2.-ENLARGED VIEW OF SPECIAL SUMP PIPE 

SHOWN IN FIG. 1. 

then covered with a layer of 9" of stone pitch
ing. On this is placed a 311 layer of fine stone 
chippings to keep the concrete out of the pitch
ing, and finally the concrete of the floor, 611 

thick, is placed in position. The nose of the 
flood-gate pump is kept in the sump pipe and 
it is found that in the conditions described the 
pump draws only water, no sand reaching the 

sump pipe. The pump is kept going while the 
concrete is being put in and for about 24 hours 
thereafter. When all is in readiness for render
ing, the screw plug is screwed into position in 
the sump pipe, the latter then being partially 
filled with concrete in the usual way. In some 
earlier cases the sump pipe used was an open 
pipe, the partition and screw plug being 
omitted and the pipe being finally closed by 
means of a wooden plug tightly driven home. 
This was seldom quite satisfactory, as difficulty 
frequently arose in getting the plug to fit tightly 
in the rather roughly cast pipe, and on the 
whole the use of the more expensive screw plug 
pipe is found to be the more satisfactory 
practice. 

Absolute! y water-tight manholes have been 
constructed in very bad ground by the method 
described. 

A point worthy of notice is that this method 
largely avoids the displacement of sand by the 
pump from the ground adjacent to the manhole 
site. Where manholes have to be constructed 
close to the foundations of buildings, this is of 
course of very great importance, as unnecessary 
disturbance of the adjacent sand may endanger 
the buildings. 

TRANSFORMATION OPERATORS IN SCHEDULED JOINTING PRACTICE. 

A. MORRIS, A.R.C.Sc., D.I.C., \Yh.Ex., M.I.E.E. 

S 

YNOPSIS. -- Introduces lhe method 
Trans/ ormalion Operators for dealing 
systematically with crosses between the 

wires of communication circuits. Explains 
the use of such Operators by applying them io 
the Selecting and Scheduling processes involved 
in cable balancing for inter/ erence elimination 
purposes. lllustrates the simplification which 
they effecl, ·with consequent lesser liability to 
error. Points out their great advantage in cases 
of multiple selecting for normal balancing and 
their especial utility for the selections involved 
in rebalancing work. States that they may also 

of be used for the selections involved in rendering 
circuits electrically uniform, and in dealing with 
unbalance characteristics in general. 

Introduction.-The object of this article is to 
describe certain Transformation Operators and 
the method of applying them to the crossing of 
wires in communication circuits. In their 
application to wire crossings for interference 
t>limination purposes, such operators consider
ably facilitate not only normal scheduling and 
selecting procedure, but also and particularly 
that involved in any rebalancing work rendered 
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necessary by reason of cable diversions or 
during the course of ordinary cable mainten
ance proceedings. Their use may be extended 
to wire crossings for rendNing circuits elec
trically uniform, as in the jointing of cables for 
mutual capacit_\· uniformity. \Vire crossings 
for the purpose of dealing \\'ith interference 
rharacteristics in general can also be similarly 
dealt with. These operators have been em
bodied in British Post Office circuit jointing 
practice, in Yarying· degrees, during the last five 
or six years. 

The general method of balancing referred to 
in this article for t!JP purpose of illustrating the 
use of Transformation Operators is known as 
the " crossing method." fn this method the 
llnbalances of (ine cable length �re neutralised 
by those of other cable lengths which, for the 
sake of uniformity, should preferably be con
secutive lengths. Neutralisation of, for ex
ample, the ·whole of the capacity unbalances of 
every circuit is thereby effected, over as short 
a length as possible, by means of the insertion 
of suitable crosses between the wires at cablf� 
joints. Conductor resistance, electrostatic 
capacity, inductance, etc., unbalances can lw 
separatel�· dealt with hy this method, the· appro
priate \V ire crosses for their elimin·ation bt>ing· 
suitahl v chosen. \Vith cables of modern manu
facture this method permits of practically perfect 
balance. In Pupinist>d cables, balance •S 

effected over n length of rable equal to the 
spacing of the loading· coils, i.e., a loading coil 
section; the caparit_, balance being almost com
plete over each group of four standard lengths. 
Balance secured in this manner, at such re
lativel:•; short interYals, is essentially uniform 
�md is according·]�, independent of frequency. 

In principle the crossing method is the same 
as that devised hy Tremain and Martin in 189() 
for the elimination of cross-talk between th<' 
side circuits of Quad type cables, although it 

is applied in a somewhat different manner. 
\Vhereas original I y the best tvpe of cross was 
determined by experimental trial involving 
measurements of disturbance, both before and 
after jointing the cable lengths together, the 
present practice of measuring· those electrical 
characteristics which are contributorv to cross
talk enables the best modt· of connPction to hf' 
pre-determined and the final result accurately 

forecasted. This is rendered possible not only 
on account of the completeness of the know
ledge of the effects of each and every type of 
cross, but also by virtue of the accuracy of the 
analysis and measurement of the electrical un
balancf's of cable cores. l'.pon this knowledge 
is based the systematic method of scheduling 
and selecting test results, which forms one of 
the important _features of this method of balanc
ing. 

The crossing method is in general use in thf' 
LT nited Kingdom, the P nited States and in most 
European countriPs Pxrepting Germany. The 
details of application of the method differ in 
different countries. The principles of the 
met hod are described in articles contributed to 
the Journal, T.P.O.E.E., Vol. VII., Part r, of 
April, 1914, and Part 4 of January, 1915, by 
Mr. S. A. Pollock. The British P.O. Technical 
Instruction XIX., of July, 1914, amended 
l\larch, 1919, describf's in detail the whole pro
cedure adopted by that Administration. British 
Patent Specification No. 2508 of 1913 (Con
wntion date I rth April, 1912); U. B. Blackwell 
and C. A. Anderegg, deals with the procedure 
adopted by the American Companies. British 
Patt•nt Specifirations No. 2009 of 1913 (Con
w·ntion date 1 rth .\pri\, 19 r 2); G. A. Campbell,· 
0. R. Blackwell and E. H. Colpitts, and No. 
203,870 of 1922, W .E. Co., and D. Nunn deal 
vdth the measurements madf' in accordanre with 
tht· American practice. 

Methods of joining Cores together.-ln join
ing the wires of cable leng·tl1s together, the core 
units must remain intact. Thus complete four
wire cores must be joined together, whilst cnm
plPtt� pairs of one core, whether of the twin type 
a.-; in :VI.T. cables or of the diagonal-pair type 
;1:.; in Quad type cables, must be joined to com
plete pairs nf the ot Iler core. I )eparture from 
1his arrangement would violate one of the main 
principles of cable construction, whereby the 
association uf the two ilah·es or limbs of ;1 

circuit by the simple prnress of twisting them 
around each other, is fundamental to the 
absence of interference from electromagnetic 
;111 d electrostatic effects. 

Even with the limitation in regard to the 
preservation of core t_\·pe, there are eight possible 
ways of jointing two four-wire rores together. 
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Figs . . ( r ) to (8) illustrate all the permissible 
meth ods of j oini ng tl1t' four-wire cores of dry 
con-· cab Jes IJ\· means of various crosses between 
t lw wi rros. For t lw purpose nf accurately 
describing roach nwde of connection it is neces
sar.\· to regard a 11 t lw nosses between wires of 
any two cores as fwing· madt• from one side of 
the joint uni.\·, i.e., it is necessary tn "refer" 
the rross to one ]Pngth or the other. The cable 

fir; I 

STRAICHT (· ·.; 
U:NCTH(I) UNCTH(2) 

CROSS£0 ST/11/!Cf!T A -
. 

�� -- ·-------- A 

8 --�-- 8' 

c�----- c 
0 -��-------- [)' 

FIG 3 
CO CROSS£D 1-X·I 

LENGTH(!) 
CllOSS£D 

A -��-
U:NCT/11�) STRAICHJ 

B 8' 
c C' 
o=x=====o· 

FIC S 

AB g CD CROSS£[) IXX) 
L£NCTH (!) L£NCTH {2) 

C!IOSSE:O STll.4/GliT
I/

, 

;=x=====B' 
c c· 
o=x=====D. 

FIC: 7 
CO&PAIRS CROSSED !-XX) 
L£NCTH I!) L£NGTH (2) 
�C�llOSSED. STl/AIGH�" 

c C' 
0 O' 

ncs ILLUSTRAT!NC 

FIG 2 
AB CROSSED IX I 
l£NGTH (!} l£NCTl1(2) 

A c.33!!!0. ··- }�'14· 
8-1\ ________ 8, 
c �--c· 
fJ------ -- 0' 

FIG 4 
P.A IRS CROSS £0 · X/ 
L£NGT11fli LENGTH 12! 
; C�llOSS[O STl/A!Gfl�" 

c -c 
fJ ''-o' 

FIG. 6. 
AB g PAIRS CROSS[O(X·XJ 
UNG TH(!) LCNGTll 2 ; C�ROSS£0 :TllAICHT;: 

c -c 
o �o· 

FIG. 8 
A9,COS PAll?S CROSS£0 (XXX) 
L£NGTH (/} L£NGT1i (2) 
�C�llOSS£0€ ><�;: 
c v�c· 
0 O' 

TYPES OF Cl?OSSES. 

length on the side from which the crosses are 
regarded as being made is called the " crossed 
length," that on the other side the " straight 
length." The necessity for this convention 
arises in the two cases illustrated in Figs. (6) 
and (/). In Fig. (6) the crosses introduced are 
accurately and fully described as " AB and 
pairs." If. however, there had been no in
dication as to which was the crossed length, the 
cri)sses may have been variously described as 

".\Band pairs" or'' C'D' and pairs," accord
ing as length (r) or length (2) was considered 
the crossed section. Similarly for the crosses 
illustrated in Fig. (7)· The convention described 
above has been made solely for the purpose of 
accurately describing in as few words as possible, 
or for describing symbolically (see next para
graph) the particular mode of connection of the 
wires of two cable cores. For any particular 
mode of connection, the crosses are actually 
nl�ither on the une, nor the other set of wires. 
This conventional idea is necessary to the theory 
of cable balancing; it is totally unnecessary in 
furnishing instructions to a cable jointer as to 
the required mndP of connection of two cores. 
Fortunately, in this latter connection the colour 
scheme of the cable is adequate to the purpose 
and full use should be made of it. 

.\ymbolical representation of wire crosses.
[ n order to facilitate the writing down of the 
various types of cross between the wires of 
cable cores, a symbolical method of representing 
the crossPs is adopted, the basis of which is as 
follows:-

Fig. (r). Straight. Represented thus:-· ( .. ) 
" (2 ). AB crossed. " " (X .. ) 
" (3)· CD crossed. " " (.X.) 
" (4)· Pairs crossed. " " ( .. X) 
The symbols for the other types of cross are 

derived from the foregoing thus:-
Fig. (5). AR and CD crossed. 

Represented thus:- (XX.) 
.. (6). AB and pairs crossed. 

Represented thus:- (X.X) 
, , (7). CD and pairs crossed. 

Represented thus:- (.XX) 
,, (8). ,\B, CD and pairs crossed. 

Represented thus:- (XXX) 

\Vith the method of connection of the wires 
illustrated in Figs. ( r ) , ( 2 ), (3), (4), (5) and (8) 

· the- particular symbolical method of representa
tion· adopted in each case will apply whichever 
cab le length is regarded as the crossed length. 
In the Glse of the connections represented in 
Figs. (6) and (/), however, if length (2) be 
regarded as the crossed length, i.e., if the crosses 
are referred to the A'B'C'D' core of length (2), 
the symbolical representation will be (.XX) and 
( ::\ .X) rl'spectively. 
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Crossing Operators .-The symbols described 
above are given a greater significance than the 
mere representation of the type of cross between 
the wires of two cores. They are regarded as 
operators which perform certain changes in the 
regular order of the wires of a core of a cable 
length before it is jointed to the wires of a cure 
of the preceding cable length. The regular 
order of the wires of a core, whose pairs are AB 
an<l CD respectively, being arbitrarily fixed as 

:\, 13,C,D, the Crossing Operators are defined 
and written down as follows. Thus:-

(r). ABCD ( .. . ) = ABCD . 
(2). ABCD (X .. ) = BACD . 
(J). ABCD (.X.) = ABDC . 
(4). ABCD ( .. X) = CDAB . 
(5). ABCD (XX.) = BADC . 
(6). ABCD (X.X) = CDBA . 
(7). ABCD (.XX) = DCAB . 

(8). ABCD (XXX) = DCBA . 

If to the wires A' B' C' D' of the straight 
length, the wires ABCD of the crossed length 
are jointed with, for example, an AB and pairs 
cross, then A' will be jointed to C,B' to D, C' 
to B and D' to A. Symbolically and making 
use of the Crossing Operator, these connections 
may be represented thus:-

Core A'B'C' D' to core ABCD with an AB 
and pairs cross on the latter core, 

= A'B'C'D' to ABCD (X.X) 
= A'B'C'D' to CDBA 
= A' to C, B' to D, C' to B, D' to A. 

A further and much more important use of 
Operators for the purpose of effecting trans
formations in core unbalances and core inter
ference characteristics now follows. 

Transformation of Core Unbalances and Core 
Interference Characteristics .-The normal un
balances and the normal interference character
istics of a core are perfectly definite and in
variable quantities for that core. They are 
always defined in reference to a certain regular 
identification and order of arrangement of the 
wires of a core, taken in conjunction with their 
associated electrical features. Thus for a four
wire core in which AB is one pair and CD the 
other pair, the regular or straight order of the 
\\ires will be ABCD, whilst the normal capacity 
unbalances and interference characteristics (which 

refer tu the core when straight) will be in accord
ance \\'ith definition, e.g., as in British Post 
Office T.l. XIX., for the case �f within-core 
unbalances. Referring to within-core un
balances for the purpose of illustration, if for 
the purpose of connecting a core to another core 
in one of the recognised modes, its wires at one 
en<l are regarde<l as being crossed in an appro
priate manner, there will be a new arrangement 
of its wires and consequently a transformation 
of its unbalances and interference character
istics; i.e., the unbalances and interference 
characteristics of the core, referred to the new 
arrangement of the wires at one end, will be the 
result of some transformation of its normal un
balances and interference characteristics. In 
order to obtain the transformed unbalances and 
interference characteristics of a core for any 
particular type of cross, i.e., to obtain the un
balances and interference characteristics referred 
to the crossed end of the core, it is necessary to 
consider the effect of the cross on :-

(i) The arrangement of the wires. 
(ii) The arrangement of the associated 

capacities, w,x,y,z,a,b,c,d. 
(iii) The arrangement of the wire to wire 

unbalances, (w - x) , (z - y), (w - z) , 

(x - y) and of the wire to earth un
balances (a - b) or u, (c - d) or v, 

(a + b - c - d) or f. 
(iv) The arrangement of the interference 

characteristics, (p - q) or (r - s) or ..,,, 
[2(p + q) + u] or a, [2(r + s) + v] or (3. 

Table No. r has been compiled to show the 
whole of the transformations effected by each 
of the various types of cross which may be 
applied to a core for capacity balancing pur
poses. The Table is <leri,·ed absolutely from 
first principle considerations. A detailed study 
of the table in conjunct ion with fundamental 
definitions, supplf'mented by longitundinal 
diagrams of the cure showing the associated 
capacities, will make an understanding of the 
transformations much dearer than would a 
lengthy written description. Similar Tables 
may be prepared for rf'sistance and inductance 
balancing purposes. 

Unbalance and Interference Characteristic 
Transformation Operators .-Operators similar 
to those which have alreadv been described in 
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ninnect ion with the re-arrangements effected in 
the order uf the enJs uf the wires consequent 
upon the application of the various types of 
l'ross, are used to effect transformations of .the 
unbalances and of the interference character
istics of a cure. Each of the eight operators 
are, for within-cure capacity balancing purposes, 
JefineJ as in Table No. 2, which is, of course, 
in accordance with the results of Table No. r. 

Table No. 2 may be extended to include between
cure unbalances and interference characteristics. 
Tables similar to Table No. 2 may also be pre
pared for resistance and inductance balancing 
purposes. 

Rules relating lo lhe application of Trans
formation Operators .-Tables l and 2 form the 
basis of the crossing method of cable balancing. 
The results expressed in these tables are in 
constant use for selecting and scheduling pur
poses, and it will obviously be of the greatest 
convenience if the transformations, effected by 
any type of operator, can be written down at 
once without reference to the Tables or to first 
principle considerations. ln order to assist in 
attaining this object, attention is dravm to the 
following rules which are applicable to capacity 
balancing, namely:-

Rule (1). Cross AB. The operator (X .. ) 
changes the sign of the pair-to-pair inter
ference characteristic (y), of the AB to 
phantom interference characteristic (a) and of 
the AB to earth unbalance (u). There are no 
other. changes within the core. 

Rule (2). Cross CD. The operator (.X.) 
changes the sign of the pair-tu-pair interfer
ence characteristic (y), of the CD to phantom 
interference characteristic ((3) and of the CD 
to earth unbalance (v) . There are no other 
changes within the core. 

Rule (3). Cross Pairs. The operator ( .. X) 
changes the sign of the phantom to earth un
balance and interchanges the AB to phantom 
(a) and CD to phantom (/3) interference 
characteristics, as well as the AB to earth (u) 
and the CD tn earth (v) unbalances. There 
are no other changes within the core. 

Rule (4). Any other type of noss will be 
a combination of any two of the types dealt 
with in (1), (2) and (3) or of them all; rules 
(1), (2) and (3) will accordingly be successively 

applied, care being taken always to apply (1) 
ur (z), or (1) and (2) before applying (3). 

Calculation of L<.esidual L' nbalances and 
Interference Characteristics.-The residual un
balances and interference characteristics for two 
lengths of cable joined together will depend not 
only upon the normal unbalances and interfer
ence characteristics of the individual lengths, 
but also upon the manner in which the wires 
are connected together. The calculation of the 
residual unbalances and interference character
istics for a section of cable composed of two 
cable lengths, each with definite unbalances and 
interference characteristics, joined together in 
any of the eight possible ways is obviously the 
essence of capacity balancing, and will now be 
considered. 

If two cures of cable are joined together 

straight, the residual unbalances and interfer
ence characteristics of the combination will be 
the algebraic sum of the relevant unbalances 
and interference characteristics of the individual 
cores. This \\ ill be obvious from considera
tions of the wire-to-wire and wire-to-earth 
capacities existing in the combined length. 
Thus with the usual notation, undashed letters 
referring to one length, Jashed letters to the 
other length : -

(1). The combined capacities will be:-

(;1• +w'), (x+x'), (y+y'), (.:::+z'), (a+a'), 
(b+b'), (c+c' ) , (d+d'). 

(2). The residual unbalances will be:-

(w + w') - (x+x') (p +p') ; (s+;:;') -
(y+y') (q+q'); ('<l'+w') - (;:;+.:::') 
(r+r'); (x+x') (y+y') = (s+s'); 
(a+a') - (b+/1') (u+u'); (c+c') -

(dtd') = (v+z•'); (a+a') + (b+b') -
(c+c') - (d+d') = (/+f'). 

(3). The residual interference characteristics 
"·ill be : --

(y + y'); (a. + ,, ' ) ; (/3 + fJ'). 
lf two cores are joined together with any of 

the recognised types of cross, the residual un
lialances and interference characteristics can be 
determined from an analysis similar to that 
given above for l\nJ cores joined together 
st raight. It is recommended that this be done 
for mch of the Yarious modes of connection he
l\1 ePn two cores. Examination ofthe resultswill 
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shmv that irrespective of which of the regular 
modes of connection of t\\'O cores is adopted, 
their unbalances and interference characteristics 
will combine in such a manner that the resi
duals of the combined cores will be the algebraic 
sum of the relevant unbalances and interference 
characteristics respectively of the individual 
cores; the normal or straight values being con
sidered for the straight length, the transformed 
or " referred " values being the relevant ones 
for the crossed length. 

The following rule has been deduced with the 
object of rendering the determination of residual 
unbalances and interference characteristics in 
practice a perfectly systematic process; thus :-

Rule (5). To determine the residual un
balances and interference characteristics for 
the combination of two cores ABCD and 
A'B'C'D', jointed together in any of the 
recognised modes, proceed thus:-

(i) Write down the normal unbalances 
and interference characteristics of the 
core A'B'C'D'. 

Example ( 1 )-Symbolical. 

a 

(ii) Operate upon the unbalances and inter
ference characteristics of the core 
ABCD with the operator expressing 
the cross applied to the core ABCD 

· prior to jointing it to the core 
A'B'C'D', i.e., write down the un
balances and interference character
istics of the core ABCD referred to 
its crossed end. 

(iii) Add the relevant unbalances and inter
ference characteristics algebraically. 
The result will be the residual un
balances and interference character
istics of the combination. 

From the mode of their derivation, it will be 
olwious that tlw residual unbalances and inter
ference characteristics so obtained will be the 
normal values of the combined section at the 
free end of that length which has been regarded 
as straight. This is more simply expressed in 
the statement : '' The calculated residual un
balances and interference characteristics refer to 
the straight length of cable." 

f3 I A.'B'C'D' ( ... ) 
ABCD (XXX) 
Residual, referred to length A'B'C'D' 

y' 

,Y 
(y +y) 

-{3 
(a' -{3) 

-a 
({3' -a) 

u' 
-v 

(u' -v) 

v' 
-u 

(v1-u) 

t' 
-f 

(f' --)) 

Example (2)-Numerical. 

y 

I + 45 A'B'C'D' (.: .) 
:\BCD ( ... ) 
:\BCD (XXX) 

-------- -------

Residual, referred to length A'B'C'D' 

+ IO 

- 5 
- 5 

+ 5 

- 20 

I : :: 
In tfie example given above the core A' B' C' D' 

is regarded for the purposes of the calculation 
as the straight core. The residuals accordingly 

- refer to that core. If for any reason it is desired 
that the residuals refer to the core ABCD, then 
it will be regarded as the straight core, the mode 
of connection of the cores being interpreted as 
an appropriate crossing operation performed 
upon the wires of core A'B'C'D'. In these 
circumstances the referred unbalances and inter
ference characteristics of the core A'B'C'D' 

/3 It v t 

- 30 - 60 + 50 - 100 
+ 30 + 40 - 75 - 120 
+ 20 + 75 - 40 + 120 

- 10 + 15 + 10 + 20 

will be added algebraically to the normal un
balances and interferern-e characteristics of the 
core ABCD, the result being the normal resi
duals for the combined section, referred to the 
core ABCD. Generally for the connection of 
two cores, ABCD and "-\ ' B'C'D ' , if (***) re
presents the cross applied to the wires of the 
core ABCD before connection to the wires of 
the core A'B'C'D', then the appropriate cross
ing operation to be performed upon the wires 
of the core A'H'C'D' before connection to the 
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\\irt,s of tlw core . .\ l�CD, in order to secure the 

sanw rt>sult, ''ill lw \\Titkn (***). It will be 
obvious from what has previously been stated 

that (***) is identicall _\· t ht> same as (***) except

ing in the two cases where (X�\:.) = ( .XX) and 

(.XX) = (X.X). 

Referring Residual l "nbalances and Interfer
ence Characteristics from one end of a Com
bined Length to the other. 

From the foregoing explanation, but perhaps 
more readily from an examination of the 
capacity system of a combined core, consisting 
of two cores jointed together, it will be seen 
that the normal unbalances and interference 
characteristics of the combinations as deter
mined at one end will, in the general case, be 
different from those of the remote end. They 
can be separately calculated for each encl in 
the manner already indicated, provided the 
values for each length are known. In some 
cases, however, and particularly when the com
bined length consists nf a number of jointed 
cores, it is necessary tu refer the residual for the 
whole length from one encl of the section to the 
other, without reference to the values of the 
individual lengths. The conversion may be 
readily effected by means of the following rule, 
which affords a striking example of the utility 
of Transformation Operators. Thus:-

Rule (6). To refer the residual capacity 
unbalances and interference charcateristics 
from one point (K) of a cahlt'. section to 
another point (U, through a number of inter
mediate crossed joints, proceed as follows:·-

·yvrite clown the residuals referred to the 
joint K and operate upon them successively 
by means of the operators which express the 
crosses at each of the intermediate joints 
between K and L. The operators used must 
in every case rder lo the system of crosses on 
that sidt• of the joint \Yhich is nearer the end 
K to which the residuals initiallv referred. 
Further, the operating must commence with 
the operator for the joint nearest to K, pro
ceeding from thence in order to L, and care 
being taken in operating with any particular 
operator to perform the wire crosses before 
the pair crosses. 
In reference to the last sentence, it is pointed 

out that a series !>f operations performed in a 

g· in·n ordt•r 11p!>11 ;i st·t of unhai<tnce and inter
ference characteristics \\ i lJ, in I Jlt' general case, 
produce a differt'nl result if perfornwd in some 
other order. Thus, in the following, the same 
series of crosses is emplo_\·ed, but the order of 
their occurrenct' in the second t>xamplc is 
different from that of the tirst :-

CROfstS _!!_£_!_!_.If!!_!_!!____�!!!._� __ ?!__!__�_'!!_'!_ _ __ _ 

l�x) (x. J (xx) 

K���'�"'" 

IX·) . 'JO!.VT i' <>------_,._ 

_ ___ L 

c :=x/C:::-
1JxJ <.x1 J (x 1x) (�·l 
CROSSE:S RE:FE:RR£0 ro 0l S!0£0 OF JO/Nrs 

FICURC 191 

Example ( J ). Fig·. 9 rt'frrs. 

.\BCD (XXX) (X .. ) (.XX) (.X.) 
_ DCB.-\ (X . .  ) (.XX) (.X.) 

CDB.\ (.XX) (.X .) 
- .-\BCD (.X.) 

ABDC 
= �\BCD (.X.) 

and consequently:-

(y, a, (3, u, 7', f) (XXX) (X . .  ) (.XX) (.X.) 
(y, a, /3, u, v, f) (.X.) 
( - y. u, - /3. It' - 7'' f.) 

CROSSES R£fLRRl"O TO ;,. SiOl". or JOINTS 

Examplt' (2 ) . Fig. 10 rdl'rs. 

.\ 13CD (X .. ) (.X.) (XXX) (.XX) 
B.\CD (.X.) (XXX) (.XX) 
B.-\DC (XXX) (.XX) 
C D ,.\ B (. X X) 
BACD 
.\BCD (X .. ) 
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Use uf Opcralurs in Sclecli11g and Schedul
i 11g for the Rebalancing of Loading Coil 
Sections of Cable. 

The maintenance uf balanced trunk cables 
sometimes innilves the replacement of a length 
(F), which may be faulty, by a new length (::'\) 
of cable. The follo\Ying nwtlrnds are employed 
depending· upon the circumstanct>S of the 
case:-

L[NCTll X L[ NGTH N U:NCTH Y 

l.V1. 
JOINT f( 

j j 
JOINT A JOINT B 
FICUR£ (II) 

Jo1Nr 1 

Ll:N<:TH X L[NGTH F L£1Vl:TH Y 

(X;X) 

LENGTH X 

L£NCTH X 

! lENGTH N [ 
JOINT A JOINT 8 

FICUR£ �2) 

LENGTH F 

JOINT A JOINT 0 
FICUR£ (!3} 

LENGTH N 

JOINT A JOINT 8 

F!GUR£ (14) 
(.x.x.x) L£NCTl-I X I LENGTH F 

l'(J<.X:l() ly 
LENGTH N 

JOINT 4 JO/NT 8 

L£NCTH X 

FIGURE (IS) 

LENGTH F 

JOINT A i 
(·xx) 

FICUR£ (/6) 

(::;x) 

LENGTH Y 

LENGT/-1 Y 

(1) (;c11cral J\Jeihod.--Fig. 11 refers. i\; is 
the new or replacing length of cable. X and Y 
are jointed cable lengths on either side of N to 
\\ hich N is required to be connected at the joints 
. \ and B. The procedure is as follows:-

(i) Test length X from joint ,\, after dis
connecting the loading coil at joint K. 

(ii) Test length Y from joint B, after dis
connecting the loading coil at joint L. 

(iii) Test length N from either joint A or 
joint B. 

(iv) Make a triple selection from the results 
of ( 1 ), (ii) and (iii) for best balance. [f 
the values so obtained for the loading 
coil section exceed those specified it 
\\ill he necessary to open a cable 
joint either in length X (or in length 
Y); test the separate portions of that 
length and make a Quadruple Selec
tion. The test results for one of the 
portions of length X (or of length Y) 
will generally require to be referred, 
through all the crossed joints in that 
portion, before tlw jointing schedules 
can be prepart>d from the Quadruple 
Select ion. 

(2) Subslituliun Melhud.-Fig. 12 refers. F 
is the faulty or replaced length of cable. ); is 
the new or replacing length of cable. X and 
Y are jointed cable lengths on either side of N 
lo which N is required to be connected at the 
joints A and B. Jf the core unbalances of 
length N are similar in magnitude, type and 
class to those of length F, i.e., if the core un
balances of length N exactly or approximately 
simulate those of length F, and if full par
ticulars of the original joints at A and B are 
known, the procedure is as follows:-

(i) If the length X was crossed originally 
on to the length F with the system of 
crosses represented by (i" ·i· n. 

(ii) If the length Y was crossed original I y 
on to the length F with the system of 
crosses represented by (:j:t:J:). 

(iii) If (***) represents the operator neces
sary to transform the unbalances and 
interft>rence characteristics of a core of 
length F lo those uf a cure of length 
H, i.e., if (F) (***) = N, then:-

(iv) Length X will require to be crossed on 
to the length N with the system repre
sented by (Ht)(*H"). 

(v) Length Y will require to be crossed on 
to the length N with the system repre
sented by (:j::j::j:)(***) . 
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Example, Figs. (13) and (14) apply. If for 
particular cores, (ttt) = (X.X) ; (:t:l::t) = (.XX), 
and (***) = (X .. ), then for such cores:-

Joint A = (ttt)(***) = (X.X)(X ... ) = (XXX) 
on the wires of X. 

Joint B = (ttt)(***) = (.XX)(X .. ) = ( .. X) on 
the wires of Y. 

The operators must of course be used in the 
order stated for reasons previously given. 

(3) Deduced joint Method.-Fig. (15) refers. 
F is the faulty or replaced length of cable, N is 

the new or replacing length of cable. X is a 

jointed cable length on one side of N, to which 
N is required to be connected at the Joint A. 
If in addition to the unbalances of the cores <>f 
F, full particulars of the original joint at A as 
well as the original residual core unbalances of 
the complete length (X and F jointed together) 
are known, the procedure is as follows:-

(i) If R represents the original residual 
unbalances of a core of the complete 
length (X and F jointed together) 
referred to Joint B. 

(ii) If r represents the unbalances of a core 
of the length F. 

(iii) If the core of length X was crossed 
originally on to the core of length F 
with the system of crosses represented 
by (tH), then:-

(iv) (R - r) (t t t) represents the normal 
residual unbalances of the core of 
length X where (R - r) represents the 
algebraic subtraction of r from l{ and 
(t H) is the operator which n'presents 
the original cross on length F at the 
joint A. 

(v) Select the residual unbalances (R - rl 
(ttt) of the length X (at joint A) and 
the unbalances of the length N for the 
new joint at A. 

Example, Fig·. ( 1(>) refers. 

If R = + ro + 30 + 1 o -50 -20 - roo, 
r= +20-70+90+ 100-130+250, 

and (tti")=(X.X); 

Then (R-r)= - 10+ roo-80- 150+ 110-350. 

and 

(R-r) (X.X)=(R -r) (.XX), 
= + 10+80+ 100-110- 150+350. 

The author is much indebted to Mr. L. C. 
Voss for the preparation of the illustrations. 
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:ATMOSPHERICS. 

[.-111 rx/ract from [,/.-Col. A. G. Lee's ch airman's addri•ss lo the Wireless Scc/io11, 
l.H.E., on the 21ui November, published with the permission of the institution.] 

T

HE question of " atmospherics " is one 
which is of interest in all wireless 
communications. The subjert is a very 

wide one and I have prefrrred to confine my
self, so for as the practiral aspects are con
cerned, to onp particular problem upon which 
\W havt> lwen engagt>d, that of transatlantic 
telephony , and to draw upon that problt>m for 
practical illustrations. 

SECTION 1. 

:\.\TI 'RE < >F .-\T:\fOSPT-rnRICS. 

Our information on the naturt> of atmus
p herirs is obtained from a serif's of valuable 
reports by Appleton, \ Vatson \Vatt; and 
HenL·x- These invt>stig·ators, using the cathode
ray oscillugraph , were able to obtain pictures 
of the potential induced b:· atmospherics in an 
antenna. General izing from tlwir reports, one 
may sa:· that an atmospheric is either of 
aperiodk or quasi-periodic form, it has a peak 
voltage of tlw order of o. T volt per metre, and 
has a duration of the ordt>r of 0.003 sec. Con
siderable variations from these tigures occur 
and, in particular, atmospherirs were obseffed 
which had a fine ripple structure superposed 
upon the main wavt>-form. 

·:+ Procccdin1;s of lhr Royal Society, A, '1923, 
l'o/. !OJ, p. 84; ibid., 1<)20, T'ol. TTT, p. 615; 
ibid. , 1q2fi, T'ol. 1r1, ,P· 6:)4. 

DrsTR rn1 lTJO:\' OF c\ nrnsPHER rcs JN Azrl\IUTH. 

Thf' cathode-ray di rfft ion finder, kind! y lent 
by the Radio Rt>searrh Board, has bee:n used 
al Cup�tr, Fife, to determine the direction_ •)f 
arriya] of at mospherics at that place. The 
apparatus cnnsists of two frame aerials· spt at 

right angles and nmnffted through simil ar 
:1mplifiers to tlw four plates of the cathode-rav 
osrillograpli. The lwam of light in the nscillo
graph acts like :1 pointer to indiratt> the magni
tude and direction of the fields set up by an 
indi,·idual atmnsplwrir. :\n observer notes the 
:ingle and the magnitude of the flash caused bY 
an at mosplwric , and ea 1 Js nut t lw figures to a� 
assistant who writes them down. Samples of 
the results of some obsen·ations of this kind at 
Cupar art> shn,vn in Fig·. 1. The instrument 
used g·an; an amhig·uit Y of 180° in the dirertion 
of arri\'al of atmo;ph�ric�, but this caused .no 
re-al diftirnlt_v bf.cause thr :1pproxi111ate dirt>ction 
was known hy the lwhm·iour of the qin�cti\'!' 
n·cpi,·ing arrangPments normal]\ in use nt the. 
station :tt Cupar. The rrosses 

.
in the diagram 

indir:qe comparative]_\· lig·ht atmospht>ri<':s, while 
the rircles indicate hean atmnsphnics. Thei 
diag-ram is a composite targ·et dia�-ram o:f all 
t lw ohst>rvcdions made during: the months of 
July,. August and September , 1927. 

ft is convenient to reft>r the direction of 
arrivaL of atmospherics to the direction of the 
signal , , 

with its directive receivine- arrnno-p. · 
� .. � � 

tnen�s, ,in lieu of tlw more usual ust> of th•' 
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geographical direction. In this particular case 
the signal to be received arrives frum a direction 
r r0 north of west, and the direction of arrival 
of atmospherics is giYen with teference to this 
direction as a base line. The angle between 
140° and 260° is found to he the subject of 
attack from atmospherics at different times 
during the working period of the circuit, which 
is open for traffic from midday to l I p.m., 
,,·hilst the angle between 3ro0 and 130° which 
includes the signal is relatively very free from 
atmospherics. The worst directions are be
twt>en 1/0° and 230°. 
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obtained at \\' roughton, \vhilst at Thurso in 
the extreme north of ·Scotland it is nearly S 
times better. lt was finally decided to locate 
the receh·ing station at Cupar on account of its 
proximity to the underground cable system. 

THE SPECTRI!.\l OF ATMOSPHERICS. 

Lord Rayleigh showed many years ago that 
an aperiodic pulse can be represented by the 
Fourier integral of an infinite spectrum of con
tinuous sinusoidal components. If we assume 
that the atmospheric is "holly represented by 
an aperiodic or quasi-periodic disturbance, then 
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FIG. 1.-D!STRIHUTIOK OF ATMOSPHERICS AT CUPAR DURING MONTHS OF jULY, AUGlTST AND SEPTEMBER, 1927. 

DISTRIBUTION OF ATMOSPHERICS WITH 
LATITUDE. 

Measurements of the strength of atmos
pherics, carried out in connection with the 
preliminary work on transatlantic telephony, 
werp made at Stranraer, Cupar, Ellon and 
Thurso, in addition to those normally made 
each week at \\'rough ton in the south of 
England. Thesf' measurements showed that 
the atmospherics wt>rt' generally weaker in 
Scotland than in the south of England. In 
addition, the Scottish locations are slightly 
nearer :\tm�rica and the signal strength obtained 
there was grt>att>r than that at \V" roughton, so 
that tht> signal noist> ratio at Cupar, near 
Dundee, is nf;"arly 4 times better than that 

it follows that the effect of an atmospheric on 
a wireless circuit is such that if the latter is 
designed to admit a signal with just sufficient 
of its side bands due to modulation to render it 
intelligible, the circuit will also admit the 
sinusoidal components of the atmospheric pulse 
which lit> within the resonance curve of the 
apparatus, and it is impossible to exclude them 
by processes dependent upon selectivity. This 
theory therdore rt>mOYt'S from the discussion 
the numerous atmospheric eliminators which 
have been patented in the past, and enables one 
to conct>ntrate on tht> design of a straight
forward filtt>r circuit which will allow of the 
reception of the signal with a ·minimum ex
posure to atmospht>ric attack. 
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Before commencement of the transatlantic 
telephony service a large series of measure
mt>nts was made, extending over several years, 
of the strength of signals and atmospherics at 
different times of the day. The atmospherics 
\rere measured on a receiver \vith a band width 
of 2,500 cycles, so that, in effect, a measure
ment was made of the attack of the spectrum on 
a receiver with the band width necessary for 
telephonic communication. The measurements 
were made at different frequencies and, as a 
result, it was concluded that the optimum wave
length for transatlantic communication of this 
particular kind lay between 5,000 and 6,ooo 
metres, having regard to the ratio of signal 
strength to atmospherics at different times of 
the day. The problem is to some extent a 
commercial one as well as technical, as it in
volves the production of the best circuit con
ditions for the time of dav when the commercial 
use is greatest. 

In 

2 500µH 

I 530µH 3030µH 

and it will then possess its maximum defence 
against atmospherics. Any process depending 
upon selectivity, which still further reduces 
atmospherics, will also reduce the intelligibility. 

In the problem under discussion-the recep
tion of transatlantic telephony-the signal con
sists of a single side band, the carrier 58.5 
kilocycles, and the other side band not being 
transmitted. The side band is also subjected 
to a certain amount of filtering before trans
mission from the sending antenna, and we are 
left to deal with high frequencies corresponding, 
after detection, to frequencies in the voice 
range extending from 400 to 2,800 cycles. It 
has been found that the frequencies below 400 
and above 2,800 are not essential to intelligi
bility, though they add to the naturalness of 
the speech. The frequencies below 400 demand 
a relatively much larger amount of energy than 
those above 400, and hence their omission 
allows of the power available being used for the 
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SECTION 2. 

THE R EC EI\' EH PROBLEM. 

Ti has lwen pointf'd out in the previous 
Section that a receivf'r should he designed to 
admit on!\' just sufficit>nt of tlw signal and its 
modulation products to ensure intelligibilitv, 

fn'quencies \\ hich carry the intelligibility, with
out making so much demand on power. 
Further, tlw cutting off the edges of the band 
in this manner reduct>s the exposure to atmo
sphNics at the rect>iving end. Thf' suppression 
of the carrier and one side band also saves a 

large amount of energy and at the same time 
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reduces the exposure to atmospherics. It is 
necessarv, however, to reintroduce the carrier at 
the recetving end before the detector in order to 
render the single side hand intelligible.* 

The receiver to be described is one which was 
designed by the Post Office. It is of the single 
detection type and in that respect differs from 
the American receiwr \\'hich employs the double 
detection principle. There is no essential 
difference in the rPstdts, hut as the receiver is 
mw in which nearly all the filtering is effected 
at 60 kilocycles it may form an interesting 
t�xample of what rnn lw done at that frequency. 
It may as well be admitted at once that the 
design of filters for high frequencies is difficult , 
nnd assistance is nhtairwd in cutting off the 
edges of the hand sharply hy the employment of 
low-frequency filkrs at a later stage in the 
receiver. 

The first condition to he met was the design 
of a filter for insertion before the fi rst amplify
ing valve. Although the valve has a so-called 
straight characteristic, it will perform the 
function of modulation if the largest of the 
unwanted signals ancl atmospherir rnmponents 
are not rPmovecl before passing into the 
amplifying system. 

This filter consists of a low-pass and a high
pass filter in tandem, gi,·ing the equivalent of a 
hand-pass filter. The circuit conditions of the 
low-pass filter art> gin·n in Fig. 2 and that of 
the high-pass in Fig. ��. whilst Fig. 4 shows 
tlw results obtained h? the filter. This system 
was chosen hecaust> the ,·alues of the com
ponents for the norm<i 1 type of band-pass filter 
for a width of 3,000 cvcles and at a midband 
frequenc�· of 60 ki locn�les were awkward to 
obtain and maintain. The coils were made of 
stranded wire wound into pancake form and 
t'ach shielded in a copper box. The inductance 
of each coi l was mPasured at 60 kilocycles and 
adjusted by unwinding turns. The final adjust
ment of the condens<·rs was pprformecl by re
nwvi ng pla!ps from small fixed air condensers . 
The low-pass unit consists of two ordinarv 
sections designed to cut off at 61 .8 kilocycle�, 
two sPctions with a cut ()ff at '6 r .5 kilocycles and 

* H. TV. Nicho//s: " Transoceanic TVireless 
TPlephony," Jmmwl f.E.E., rq23, T'ol. 61, 
p. 812. 

theoretical zero impedance point at 62 kilocycles, 
and another section with a cut off at 61 .8 kilo
cyc1es and tuning point at 63.8 kilocycles. 
Both filters were designed for input and output 
impedances of 600 ohms. This panel is 
f/illowed hy tlw high-p;iss filtpr of similar con
struction to the above, the ordinary section� 
cutting off at 58.2 kilocycles, thP tuned sections 
being resonant at 58 kilocycl es and 57 kilocycles. 
The ti lter terminates in a v;i lve input trans
former stepping up from 600 ohms to 60,000 
ohms on the grid of the first valve. As the 
tilters arP on! y 11sPd on a small portion of their 
pass frequencies the irnput impedance is about 
T, 100 ohms, hut this is rectified by using a step
up transformer in front of the filter. It will be 
seen hv inspPCtion of Fig. 4 that the cut-off at 
500 cycles on either -side of the band is about 40 
transmission units (T. U .). 
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The filter is followed by two. amplifying 
stages which ha\'t� hand filters consisting of two 
simple •circuits coupled together, giving the 
well-known double-humped curve. The filter 
curve has rounded corners and the effect of the 
double-humped curves following the filter is io 

lif l up the rounded corners to a more or less 
square form. Further amplifying stages , 
having potentiompter control of the amplifica
tion, follow the hqnd filters, .. then the local 
carrier is inserted before the detector, and 
followi ng· thP detector is. a lo\\'-frequeney low-
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pass filter and a high-pass filter and further 
low-frequency amplification with potentiometer 
control. 

The o\·erall frequenc_\· characteristics of the 
complete receiver including both high- and low
frequency filters is given in Fig. 5. It will be 
seen that the curve approximates to a rectangle 
with the top nearly, but not quite, flat. 

The available overall amplification is about 
100 T.U. and an output of + 15 T.U. above 
one milJi,rntt can he taken \vithout distortion. 
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SECTION 3. 

DIRECTIVE RECEPTION WITH \\TAVE ANTENNA. 

Having done all that_ is possible at the 
recei,·er to reduce the exposure to atmospherics, 
the next step is the development of directive 
reception. Seeing that atmospherics may 
arrive from all possible directions, we can 
reduce the exposure b,· employing a directive 

VOL. XX. 

system of reception \vhich allows of the signal 
being received, but which is relatively insen
sitive to signals or atmospherics received from 
other directions. \Ve have seen in Section r 

that the transatlantic service is favoured by 
most of the atmospherics coming from the 
sector opposite to that from which the signal 
arrives. 

The early experiments on the wave antenna* 
in this country having proved extremely favour
able it was derided to adopt that system for the 
antenna at Cu par . 

The wave antenna, as used, consists of two 
parallel wires carried on ordinary telegraph 
poles a distance of just over 3 miles, which is 
one wave-length for this particular communica
tion. The antenna picks up the horizontal com
ponent of the electric field passing over it, which 
gives rise, by a process of summation, to a 
current in the wires which is greatest at the end 
"''losite to that from which the signal arrives. 

A transformer is pla:ced at this point to transfer 
the current to the two wires, considered as a 

transmission line, which carry the current back 
to the near end where the receiver is connected . 
At the receiver a certain amount of the wire-to
earth current can be combined with the current 
from the far end of the antenna to produce zero 
reception at a selected angle in the back sector, 
a procPss known as compensation. One such 
system constitutes a wave antenna, and com
binations of such systems, spaced apart at a 
distance of o.62 wave-length, are used to give 
additional directivitv. The wave antenn� are 
properly terminated at each end to avoid re
flPctions, and the currents are carried from the 
wave antenn� to the rPceiving hut by means of 
transmission lines, precautions being- taken to 
avoid cross-talk between the various lines. 

It will be realized that the directive properties 
of the wave antenna, and the amount of signal, 
depend to a large degree on the tilt of the 
electric waves, as it is designed to utilize the 
horizontal component of the electric field. So 
far, we have built three svstems of wave 
antenn� in this countrv, at Chedzov (Somerset), 
'Nroughton (Wilts) and Cupar (Fife), and the 
tilts obtained at these places were o. 1°, o. 7° and 

* Beverage, Rice, and Kellogg. Journal of 
the American I.E.E., r923, T'ol. 42, p. 21.'). 

u 
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r.o0 respectively, as against values of between 
2° and 3° which were obtained on the wave 
antenn� built in America. The differences are 
probably due to the nature of the soil. At 
Chedzoy the soil is swampy, at \Vroughton the 
ground-level is high with a chalk subsoil close 
to the surface, and at Cupar the subsoil is sand
stone. The differences between the tilts in this 
country and America may also be accounted for 
by possibly moister conditions of the soil here. 
This lack of tilt leads to the vertical effects of 
the antenn� becoming large relatively to the 
desired horizontal pffpcts and tends to reduce 
the directivit_\' of the system. That is to say 
the antPnna may he regarded as a rather long 
antPnna which picks up the field by ,-irtue of its 

that is, with the vertical and therefore non
directive elements negligible compared with the 
horizontal effects. Curve 13 shows the calcu
lated results combining the horizontal and 
vertical effects actual I y present, and small 
squares and circles near this curve represent 
actual measurements on signals arriving from 
the directions indicated. These observations 
check moderately well with the calculated curve, 
but it will be seen that the two antenna! which 
have so far been completed are not exactly alike, 
which renders tlwir combination into a still 
more refined clirecti,-c system less perfect than 
it should lw. 1\lthough built with extreme 
can�. the ground Cf;nclitions in the two cases are 
not identical, �md it ap1wars difficult to secure 

A. Calculated horizontal �n/y} I I 
B. Calculated combmed horizontal Uncompensated 

and vertical effects l 
0·8 C. Compensated at !80° - --- --

0 Observed values on N�1 wave antenna 
[!] " " " N°2 " " 

---- --- - -1 

0 

Fin. 6.- -DrnEcnvE CORVES FOR ONE WAVE :\'ITENNA AT CUPAR. 

height above ground, whereas the horizontal 
effect is not direct! y dependent upon the height 
above ground. In the normal wave antenna 
on suitable terrain the horizontal effects pre
ponderate and the vertical effects may be 
neglected in comparison. Also, undulations in 
the ground tend to have a bad effect on a system 
of small tilt and it becomes difficult to build 
several antenna! with the same electrical results, 
leading again to loss of directivity when the 
antenna! are corn bi ned. Fig. 6 shows the 
calculated and observed results for the wave 
antenn� at Cupar. The curve marked A is the 
calculated result if the antenna were perfect, 

this in the ordinary type of country in England 
or Scotland. In countries with more highly 
resist 1ve ground conditions the disturbing 
n�rtical effects are of much less importance and 
much better results should be obtainable. This 
statement does not exclude the fact that excellent 
results arc obtained at Cupar with these wave 
antenna-, the improvpment ovpr ordinary frame 
reception being most marked. Experiments 
are, however, being made at the present time 
\Yith other systems of directi,·e reception which 
do not depend essentially upon the tilt of the 
wave front, and these svstems are described 
later in this address. 
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SECTION 4. 

ANTENNA ARRAYS. 

Directive systems of transmission and recep
tion depending upon the distribution of antenna 
systems in space with prearranged phase re
lations were invc>nted in quite the early days nf 
wireless. 

S. G. Brown* was, as far as is known, the 
first to suggest spaced antenn� to obtain 
directivity. Bellinit in r914 extended the 
spacing system, giving a large number of 
diagrams by which very sharp directivity could 
be obtained. Foster+ has also extended the 
series of diagrams stil 1 further to collections of 
antenn� \vhich he refers to as antenna arrays. 

ently as representing the maximum amount of 
directivity to be obtained with the simplest 
possible arrangements. 

The first diagram represents the result of 
spacing two vertical aerials t wave-length apart 
and combining them with a phase difference of 
90°, the result being nearly a cardioid diagram. 
This combination is extremely useful for pro
ducing zero reception at the angle opposite the 
signal. This particular diagram will be referred 
to as the " staggered " arrangement. The 
other diagram, knmvn as the broadside arrange
ment, is the result of combining with equal 
phases two vertical antenn� at a distance of o.6 
wave-length apart on a line at right angles to 
the signal, this distance apart being chosen as 

1·0 �-...::--r---,.---,----,-----,------,----,-----,.---� 

Directive curves 

0•8 i--�..--+---+----1-- A. Two loops at � 1' and 90°phase difference 
B. Triple broadside of @ at 0·621' 
Energy factor of middle system� 2 

0·6 i-----t-----+-�'<---+-----+-----1----1--- ----!-------! 

4 
To,, 
0·4r----t-T----t-----t-'\---+-----l---+----+------l------J 

20° 60° 100° 180° 
Angle of incidence 

Fie_ 7----DmE<'TIVE CURVES. 

Beverage, R ice and Kellogg� ha\'l' given a very 
extensive bibliography of this subject in con
nection with their paper on the wave antenna. 
Reference ma_,. perhaps bP madp to thesP papers 
for fuller information on the subject. The 
Marconi antenn� used for the beam stations are 
amongst modern ex�mples of antenna arrays. 

For the purposp of the present pappr it is 
proposed to refer to two only of thP many 
possible diag-rams in the papers referred to, 
lwcause these two diagrams stand out promin-

·:+ British Patent No. 1.:1449/ 1899. 
t Electrician, 19q., Vol. i4, p. JS2. 
+ Bell System Technical Journal, 1926, Vol. 

5, p. 292. 
� Loe. cit. 

giving the maximum reduction of area from the 
original circle diagram of each vertical aerial. 
These two diagrams have been selected from a 
large number of possible combinations as giving 
,·ery marked directh·ity, and the further com
binations or arravs \vhich are made utilize these 
directive propt>rtit>s in a simple fashion. 

It has been pointed out by Foster that using 
any type of directive system as a unit which is 
distributed in phase and space, we can calculate 
the directivP diagram for a system of vertical 
aerials so distributed, and the product of the 
unit diagram by thP directive diagram of the 
array of vertical aerials gives the result of 
making an array of the particular type of direc
tive system. 

With the broadside combination of two 
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antenna systems the reduction of area is very 
marked. So large is this reduction that where 
a number of antenn� are to be combined it is 
better to combine them in pairs and then to 
combine the pairs again in pairs rather than 
employ the plain paralleling of the ordinary 
antenna array. 

In the antenna systems at Cu par the ratio of 
energy supplied b_\· the middle antenna to that 
from the outside antenn� is adjustable to meet 
particular conditions of atmospheric distribu
tion. 

The Cupar system was designed to employ a 
broadside arrangement of three wave antenn�, 

arrangements, each consisting of a frame and 
vertical aerial, the cardioids being at :} wan'
length separation. The diagram gives the 
result of a triple broadside of these units, again 
using an energy factor of two for the middlP 
units. It will be seen that the diagram is nearly 
zero from 120° to 240°. The curve C in the 
same figure is the result of using an energy 
factor of r.6 for the middle unit. Comparison 
oi this curve with Fig. 1, giving the distribution 
of atmospherics at Cupar, shows that if it is 

possible to attain the correct combination of the 
several frames and vertical aerials very consider
able improvement should be obtainable. 

I ·o�-=-,---,-----,---,------,..----,---,-----,-----, ! I j Directive curves 

1A. Two cardi0ids at -?f -----+ $ -Ejt-
B. Triple broadside of @ at 0·62 A.. Energ-y factor of 2 
c. " " " 1·6 

! , for middle system 

0·61----1+----l----+------+---+-�--t----r----,-��� 

Iu 
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0 160° 180� 

FIG. 8.-DIRECT!VE CPRVES. 

but up to the present only two of these antenn� 
have been completed. 

In view of the difficulty in regard to the small 
tilt of the wave front in this country, we are at 
present engaged on experiments with com
binations of frames and vertical aerials, for 
which calculations indicate marked directive 
effects. Fig. 7 is the diagram for a triple 
broadside of staggered frames, using an energy 
factor of two for the middle system. The 
staggering proposed is t wave-length with 90° 

phase displacement. This diagram gives re
sults of a similar order to the triple broadside 
of wave antenn�. Fig. 8 employs as the unit 
a staggered combination of two cardioid 

The success of such combinations depend, 
however, in very great care being exercised in 
making all the elements of the combination 
exactly alike. This process must cover not only 
the amplitude but also the phase at every fre
quency within the band of reception. Also for 
telephony reception there must be no undue 
attenuation of signals at the edges of the band 
owing to the tuning of the circuits being too 
sharp. The frames and Yerticals require either 
to be constructed with identical reactive and 
resistive components or to be combined with 
circuits which will produce the same effect of 
equalizing the phase and amplitude at all points 
in the frequency range. 
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PROPAGATION AROUND THE EARTH. 

A
LTHOlJGH it i� now well known to 

radio engirn"eFs that etheric waves of 
the order of 2u,ouo kilocycles per second 

can pass completely round the earth and still be 
received with normal apparatus, some examples 
of this phenomenon observed on the Beam in
stallation working betv\·een this country and 
South Africa and India respectively may be nf 
general interest. 

The possibility of signals traversing the 
longer path between two stations and arriving 
with sufficient strength to affect the reception of 
signals directly received has been experimentally 
demonstrated by E. Quack, of Berlin, who has 
published records showing not only signals 

the energy in the short path direction, and in 
the latter, to make the receptivity greatly more 
sensitive to waves arriving via this short path. 
Signals, therefore, which travel via the back
ward and longer path, are attenuated by the 
action of the transmitting system and upon 
arrival at the receiving station are received with 
much less sensitivity than waves arriving by the 
forward path. 

It is interesting to note that none of the 
records so far obtained at Bridgwater from 
South Africa indicates the reception of signals 
arriving �Jia the backward path. 

In order to obtain slip which would act as a 
record of doubly received signals and at the 

�IS� 

_____J'V\�������-N\�������-fV\ f\j\����� 

'WVVV\N\J� 

nnnr 

�------___n 
FIG. I. 

arnnng by the longPr path frnm <\merica but 
also signals which have encircled the earth more 
than once. 

The records here illustrated \\ere obtained 
nut as a part of an investigation into this 
phenomena, but in an attempt to fix the cause 
of complaints of bad received signals which 
arose intermittently and at rare intervals on the 
South African Beam service. 

On the Beam sen·ices both tlw transmitting 
and rece1v111g stations are equipped with 
reflectors, the purpose of which, in the case of 
the former, is to conserve the propagation of 

same time allow of a computation of the path 
traversed by the secondary signal, it was 
arranged tnat slip should be punched up con
sisting in the main part of letters '' A '' spaced 
twenty centre holes apart: and that this slip 
should be sent at a checked speed of 150 words 
per minute. At this speed the blank space be
tween the letters on the received tape would 
represent a time interval of one-third of a second, 
which interval was chosen as allowing of a 

clear record, if received, of signals either back 
path, once round, or t\vice round the earth. 

The first slip so punched up was sent via 
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Klipheuval, the South .\frican transm1ttmg 
station of the system, and rl' c vi \ ed at Hridg
water, the English receiving station, al 1758 on 
the IIth November. This slip yielded results 
illustrated in Fig. I on page 307, and clearly 
shm\·ed the intermittent presence of a second 
"A" amongst thosl'directl,1 corrt'spondingtotht'. 
transmitted slip. The interval lwt\\l'en the twu 
signals, which was constant in all the cases, was 
equal to .r5r second; which clearly indicates 
that the wave, after making its primary record 
at the receiving station had then encircled the 
earth and arrived with sufficient energy to again 
make a record. This slip also illustrates the 

c\ll the abuve mentioned records were obtained 
during· tlw period 1700-1800 Gi\lT, i.e., soon 
after the tutal path lwl\\een South "�frint and 
England \Vas in darkness, \\ith the exception •Jf 
one on November 19th which was obtained be
tween 1900 and 2000 G�IT. 

Similar observations havt· been taken at 
Skegness on signals arriving from the Indian 
Beam Station. Fig. 2 is a sampl<:> of normal 
reception of slips signalling· the letter A at 
spaced intervals. 

This slip is perfectly clear. The receiver 
coupling was then increased above that required 
for normal reception and the following slip 

FIG. 2. 

Signal/ BacJ 
Radiation 

\ 
Signal round World 

FIG. 3. 

/ I 
Si g na I lengthened Back 
b� preceding Jd Radiation 
signal round 

\1st Signal \2ndS1gna1X Slgna)'....�1st5,·gnal 
round World round World Lengthened Radiation round World 

World 
FIG. 4. 

type of mutilation which can occur from double 
signals intermittently received, e.g, the extra 
dot after the word " Test," and the joining 
together of the dot dash of the letter " 1 " in the 
word slip. 

Other slips obtained during the week ended 
rgth November yielded similar results, all the 
cases giving a double signal arising from the 
wave traversing the path around the earth, after 
being once recei,·ed. The time interval, 
although constant for any one slip, varied each 
day, the difference being ascribed to the speed 
of sending not being accurately adjusted tn r50 
words per minute. 

(Fig. 3) shows the signa 1 led letter and then a 
complete duplication of it in the spaced portion 
due to back radiation from the Indian aerial. 
This is followed immediately by a third letter, 
which has been produced by signals encircling 
the world and back tu England. 

One sample (Fig. 4) \\as obtained which show� 
not only the above effect but a fourth reception of 
the letter A after the signal had gone round the 
world a second time. Further, the dot and dash 
of the succeeding letter A appear to have been 
lengthened, suggesting that a third encircling 
signal of the preceding letter has been received 
which has come nearly into phase with it. 



0 \YING tu the extraordinary demand for 
last April number, the issue has been 
completely sold out, in spite uf the fact 

that \\hat was thought to be ample provision 
had been made. In addition to many outstand
ing orders \vhich cannot be met, it is understood 
that ma1w Australian subscribers did not receive 
their copies, uwing lo some mishap lo the mail 
by which the juurnals were despatched. vVe 
should like lo meet all calls upon us, especially 
those from the .�\ntipodes, and in order to do 
so we are prepared lo buy in copies, in good 
cunditiun, of the April issue. Full price will 
be paid. \Vil! district subscribers who do not 
desire to retain their April copies please send 
them to their local agents; those at headquarters 
should hand the rnpies to l\Ir. If. Riddle, 
Lobby, Alder House. 

Not a few of the older members of the engi
neering staff will regret the death of Mr. H. W. 
Sidney Rental!, editor of " Electricity," who 
passed away quietly in his sleep on Saturdav 
morning, 22nd October. For many years he 
catered for the P.O. student by publishing tele
graph and telephone matters in his paper, which 
he took over in 1894, and the firm also pub
lished many books on these and kindred subjects 
\Yhich were exceedingly helpful in the early 
days. He was a man of the most genial dis
position, an enthusiastic Freemason, and 
known to almost everybody in the electrical 
industry. 

ln " Annales des Posies, Tt"legraphes tt 

Telt'.plrnnes, " fur October , 1927 (Vol. 16, No. 
10), there appears under the title " �\percu du 
Probl<�me des Liaisons en Tel<'.phonic Au!o
matiqtw," an article by Mr. G. F. O'dell, of 
the Enginel'r-i n-Chief ' s Ufficl', whose contribu
! ions lo th e literature of automatic telephony 
are well known lo our readers. The article is 
prefaced by an editorial note, of which the 
following is a translation:-

.. ;\[r. O'dell, an engineer in the British Post 
Office service , who is an authority on the 
question of automatic telt>phony, read a paper 
on this subject in London on the 2nd December 
last at a meeting of the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers, which has been published in full in 
the February number of the Institution Journal. 
The meeting discussed, fully and authoritatively, 
all the main up-to-date points of interest on the 
subject of automatic telephony, and we are 
particularly pleased that Mr. O'dell has himself 
prepared for our Annales the resume which 
follows. \Ye return to him our best thanks. 
Those uf our readers who are no! acquainted 
with the Engiish language will thus be able to 
appreciate the views of l\Ir. O'dell." 

A summary of the same paper appeared in our 
July issue. For this paper Mr. O'dell was 
a\rnrdecl the Fahie Premium by the Institution. 

The November issue of Les Annales is a 
particularly interesting number, having excel
Jp,nt articles on (a) Thunder arid Lightning in 
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its different forms, by E. Mathias, Director of 
the observatory of the puy de Dome, (b) a 
generalisation of diagrams of Kennelly, by J. 
de Goer, (c) Tele-photography, by Georges 
Kette and Walter Kiel, and (d) the present 
state of the problem of Television by G. Valensi. 
The first article occupies 43 pages and includes 
several very good illustrations of lightning in 
France, England and elsewhere; the third 
article is a study of new methods in the electrical 
transmission of pictures translated from an 
article which appeared in the Telegraphen und 
Fernsprech Technik of February, 1927; the 
fourth article covers 2 r pages with numerous 
illustrations. 

Colonel T. F. Purves and ;\fr. E. H. Shaugh
nessy have just returned from the United States, 
where they had been attending the Radio
telegraph Conference at Washington. The 
Engineer-in-Chief was the Head of the British 
delegation, which included also among its mem
bers Messrs. F. W. Phillips, J. Louden and 
A. J. Waldegrave of the Secretary's Office. 
The Chief and his Assistant took the oppor
tunity of inspecting the latest developments in 
communication engineering in the States, and 
their visit will no doubt bear fruit in the home 
service. 

We regret very much having to record the 
death of Mr. M. R amsa ,,, late head of the 
Equipnwnt Section at Headquarters, who retired 
from the service earfr in the vear. A sketch of 
his career appeared in our J t;ly issue, and in it 
the writer expressed the hope that free from the 

cares and worries of office Mr. Ramsay would 
be enabled to prolong his life for years and that 
his ·latter days would be free from anxiety and 
pain. The hope was not realised, however, and 
another good man has gone to his rest. He 
collapsed rather quickly in the end, and passed 
away at three o'clock on the morning of the 6th 
December. The esteem in which he was held 
\Yas evidenced by the large gathering which 
attended his funeral on the 9th ult. at the Great 
Northern Cemetery. Many of his colleagues 
from headquarters were present and they were 
pleased to see prominent representatives from 
the several contractors' firms who had been 
closely associated with him in the telephone 
business. Some forty wreaths were sent as 
tokens of remembrance of a yery able engineer 
and of a man whose straightforward qualities of 
mind and heart endeared him to all who knew 
him. The sincerest sympathy is offered to l\frs. 
Ramsay and family. 

This autumn has taken another toll  from the 
list of retired P .0. engineers in the person of 
Mr. C. H. Chapman, who spent all his engineer
ing service at Holloway and Studd Street, and 
who had been receiYing his pension fur only 
about three years. C.H., who was the elder 
brother of .A.E., of Bristol, enjoyed good health 
after his retirement, but succumbed suddenly to 
a stroke of paralysis . He is buried in Maryle
bone Cemetery ; the funeral sNvice was attended 
by man _v of those colleagues who had gone 
through the test rooms earlier in their careers 
and by friends in North London, in addition to 

members of the family. 
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HEADQUARTERS NOTES. 

EXCHANGE DEVELOPMENTS. 

The following \vorks haYe been completed:--

Burnley 
Cheltenham 
Fforestfach 
Gillingham 
Hereford 
Oxford 
Syston 
Headingley 
Hurley 

Exchange. 

Bearsden 
Belfast Relief 
Hatch End 
Horley 
Merstham 
Lee Green 

Malvern .. . 
Norwich .. . 
Paddington 
Sevenoaks 
Streatham 
Walton (Li\·erpool) 
Wilmslow 
Barrow Corporation 
Carl, F., Ltd. ... 
Carlisle Co-op. . .. 
Cumberland Council 
Daily News 
Hall & Co. 
:\1eccano Ltd. 
Newcastle Corporation 
Ocran Coal Co .... 
Pendleton Co-op. 
Shell l\Iex (Aberdeen) 

(Birmingham) 
,, ,, (Ne"·castle-011-Ty1w) 

Shropshin' etc. Power Co. 
Synthetic Ammonia 
Waring & Gillow 

Type. 

New Auto. 

" 

" 
Auto. Extn. 

" 
New 

Manual 

" 
" 

Manual 
Extn. 

" 
P .. \. B.X. 

" 

" 

i No. of Lines. 

1650 
I 120 

140 
570 

IOfO 
106tl 

130 
500 

;l<J 

720 
36rn 

386 
660 
340 

2240 
200 
720 

ro6o 
640 

1480 
420 
34° 

40 
30 
30 
40 
30 

roo 
50 

130 
JO 
30 
20 
20 
20 
40 

200 
170 

Orders have been placed for the following 
new works:-

Exchange. 

Edgware ... 
Hipperholme 
Ilford 

Leeds Auto. Power Plant 
Primrose HilJ 
Shepherds Bush 
Sowerby Bridge ... 
Gosport 

Halifax 
Oxford 
Portsmouth 
Southampton 

.\shford ... 
Bramhall 
Ember brook 
(;odalming 
Haywards Heath 
Molesey ... 
Norbury Relief 

Chiswick ... 
Queens Park 
South Shields 
Waterloo (Liverpool) 
\Vavertrec 
Wey bridge 
\Veymouth 
Bristol Corporation 

Bristol Tramways 
Brysilka ... 
Carl & Co., F . .. . 
Heelas & Sons .. . 
Huntley & Palmer 
Jaeger & Co. 
Kingham & Sons 
Morris Cars (Smethwick) 
Phillips, J. & N. 
Rochdale Corporation ... 
Shell Mcx (Barton) 
"'olverhampton Union 

Type. 

Ne\\. Auto. 

" 
.\uto. Ext11. 

" 
New 

\fanual 

" 
\!annal 

Extn. 

" 
P.A.B.X. 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

No. of Lines. 

1300 
347 

2850 
Rearrange· 

1ncnts 
0<)00 
4100 
440 
270 

Rearrange· 
ments 

500 
1040 
1660 

780 

540 
2280 
1900 

2140 
1080 
1360 
960 

1040 
300 
240 

50 
210 

20 
30 
30 

170 
10 
30 
80 
30 

160 
20 
30 

THE FOURTH CONFERENCE OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE COMMITTEE (" C.C.I.").* 

T 
11 E conference at Como from 5th-r3th 

St>ptem ber, 1<)27, was the first to be held 
under the reorganisation whereby the 

" Permanent Commission " was abolished and 
the work of the annual conference confined to 
the approbation, discussion, or rejection of the 
rt>ports prepared , by the various commissions of 
reporters, upon the groups of questions detailed 
for inn'stigat ions at the last conference. 

These reports \\·ere considered 111 sections 
comprising:-

( r) Questions dealing with the general 
organisation of the Committee. 

(2) Telephone engineering questions upon 
the transmission efficiency, mainten
ance, and supervision of lines and 
installations. 

* rommittee Consultatif lutcrnationa1 d"s Conmiunicatious T1ifephuniques cl Grcrnde Distance. 
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(3) Quest ions of ll'h'plwnc traffic and ex
ploitation. 

(.+) The protection of tcl(•phone cables from 
corrosion due to electrolysis and 
chemical action. 

.\t the 0 1wning St>ssion Dr. Di Pirro (Italy) 
\\as unanimoush· ekct('d Presilknt of the Con
f<'rence, and Dr. lirl'isig (Gt'rmany) and l\I. Van 
Emhden ( l lol land) \\ere l'lected Vice-Presidents; 
.\I. l\lilon (France) being appointed Hon. Vice
Pn·sident. 

Q llESTIONS OF GE!'\EH.'\T. 0RG,\NIS,\Tl<lN. 

The General St>crdary , M. Valensi, sub
mitted his report upon the \vurk of the Com
mittee since the last Cunferencc, and reports 
upon actual expenditure for the year r926 and 
the proposed expenditure for the years 1927 and 
H)28, the latter including the <'Xpenditurc clue 
to the installation and operation of the European 
Master Reference System for the calibration uf 
telephone apparatus. The Conference agreed 
upon certain measures to give effect tn economy 
in the administrat ion of the " C.C.l." 

The expenditure incurred by the " C.C.I." 
is met bv the distribution of costs among the 
Nations �epresented at the Comm ittee , the scale 
of contributions corresponding to that adopted 
by the International Telegraph Union:-

1sl Cluss. Germany , l'rance, Great Britain, 
LT nion of SO\·iet ic and Socialistic Re
publics . 

2nd Class. Spain, Poland. 
3rd Class. Belgium, Finland, '.\'onrny, 

Holland , Rumania, jugo-Sla,·ia, Sweden, 
Czecho-Slovakia. 

4th Class. Austria, Denmark, 
s,vitzerland . 

5th Class. Esthonia, L a t via. 

Hun<Yarv :,., . ' 

6th Class. Lu:-.:embuurg, :.Iuzambiquc. 

The only European cuuntries nut represented 
on the " C . C .l." are Albania, Bulgaria, Greece 
and Turkey. 

It was decided that the chief reporter of each 
commission of reporters \\'ill be elected by the 
plenary assembly and that members of these 
commissions need not necessarih· express the 
views of their respectin� Administrations, since 
such official views, in connection \vith each 

question submitted fur study, are sought by the 
Ge1wral Secretan· of tlw '' C.C.1.'' The 
" C.C. l." is sol ely an advisory body and 
, \drn inist rat ions an· not bound lo accept its 
rP<'urnmendat ions. 

"-\ special travelling commission \\as appointed 
tu deal with inter-bourse traffic procedure and 
other traffic problems. 

TELEl'ILUNE l�!\l;LNEERJNG LlUESTIUNS. 

The Unit uf Transmissiun. The nomen
clature for the unit of transmission was finally 
settled by adopting the title " Neper " for the 
natural logarithmic unit and " Bel " fur the 
common logarithmic unit. The symbols for 
these units have nut been selected and it will be 
necessary to employ tlw names in full for the 
present. In international servie<� and in docu
ments uf the "C.C.I." transmission and cross
talk values will be expressed in both units. 

By tlw general definition proposed by the 
"C.C.I." the unit of transmission sen·es to ex
press the ratios uf apparent or real powers, volt
ages or currents in transmission systems. In 
practice the number uf units for a given case is 
determined by a logarithmic expression as 
follows:-

If l he t wu powers P, and l\ arc con-
1\ cerned, the number of N(·pers =} lognat 
P2 ' 

and the number of Be ls = log10 p 1 The 
P2 

" Decibel," which is 1 / wth of the Bel and is 
the renamed '' T. U.,'' will be more conveniently 
employed in practice. Hence the number of 

Decibels = ro log10 � 
P2 

(2) If two voltages Vr and V2 or two 
currents I1 or C are concerned , the number of 

. b 1 V
i I Ii . N' untts ecome ognat- or ognat- m t>pers, 

'12 I2 

2 log10 �� or 2 logio :: in Bels and 20 log10 

V · I 
1 or 20 log10 _1_ in Decibels. The fact that 

V2 I2 
the new name for the basic unit was chosen as 
that of the inyentor of the telephone is not 
apparent on account of the spelling adopted. 
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Permissible limils of lransmission loss due lo 

appuralus in circuit. The Conference <leall 1n 

detail with the report uf the 3nl Commission of 

H. eporters an<l, after H�subm ission of certain 
questions, ma<lc the fol lowing recommenda
tions:-

(i) It is <ll'sirable that t lie transmission 
equivalent bet\\een two subscribers on 
an international circuit shoul<l not 
exceed 3.3 rn:p{;rs or 28.(J decibels. 

(ii) The transmission equivalent of an in
ternational circuit, including the line 
terminals, shoul<l not exceed 1 .3 

nepers or I I .O decibels. 

(iii) In order to ensure that any subscriber 
may be connected to any subscriber in 
another country, it is necessary that 
losses resulting from the whole of the 
connections joining the subscriber to 
the terminals of the input transformer 
of the international circuit should not 
exceed I neper or 8. 7 decibels. 

This figure shall include the whole 
of the losses in the connections used to 
join the subscriber to the terminals of 
the input transformer of the inter
national circuit, the secondary trunk 
line, the intermediate exchanges and 
the accessory apparatus in series or 
shunt, and the subscribers' lines, but 
shall not include the losses due to the 
reduction in the current supplying the 
microphone from the central battery of 
the exchange. 

(iv) \\Then the master reference system for 
the calibration of telephone apparatus 
and working standards is available it 
will be necessary to define the trans
mission equi\·alent of the complete 
connection between the subscriber and 
the terminals of the output trans
former of the international circuit. 
The permissible limit of maximum 
transmission loss at a junction point 
on an international circuit, due to 
signalling and monitoring apparatus 
(electro - magnets, resistances, con
densers, keys, including the internal 
wiring of the trunk exchange) should 
not exceed 0.20 nepers or I .7 decibels 

within a fr('qtwncy rang·e ()f 300 to 
2,500 periods per second, the loss due 
to signalling apparatus being reckoned 
at approximately 0.05 nepers or 0.43 
decibels, those due to monitoring 
apparatus !wing· taken as 0.09 nepers 
m o.i8 decibels, tlw internal wiring 
of the trunk exchange being put at 
o.o(J nl>p('rs or 0.52 decibels. 

General Cunditio11s lo be sulisjied /1y 0'vcr
hcad Lines used for lnlemationul Circuits. 
\\"hile it is not possible to define immutably and 
generally the geometric and mechanical con
stants of tbe cuntiguration of oYerhead lines, 
the choice of these \·alues being a function not 
only of electrical factors but also uf economic 
factors, which vary according tu the season 
(If the year and according to the country 
where they are constructed, it is r<."cummended 
that for the. construction of international long 
distance telephone lines conductors of a gauge 
equal to or more than 3 mm. and offering a 
mechanical resistance sufficient to reduce causes 
of rupture to a minimum should be used. It ;s 
also recommended that the stability of a pole 
line should be such that it is abll> to n·sist as 
far as possible the maximum strain due to 
storms, hail and snow. 

(i) So far as the elt>ctrical qualities of 
aerial lines are concerned the con
ductors employed should consist of 
copper or copper alloy in which the 
conductivity does not vary by more 
than ro% from that of copper of high 
conductivity or a metal or alloy afford
ing the same advantages and satisfy
ing the following conditions:-

(ii) In a repeater section or between a re
peater station and an adjacent terminal 
office, the metal, gauge of conductors 
and the distance between the con
ductors on a long· distance telephone 
circuit should ahrnys remain the same 
in order to ensure satisfactory uni
formity. In order to ensure this uni
formity, the variation of the imped
ance-frequenc�· characteristics of the 
mean curve should not exceed 5%. 

(iii) All the joints in an OYerhead line 
should be made in such a manner that 
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thev do not introduce variable resist-
ance. 

(iv) In any section of overhead line between 
repeater stations or between a repeater 
station and an adjacent terminal office, 
the difference of rt-'sistance between 
two conductors of an�- pair, measured 
by direct current, should not exceed 
2 ohms. 

(v) In order to a\oid cross-talk interfer
ence and the disturbing effects of high 
power inst a llatiuns and teleg·raph cir
cuits, the \Yires of long distance inter
national telephone circuits should be 
crossed or rotated in such a manner 
that the section over which anti-in
duction is complete between any two 
circuits of the network shall be less 
than t of the wave-lengths of the tele
phone circuits ; in the case of high 
frequency carrier current telephony, 
and also where disturbing effects, due 
to high power installations, occur, or 
in the vicinity of telegraph circuits, it 
may be desirable to reduce the cross
ing or rotation periods. 

(,·i) So far as concerns danger or interfer
ence due to high power installations, 
telephone circuits should satisfy the 
conditions indicated in the " Direc
tives " relating to protection already 
promulgated by the C.C.I.* 

(vii) The insulation of each of the wires with 
respect to earth should not fall below 
the value of I megohm per kilometre, 
which t>xperience in \·arious countries 
has shown to be a practicable value 
under normal conditions of the atmos
phere, from the point of view of 
humidity; the maintenance of this in
sulation is possible by using· double
shed insulators, suitably constructed. 
This value may be reduced in districts 
where the climate is exceptionally 
humid. 

(viii) The transmission equivalent between 
t\\·o repeater slat ions or between a re-

* Space will not permit the publication of 
these instrnctions at present. 

peater station and the adjacent 
terminal office should not exceed T .6 
nepers ur 13 ·lJ decibels. 

(ix) Cirrnits should be provided \\'ith test
in points in accordance with the 
C.C.I .'s recommendation contained in 
white book, page 100.t 

The recomnwndations relating to t lw testing 
points on i nlt'rnational circuits are : --

(a) The number of leading-in points should 
be reduced to a minimum compatible 
with local rt>quirements. 

( b) The testing points enabling precision 
tests to be effected should be installed 
approximately 200 km. apart. 

(c) Tests for conductivity and insulation of 
the conductors shall be made at least 
once a month by the terminal ex
changes or the repeater stations 
nearest to the frontier and the results 
of these tests shall be exchanged 
between the services concerned. 

Cable Sections of Overhead Lines. General 
conditions were settled in respect to the con
struction and loading of aerial cables to limit 
transmission losses and impedance irregularities. 

Simultaneous use in the same Cable of Tele
phone and Telegraph Circuits. The Confer
ence provisionally accepted the following con
ditions which should satisfy the present tech
nique regarding simultaneous, or co-existent, 
telegraph and telephone installations in order 
that the transmission quality of telephone cir
cuits may not be prejudiced. 

I. The E.M.F. produced in the line cirrnit 
by the telegraph transmitter must not exceed 
50 volts. 

2. When the terminals of the telegraph 
transmitter are closed through a resistance of 
30 ohms substituted for the line, the current 
through the resistance must not exceed 50 m.A. 

3. The increase in attenuation of the tele
phone line due to i nfra-arnustic telegraph in
stallations must not exceed 0.06 �epers or 0.5 
I )ecibels for a line section between t\YO succes-

t The official publication in French of the 
Comite Consultatif International. 
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sive repeaters and over the frequency range uf 
3o:n p.p.s. to the maximum telephone frequency 
transmitted. 

4. The variation of tht> line impedance of 
4-wirc circuits must not exceed ro per cent. in 
that frequency range; as regards 2-wire cicuits 
the variation must not exceed the values pre
scribed by the " C.C. I. " for tht> exact simula
tion of the impedance of the line by balancing 
networks. 

5. Interference noise produced in telephone 
circuits by telegraph apparatus must not exceed, 
for a transmission level of - I.O N epers or - 8. 7 
Decibels on a circuit of 800 ohms impedance, 
a value which corresponds to an interference 
voltage of o. 1 m V. 

6. The increase in cross-talk produced by 
infra-acoustic telegraph installations shall be 
determined as follows:-

The cable quads are replaced by artificial 
lines free from cross-talk and reproducing, with
in the closest possible limits, the impedance of 
the circuits. Under these conditions the attenu
ation corresponding to the cross-talk measured 
from the telephone office side must not be 
inferior to the following values:-

a. For 4-wire circuits: 7.5 Nepers or 65 
Decibels for the cross-talk between anv two 
speech circuits in the same quad. 

b. For 2-wire circuits: 8.5 Nepers or 74 
Decibels for the cross-talk between anv two 
speech circuits in the same quad. 

c. For 4-wire and 2-wire cirouits: JO Nepers 
or 87 Decibels for cross-talk between two speech 
circuits in different quads. 

7. For international communications the 
total length of circuit sections employed simul
taneously for telephony and infra-acoustic telf'
graphy must not exceed 450 km. 

8. The infra-acoustic telegraph systems must 
not introduce an unbalance to earth in excess of 
the value prescribed by the " C.C.I." 

In the case of co-existf'nt ielPphony and telf'
graphy over separate conductors conditions r, 2 
and 5 above must bf' fulfillf'd for loaded con
ductors but condition T onlv for non-loaded 
conductors. 

In the case of voice-frequency telegraph 
systems, the sum of the effective voltages corre
sponding to the frequencies used simultaneously 
on the same circuit should be less than 2 volts 
and the sum of the corresponding effective 
currents should be less than 2 mA. When it is 
required to use currents or voltages exceeding 
these values it is preferable to choose circuits 
allotted to telegraph purposes in the outer layers 
of the cables and to balance them in separate 
groups. The final decision in these matters 
will be taken on the completion of tests at 
present being conducted by the various Admin
istrations. 

The choice of frequencies for carrier current 
telegraphy will probably be decided exclusively 
by the " C.C.I. Telegraphs."* 

THE STANDARD REFERENCE SYSTEM. 

On the motion of the British delegation, it 
was decided to convey the unanimous and 
cordial thanks of the" C.C.I.." to the American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company for having 
generously made a free gift of the costly Euro
pean Master Reference equipment, and for their 
proposal to send to Paris at the beginning of 
the year an engineer to supervise its installation, 
and at the same time to convey the thanks of the 
Committee to the French Government, as repre
sented by the Post Office .\dministration and 
the ConserYatoire des Arts et des Metiers, for 
having placed at disposal, without charge, ex
cellent accommodation in the centre of Paris for 
thP EuropPan MastPr Reference System. 

INTER:-.!ATIONAL Cmct'IT '.\'IArNTENANCE. 

Amongst the miscellaneous matters dealt with 
b_,, the engineering· spction was the recommend
ation to apply experitrn�ntally a programme of 
maintenance testing designed to ensure maxi
mum efficiency in the maintenance of long 
distance international circuits. This programme 
was Plaborated hy tlw British, Dutch and 
GPrman Administratior>s "nme time ago, and mr:t 
with the entire approval of the Conference. 

* Internation Cnnsultath•e TeleJ;raph Com
mittee. 
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TELEGR,\PTTS. 
Central Telegraph Of]lcc.-Creed Start-Stop 

apparatus has been fitted on the fol l owing 
circuits : -

Carlisle. 
Colchester . 

Croydon. 
>Jorwich (two sets). 
Leatlwr Cloth Company's P. \\r. (London). 

A school for training· skilled workmen in the 
maintenance of machine telegraphs has been 
fitted up within the C.T.O. The Pquipment 
includes : -

(i Tclt>types, No. 1-,\. 
6 ,, No. 2- . .\. 

(J Transmitters, Creed No. 1. 

() Receiwrs, Creed No. 4, 
and ,\ uxiliary apparatus , 

and facilitit>s arP gn·en for l nnp, nr univt>rsal, 
power working. 

Central Radio OfJicc.-Sixteen perforators of 
the new Crt>ed typt> have now been installed m 

the Centra l Radin Office. 
A weight-drivt>n, hut motor-wound, \Vheat

stone transmitter has bet>n fitted to one of the 
BPam stations in the Central Radio Office and 
the four services-:\ustralia, Canada, India and 
South Africa-ban� lwt>n prm·ided \vith \Vlwat
stone checking sets. 

Typewriters have nnw become engineering 
items and seventy-two of the ne\v desi gn have 
alreach · lwt'n brought into use for the Beam 
Sen· ices . 

Pncumalic Tulics.---Tlw last of the tubes to 
the \\Tar Office Pneumatic Tube Centre * 
namcl_1·, that to Charing· Cross Railway Station, 
has been completed and is working· . The 
Station portion of the Tube is of brass and is 
run from the platform telegraph-office by way 
of the roof trusses and the wall adjacent to the 
railway lines, to tlw 1Pad street tube beneath the 
railway hr idg·e. The route is very tortuous, but 

-l(· Srr T'ol . .\1.\., Par/ T, page 4, Apl., 1926, 

in spite of this, the transi! time is onh· thirt\· 
seconds <n-er a distance of 552 vards. 

TELEPHONES. 
The changes in the number of Exchange 

Lines, Extens ions and stations during the 
ciuarter and the totals on 3nth :-:eptemher, 1927, 
were as follows:-

Exchange Lines ... 
Extensions 
Stations 

I ncreasP. Total. 
4,823 
3,907 
8,324 

319,074 
271,375 
538, i84 

ExcHANCE vVORKS. 

Toll Exchange .�.-This exchange, situated 
in the G.P.O. (South), Carter Lane, E.C., was 
opened on December 3rcl and marks an im
portant stage in the provision of additional 
facilities for London Toll traffic. Its capacity 
is 5,250 lines, and the equipment consists of 158 
c:ontrol positions and 29 through positions. 
The main object of the exchange is to handle 
outgoing traffic, lem·ing the original Toll Ex
change (in Nonvich Street, Fetter Lane) now 
known as Toll R, to deal with the remaining 
traffic. 

Holborn Aulomalic Exchange. - The first 
automatic exchange to be opened subsequent to 
Tandem (Junction Exchange) was cut in on 
'\owmber l2th, shortly before midnight . The 
change-over was entirely successful and 4,792 
subscribers were !ransferred from old Holborn 
Manual Exrhangt' to the new system . During 
the few days im mediately follow ing the opening 
there was considerable congestion due mainly 
to the abnormal amount of traffic and to dialling 
errors and other mis!akes. The successful wav 
in which the traffic w;is handled by th� switch
ing apparatus augurs \Yell for the success nf the 
change of London's telephone s.'·stem from 
manual to automa!ic working. 

Other Aulomalic Exchanges.-Steady pro
g·ress has been made with the installation of 
automatic exchanges at:-

Bishopsgate, Sloane, \\'eslt·rn, Bermondse\·, 
Monument, :\faida Vale, Temple Bar, Lang

ham, Edgware. 
The Bishopsgate and Sloane Exchanges will 
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be opened early in the � ew Year and the re
mainder, it is hoped, at \'arious dates during 
1928-29. 

C.B. Exchangcs.-C.B. Exchanges are on 
the point of completion at : -

Hatch End (C.B. No. ro, 400 lines). 
Merstham (C.B. �o. ro, 340 lines). 

A C.B. Exchange at Barnes to be known as 
Prospect " is also nearing completion and 

will afford much needed relief to the Richmond 
Exchange. 

A temporary C. B. Exchange, to he known as 
" Ambassador," is being installed in the 
Paddington Exchange building and will afford 
relief to the Mayfair Exchange. 

Extensions of C.H. <�xchanges have been com-
pleted at:-

Finchle\· for 1740 lines. 
Lee Green , , 2240 
MountviPw,, 980 ,, 
Purley , , 600 ,, 

Streatham , , 2480 , , 
Extensions of other C.B. exchanges to he 

completed early in 1928 are in hand at:
Chiswick for 2140 lines. 
Riversidf' ,, i38o ,, 
W anstpacJ , , 1 s40 " 

ExTERKAL PLANT. 

The changes in mileag·e during the three 
months ended 3oth September, H)27, and the 
totals on that date were as follows:-

.Single ff ire Mileage. 

Telegraphs.-A nett decrease in open wire of 
ro miles and a nett increase in underground of 
III miles. 

Telephones (Exchange).-A nett decrease of 
open wire (inrluding at�rial cable) of 137 miles, 
and a nett increase in underground of S915I I 

miles. 
Tele pho nes (Trunk).--:\ nett decrease in open 

,\"ire of 23 miles, and a nett increase in under
ground of 550 miles. 

Pole Line.-A nett increase of 52 miles, the 
total to date be i ng 5,779 miles. 

Pipe Line.-A nett increase of 364 miles, the 
total to date hf'ing 9,2so miles. 

The total singl e wire mileag·es at the encl of 
the period under n·yiew \\·ere: 

Telegraphs 
Telephones 
Teleplwnf's 
Sparf's 

(Exchangt's) 
(Trunk) 

2,I2I,8I8 
67, 1P5 
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Programmes, 1927 -28. 

1927. 
II Oct 

8 No\". 

zo .l DPc. 

1928. 
JO Jan. 

7 Feb. 

6 '.llnr. 

8 May. 

F. 

T. 

.\. 

LONDON CENTRE. 

I. RAY, 11.Sc., D.F.H., .\.M.I.E.E. 
" Satellite \Vorking in Automat ic Areas." 
FEwsTER and F. ]oHNSTON, A.('.I.S. (Nor/hem 

Centre). 
" Accounti ng ns :1 runction of Managcn1!:'nt." 
H. }AC<]l'EST, A.M.!.E.E., and L. H. H.rn1ns, 

M.Sc. (Lond.), A.C.G.I. 
" Sparking and Arcing :it RPlay Cont:wts :ind 

th<· LI'<' of Spark Qurnch Cirrnil "·" 

I'. G. HAY, F.S.I., M.I.E.E., and J. N. Hru .. 
" The EYolution of an Exch:111ge c\rPa." 

C. \V. BROWN, A.�I.I.E.E., :111d R. J. H1NES, B.Sc. 
" The prob!Pm of thr P.R.X. co1wPrted lo a 

public Automatic Exehang ... " . 
A. B. HART, M.l.E.E. (Ti/!c n( paper uni yrt 

available). 
· 

Capt. B. S. CmmK, 1\T.T.E.E. (Title of f>11f>rr 110/ 
yet m•ai/11nfr). 

Informal Meetings. 
1927. 

2s Oct. Capt. J. C. HINES, M.I.E.E. 
" Th<' TelrphonP Engineer :incl hie; job." 

Major H. BRO\\'N, 1\1.I.E.E. 
" Somi' thing-.; w0 all thinl\ \\'P 1\now. ,, 

1928. 
24 J :in. 

21 Feh. 

20 \'far. 

2.f .\pl. 

1927. 

( ;. T. EVANS. 
'' SonlE sn1<1ll rurrPnt Rrctifi0rs ;1nd ilwir 

Chnractr-ristics." 
w. DAY, �LI.E.E. 

" The Phi]o,.;oplw of Engi1wPring." 
H. E. Mo1rn1sn. 

" My idC':t of th<' functions nf a Tr,chnic:il 
Section." 

E. I'. NEATE. 
'' Fault Lncat ion in f ,nc:-d Linrr..;,'' 

\'ORTH E.\STER'\ CE!\TRE. 

1 1 Ort. T. P. BARLOW. 
" Raih,·ay Sign:tlling"--.\111on1:itic.,, 

S :\cl\'. \\". H. T11orornu1n:. 
.. >le\\' Pron1ot inn �chf'mf'." 

13 D1·c. E. I l. F \RRAl\ll, �l. l. E. E. 
" Trlrphon1·c; in Sp:tin." 

1<J2S. 
I/ J :111. J l. TRICKETT. 

" Extern:il \York in co111wc1ion with 1lw TT:ilif:i, 
Exchange Tr;111:-.fr·r." 

27 """· F T. RAY, B.Sc., n.F.H., .\.M.l.E.E. (F:.-i11-C.O.). 
" Satellitt· \Yorking in .\utomatic :\n'a;;." 

Date not T. B. JmlNSON, 1\l.T.E.E. 
yH fix<·cl. " P.O. EnginP<·r, P:isl, l'rc»ent and FtJtun·." 
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1927. 
10 Oct. 

7 Nov. 

·' Dec. 

1928. 
16 Jan. 

13 Feh. 

12 l\f ar. 

1927. 
14 July. 
"l Oct. 

16 �ov. 

2 r Dec. 

I928. 
18 Jan. 

15 Feh. 

2I l\far. 

1927. 
17 Oct. 

14 Nov. 

12 DP<·. 

6 Feb. 

5 Mar. 

2 Apl. 

I927. 
12 Oct. 

9 Nov. 

8 Drc. 

1928. 
I I Jan. 

I F<>h. 

22 Feh. 

14 Mar. 
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l'iORTH WESTERN CENTRE. 

T. KENYON. 
" Motor Transport." 

\V. (;. :\foRRTS and A. J. Ross. 
" Office Filing Economics. " 

A. S. CARR, B.E. (Cantab.), .\.1\1.l.E.E. 
" Automatic Telephony in Southport l\Iult i

ExchangP :\rea." 

.\. L. BARCL\Y. (Telephone Traffic Dept.). 
" Traffic Arrangem0nts "' they apply to .\uto

matic Exchange Transfers." 
T. \VoonnousE, A.M.I.E.E. 

" Rebalancing a Cable." 
\V. S. PROCTER. 

" Some Experiences in Loading and Final Tests 
of Main Trunk Cables. " 

KORTHER'.\' CENTRE. 
Visit to CmYgate Repeater Station. 
F. G. c. B.\LDWIN, M.I.E.E. 

" Telephone Switching." 
F. \\'. LONGMORE. 

" Tnmking in ,\utomatic Telephone Syst('ms. " 
T. FEWSTER and F. JoHNSTON, A.C.I.S. 

" .\c<'ounting as a fun<'tion of Management." 

G. F. BELT.WOOD, A.M.I.E.E. 
" Through Signalling on Trunk and Junction 

Circuits." 
W. WEIGHTMAN. 

" Laying of Holy Island Cable." 
F. I. R\Y, B.Sc . . D.F.H., A.M.I.E.E. (E.-in-C.D.). 

" Satellitr \\'orking in Automatic Areas." 

SOllTH LANCS. CENTRE. 
W. J. l\lEnLYN, M.I.E.E.E. 

" Progre" and Development in the P.O.E.D." 
C. W. BRO\\"N, A.M.I.E.E. (E.-in-C.O.). 

" The Director-its application and the Func
tions Performed. " 

T. CnRNFOOT, M.I.E.E. 
" The .\dministration of an EnginP€r's Section." 

H. C. GuNTON, M.R.E., M.I.E.E. (E.-in-C.O.). 
" Recent Applications of Power in the Post 

Office." 
(Joint meeting with I.E.E.). 

T. FEWSTER and F. JOHNSTON, A.C.I.S. 
(Northern Centt'e). 

" Accounting as a function of Management." 
Capt. W. COWBURN, A. M.l.E.E. 

" TelPphone Engin('ering Economics." 
F. E. BENTLEY , A.M.l.E.E. and L. H. CRANE, 

A.M.I.E.E. 
" U.G. Cable MaintenancP. Notes on result� 

of 3 yrars special testing." 

NORTH \V,\LES CENTRE. 
R. T. ROBI NSON, ,\.M.I.E.E. (E.-in-C.O.). 

" Motor Transport." 
J. REE. (Mu/lard H'ireless Services Co.). 

" Thermionic Valves and Distortionless Ampli
fication." 

Capt. J. CoxoN, M.I.E.E. 
" Exchange Power Plant." 

(MPPting at Birmingham and Yisist to Exchange). 

c. 

F. 

R. 

E. 

G . . \. McDoN.\I.D. (Leafield Radio Statfon). 
" The running of a large Wireless Station." 
I. RAY, B.Sc., D.F.H., A.M.I.E.E. (E.-in-

C.O.). 
" Satellite \Vorking in Automatic Areas." 

SHEPPARD. 
" ExchangP Construction." 

A. PEARSON, A. M.I.E.E. 
" Waste," 

12 Dec. 

13 Feb. 

I2 1\far. 

I927. 
20 Sept. 
17 Oct. 

13 Dec. 

1928. 
17 Jan. 

SOliTH W.\LES CENTRE. 

A. S. RENSHAW. (E.-in-C.0.). 
" Some General Considerations relating to the 

Clerical Organisation of the Engineering 
Department. " 

T. R. TOMBS. 
" Gloucester .\utomatic Transfer, including 

Development.'' 
Col. ,\. G. LEE, O.R.E., M.C., B. Sc., M.I.E.E. 

(E.-in-C.0.). 
" \Vireless." 

R. G. AI.I.COCK. 
" Estimates.'' 

S. E. HAILES. 
" H. Relay." 

H. R. Mm.us and T. L. PEACOCK. 
" Motor Transport. " 

\V. CRUICKSHANK, M.I .E.E. (E.-in-C.0.). 
" Voice Frequency Telegraphs." 

H. c. A. LINCK. 
" Multi-Offic<> Relay Automatics." 

SOUTH \VESTERN CENTRE. 

Chairman's Address. 
F. I. RAY, B.Sc., D.F.H., A.M.I.E.E. (E.-in-C.0.). 

" Satellite \Vorking in Automatic Areas." 
J. INNES, B.Sc. (Scot. East Centre). 

" Edinburgh Auto. Multi-Office Transfer." 

W. VICKERY. 
" Trench Restoration." 

14 Feb. C. W. BROWN, A.M.I.E.E. (E.-in-C.O.). 
" ThP ProblPm of the P.R.X. Subscriber Con

nected to an :\utomatic Exchange." 
20 Mar. Visit to ExPtcr Automatk Exchange. 

1927. 
ro Oct. 

7 Nov. 

5 Dec. 

Iq28. 
16 Jan. 

6 Feb. 

s Mar. 

1927. 
24 Oct. 

30 Nov. 

21 DC<'. 

i928. 
2.=; Jan. 

20 Feh. 

NORTH MIDLAND CENTRE. 

J. COOTE. 
" Junction \Vorking to Automatic Exchanges." 

C. H. THATCHER. 
" Auxiliary Power Plant S ervices, Sheffield 

Automatic Exchange." 
F. T. RAY, B.Sc., D.F.H., A.M.I.E.E. (E.-in-C.O.). 

" Satellit0 \Vorking in Automatic Areas." 

B. GLEN. 
" Tests applied to ll nderground Main Cables." 

R. H. HUNT. 
" Traffic MetPr Readings." 

J. R. MILNES. 
" Power Interference." 

C. A. CARPENTER. 
" Transmission on Lo\v Power. 0 

Visit to Nottingham Super Power Stat ion. 

SOUTH MIDLAND CENTRE. 

F. I. RAY, B.Sc. , D.F.H., A.M.I.E.E. (E.-in-C.O.). 
" Satellite Working in Automatic Areas." 

J. INNES, B.Sc. (Scot. East Centre). 
" Edinburgh Automatic :\folti-Office Transfer." 

V. SMITH. 
" Electrolytic Action." 

S. D. PENDRY. 
" Repeal<'r Stati.on Test Desks." 

C. E. Moffatt, A.C.G.I. 
" Line Plant Formulre and Calculations." 

W. H. ARNOLD. 
" Thrust-borers ;;tnd Thrust Boring." 
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I927. 
26 Oct. 

2<) '.\ O\', 

EASTERN CENTRE. 

F. I. RAY , B.Sc., D.F.H., A.M.I.E.E. (E.-in-C.0.). 
" Satellite \Vorking in Automatic Areas." 

J. INNES, B.Sc. (Scot. East Centre). 
" Edinburgh .\utomatic :\Iulti-Officc Transfer." 

1928. 
17 Jan. R. T. ROBINSON, A.l\l.I.E.E. (E. -in-C.O.). 

" Motor Transport in the Engineering D€part
ment). 

20 Feb. F. GuEST. 
" Youths, Their Recruitment, Training and 
TPchnical Education in the P.O.E.D." 

20 :\far. L. G. SEMPLE, B.Sc. 
Snbject to be arranged. 

SCOTLAND EAST CENTRE. 
1927. 

24 Nov. F. I. RAY, B.Sc., D.F.H., A.M.I.E.E. (E.-in-C.n.). 
" Satellite \Vorking in Automatic Areas." 

20 Dec. R. T. ROIHNSON, A.M.l.E.E. (E.-in-C.0.). 
" Motor Transport." 

1928. 
17 Jan. Short papers a!Hl informal discussions. 
21 Feb. E. H. SHAUGHNESSY, O.B.E., M.I.E.E. 

" Rugby Radio Station." 
(Joint meeting with I.E.E.). 

20 :\far. J. McINTOSH. 

(E.-in-C.O.). 

" Forms and Methods in preparing Estimates." 
17 Apl. J. INNES, B.Sc. 

" Service 'Observation Equipment in Auto. Ex
changes. " 

SCOTLAND WEST CENTRE. 
I927. 
4 Oct. R. T. ROBINSON, A.M.I.E.E. (E.-in-C.O.). 

" Motor Transport." 
7 No\'. J. INNES, B.Sc. (Scot. East Centre). 

" Edinburgh Auto Multi-Office Transfer." 
5 Dec. A. ARNOLD. 

" Glasgow Repeater Station " (or alternative). 
1928. 

Feb. To be arranged. 
Mar. To be arranged. 

NORTH IRELAND CENTRE. 
1927, 
8 ="ov. Major G. H. COMPORT, M.C., M.I.E.E., R.E. 

" Motor Transpor.t. " ' 
6 Dec. Capt. F. G. C. BALDWIN, M.I.E.E. 

I928, 

(Northern Centre). 
" Scientific Organisation and the P.O. En

gineering Department." 

JO Jan, G. BAILEY, A.M.I.E.E. (North Eastern Centre). 
" Preparation of Underground Development 

Schemes.'' 
14 Feb. N. AsHBRIDGE, B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E. 

(B.B.C., London). 
" Broadcasting." 

6 Mar. Visit of Inspection of Harland & Wolff's Belfast 
Shipbuilding Yards. 

23 Mar. F. I. RAY, B.Sc., D.F.H., A.M.I.E.E. (E.-in-C.O.). 
" Satellite Working in Automatic Areas. " 

JO Apl. J. CI.EAVER, A.M.l.E.E. (S. Lanes. Centre). 
" Problems in large Underground Works." 

LOCAL CENTRE NOTES. 

NORTH WESTERN CENTRE. 
Chairman, J. M. Shackleton; Vice-Chairman, 

J. SinClair Terras; Committee, S. Upton, W. 
Beattie, R. A. Jones, R. A. G. Chambers, E. 
Hopper, and H. S. Turner; Hon. Librarian, 
H. HmYarth; Local Secretary, D. Barratt. 

The opening meeting of the 1927-28 Session 
was held in the Lecture Hall of the Preston 
Scientific Society, Fishergate, Preston, on the 
wth October, 1927, when a paper entitled 
" Motor Transport " was read by Mr. T. 
Kenyon, of the South Lancashire Centre. Mr. 
Shackleton presided. 

Mr. Kenyon opened his paper with a review 
of the e\·olution of the motor transport services 
in the Engineering Department and proceeded 
to deal with the subject under the following 
headings :-Constitution of Department's Fleet, 
Organisation and Uses, Running Costs, 
Statistics, Hired Transport, Staff Co-operation, 
Observations and Suggestions. The lecture 
was illustrated by an excellent set of lantern 
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slides, and a useful discussion followed. 
On the 7th NoYember, 1927, a paper, entitled 

" Office Filing Economics," was read at 
Preston by Messrs. W. G. Morris and A. J. 
Ross. 

The objects in view were the reduction of 
filing work in offices in which filing had become 
more laborious than circumstances warrant and 
the introduction of a simplified system in offices 
in which filing had lapsed on supposed economic 
grounds. The existing filing arrangements in 
the various groups of the District Headquarters 
Office were reviewed and this was followed by 
proposals for filing in the Sectional Engineers' 
Offices and at outlying Inspectors' stations. 

Diagrams illustrating the arrangement of filed 
matter in the office presses and the most suitable 
positions for card cabinets were projected by 
Electric Arc Lantern. There was an interesting 
discussion, when many points were raised and 
replied to. 

D. BARRATT, Secretary. 

v 
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SOUTH LANCASHIRE CENTRE. 

The Session opened on October r7th with an 
Address hy the Chairman, Mr. W. J. Medlyn, 
in which, under the title of " Progress and 
Development in the Post Office Engineering 
Department," he gave an interesting review of 
the various activities of the Engineering De
partment during the past year and an outline of 
the latest Telephone and Telegraph Engineer
ing developments. 

The address was followed by a cinematograph 
film illustrating the use of the " Simplex Jack" 
on pole recoveries. This was succeeded by a 
film entitled, " I3eyond the range of Vision," 
showing the ·wide activities of the American 
Bell Telephone interests. A Simplex Jack was 
supplied for demonstration purposes by Mr. W. 
Tuke Robson, M.B.E., A.M.I.E.E., of the 
Equipment and Engineering Company. The 
film illustrating the American Telephone prac
tice was loaned by the Engineer to the Bradford 
Corporation Electricity Department, through 
the good offices of Mr. J. Shea. 

The thanks of the members was suitably ex
pressed to Messrs. Robson and Shea, both of 
whom wen� present, for their interesting and 
instructive additions to the proceedings. 

NORTHERN CENTRE. 

The opening meeting of the Session was held 
on the r9th October, when Mr. F. G. C. Bald
win, ::\Ll.E.E., deliwred a lecture, entitled 
" The Early Development of Telephone Switch
i.ng," before a well attended gathering. 

The lecturer took his audience through the 
various stages of switching from the earliest 
days of the first telephone exchange to modern 
methods of accomplishing· intl' tTornmunication 
and tlw numerous slidPs which lw introduced 
rendereq the address not only interesting and 
instructive, but easv to follow. 

The Committee. for the Session has been 
elected as follows : -

Chairman, J. R. M. Elliott, M.T.E.E.,; Vice
Chairman, F. G. C. Baldwin, M.I.E.E.; Com
mittee, G. A. Peck, M.I.E.E., Jas. A. Motyer, 
C. P. Kay, W. '\Veightman, H. J. Millett, 
A. H. '\Vade; Local Librarian, T. E. Preston; 
Local Secretar.v, A. C. Smith, A.C.I.S. 

NORTH WALES CENTRE. 

[From the Shrews/Jury Chronicle, 11-11-27.] 

PRESENTATIONS TO J\I R. T. PLU!VE\IER. 

On \\T ednesda y t\yo presentations were made 
to Mr. Thomas Plummer, of Shrewsbury, who 
retired last July from the post of Superintending 
Engineer of the North \Vales District of the 
General Post Office, after a total service of 42 

years. 
The occasion was a tea held in Morris's New 

Ballroom, Pride Hill, ShrevYsbury, attended by 
about 140 members of the engineering staff of 
the district. Mr. H. A. Jackson, Assistant 
Superintending Engineer, was in the chair. 

Mr. Jackson said they were all sorry to lose 
l\lr. Plummer, because he had endeared himself 
to them to an exceptional degree. His chief 
mottoes throughout his ofii.cial period must have 
been " Be just and fear not " and " Honesty 
is the best policy." They admired his devotion 
to the department he so faithfully served, the 
straightforwardness and fairness of his de
cisions, and the kindly interest he took in the 
\Yelfare of the staff. 

They deplored his late breakdown in health, 
but noted with pleasure that he was now on the 
road to recovery, and trusted that he would he 
spared for many years to enjoy his retirement. 

l\Ir. B. J. Gill, head of the clerical staff in the 
North \Vales District, said that he had been 
associated with Mr. Plummer for over nine 
years. He had had opportunities of judging 
him both as an official and as a man, and had 
the highest admiration for him in both capaci
ties. The whole of the clerical staff \\·ould 
remember him for his kindness, his great in
clust n', his devotion io clut�', and his desire to 

he just to everyone. 
Mr. Jackson then pn·sl·ntecl Mr Plummer with 

a solid silYer breakfast seryict>, inrluding a tray, 
which hure tlw insrription, " Pn,sented to 
Thom;1s Plumnwr, Esq., iVf.l.E.E., Superin
tending Enginet•r, by his staff in the North 
Wales District, as a mark of esteem on his com
pletion of 42 years' service in the Engineering 
Department of the General Post Office." Thf' 
presentation had been subscribed to by members 

of the staff " down to the very lowest." 
Mr. \V. J. Medlyn, Superintending Engineer 
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for the South Lancashire District, presentf'd Mr. 
Plummer "ith an insnilwd si lH'r rose howl and 
a sih-er-mo1 1nted l\'a s\'t from t lw superintending 
engineers, staff t•ng·i1wers, and members of the 
headquarters staff of l he G.P .0. He said that 
it gan· him particular pleasure to make the 
presentation, lwcaust' he had known Mr. 
Plummer personally for nearly 40 years, both dt 
headquarters and as a near neighbour at Liver
pool and Shrewsbury. 

Mr. Plummer, \\'ho was recei,·ed \\·ith loud 
applause�, returned thanks in a witty speed1. 

NORTHERN IRELAND CENTRE, 
BELFAST. 

l\Ir. H. Deeny, Inspector, an Associate 
:Member of the Institution, retired from the ser
vice in November, having reached the age of 62. 

His last day of duty was the occasion of a 
gathering of the staff at h eadquarters, presided 
over by the Superintending Engineer, Major 
G H. Comport, M.C., �1.1.E.E., R.E., to say 
good-bye to him . Mr. G. Laslett, Executive 
Engineer; Mr. J. Davidson and Mr. H. H. 
Broomhead, Assistant Engineers; �ir. \V. S. 
French, Inspector, and :.\fr. J. T. Sims, Chief 
Clerk, having spoken eulogistically of Mr. 
Deeny, Major Comport, in felicitous terms, con
,·eyecl to him !he g«iod wishes of his colleagues 
and congratulated him verv heartilv on the 
esteem with which he was h�ld by all .grades in 
the Service, as evidenced by the large attend
ance. 

In handing to illr. Deen_,. a wallet of notes as 
a tangib! P 1·xpression of the guod wishes of the 
District Staff, Major Comport referred to Mr. 
�)eeny's us

_
eful service and clean record, express

mg the wish of all for a continuance of the 
excellent health and vigour which characterised 
l\fr. Deeny, and which he would take with him 
into his well-earned leisure. 

\Vith the Staff's presentation Major Comport 
also �landed to Mr. Deeny the Departmental 
gratmty. 

l\Ir. Deeny suitably responded. 

SOllTI f WESTER l\1 DISTRICT. 

''PRESENTATION TO MR. E. J. ELDHIDGE. 
1 here was a large gathering of the staff of the 

P()st Oflicl', Sou t h \\'cstern District, Engineer-

ing Departmen1 , at a garden party held on 
Septt'mht•r 2oth, 1<;27, at Nu. 8, 'vVoodland 
R<1ad, Ty nda ll ' s Park. The t�\·t·nt was arranged 
in rnnnecti()n with the retirement of .Mr. E. J. 

E ldridge, Superintending Engineer uf the 
South \\'estern District, and among those 
present were the Assistant Engineer-in-Chief, 
Mr. A. L. de Latin�, J\ir 11. \Vilson, Superin
tending Engineer, Cardiff, Mr. C. G. Roach, 
:\ssistant Superintending Engineer, Cardiff, 
and also Mr. \\'. Pugh, Postmaster-Surveyor, 

Bristol, and i\Ir. \\'. :\lillar, District Manager, 
Bristol. 

Tea was served indoors and then the company 
adjourned to a marquee erected in the garden, 
where the presentation, presided over by Mr. 
A. E. Chapman, Assistant Superintending 
Engineer, took place. 

Messages of farewell and good wishes were 
cleliwred by various representatives of the staff 
and the presentation, which consisted of a Solid 
Silver Tea and Coffee Service and a set of Golf 
Clubs, was made by l\Ir. A. L. de Lattre, the 
Assistant En gi neer-i n-Ch ief. 

An evidence of the general esteem in which 
Mr. Eldridge was held by his colleagues and 
staff of the Engineering Department of the Post 
Office, subscrip1 ions' were received from the 
slaffs of the District, the Engineer-in-Chief's 
office and from the Superintending Engineers 
of the countrv. 

Music was provided lw Mr. Gould's 
Orchestra and vo'cal items were contributed bv 
seyeral members of the staff, and a very pleasa�t 
PYening was wound up with community singing 
and a spirited rendering of" Auld Lang Svne." 

SCOTL.\�J) \\'EST CENTRE. 
The first meeting ()f the current Session wa.., 

held in tlw Societies' Room, Technical College, 
Glasg·ow, on 4th October. The lecturer for the 
day was Mr. R: T. Robinson, A.M.I.E.E., 
Engineer-in-Chief's Office, who delivered a 

lecture on." Motor Transport." The subjfft 
proved to be one of considerable interest and 
there was a good attendance and discussion. 

For our November meeting the lecturer was 
Mr. J. Innes, B.Sc., of the Scotland East 
District, who took for his subject " Edinburgh 
.\utu . .  \Iulti-Office Transfer." 
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There was a large attendance and on conclu
sion of the lecture several questions were raised, 
to which the lecturer suitably replied. It is 
understood the paper is being printed for 
circulation. 

A combination of circumstances prevented 
Mr. Arnold's fulfilment of the programme 
fixture for 5th December, but the item may be 
regarded as postponed, not abandoned. We 
were fortunate, however, in getting Mr. F. G. C. 
Baldwin, M. I.E. E., of the Northern District, 

BOOK 

" Theory of Thermionic Vacuum Tube Cir
cuits," By L. J. Peters. McGraw Hill Pub
lishing Company. Price 15/-. 

The scope of this book is even more limited 
than the title suggests as it deals almost entirely 
with the usual triode and associated circuits. 
This will be clear when it is stated that the book 
does not deal with diode rectifiers and the 
" screened grid " valve is dismissed in a para
graph. 

The book can be commended as a reasoned 
mathematical statement of the action of the three
electrode valve in its various uses for radio 
transmission and reception, but it is only suit
able for the electrical engineering student who 
has already covered the usual mathematical 
groundwork associated with a degree course in 
electrical engineering. 

Prof. Peters deals with the subject throughout 
his book mainly from the view point that a 
triode is a means uf resistance neutralisation 
and, as he states in the preface, '' This idea (s 
then used as a unifying thread. . . · . . " In 
consequence, it is a book for the student to read 
as a whole in order to adapt himself to this 
particular and useful line of argument. 

The reading of an American book usually 
brings with it the interesting discovery of terms 
which appear novel on this side of the Atlantic. 
On the ground that we have enough mis-named 
quantities already, Prof. Peters refuses to use 
the expression " mutual conductance " with 

to fill the g·ap with his lecture on "The Early 
Development uf Telephone Switching." The 
lecture drew a large attendance of members and 
a number of visitors from the Commercial side. 

About fift\· slides illustrative of the evolution 
of telephone switching vvere shown on the 
screen, and in some cases these had a personal 
as well as a technical interest. The lecture was 
ver_\· interesting throughout and the subsequent 
discussion was contributed to by visitors as well 
as members. 

REVIEWS. 

reference to a valve in his book. Following 
Prof. E. Bennett, he refers to this constant as 

the '' controlled plate conductance '' with the 
symbol G,v, but the reviewer fears that the 
expression '' mutual conductance '' has become 
so universal that there is little hope of its eradi
cation. However, the term " mutual elast
ance,'' used by Prof. Peters for the mutual re
actance between two circuits with capacitative 
coupling, would appear to need a good deal qf 
justification. 

The book is clearly written and the mat liema
tical portions are set up in type which is easy 
to follow; the few misprints noticed are fairly 
obvious and will cause no difficultv. There are 
a few useful exercises in circuit calculation 
throughout the work with which the student can 
check his progress. The student who reads this 
book will generally wish to pursue his studies 
in particular directions elsewhere, and for this 
reason the book would have been improved by 
references to other sources of information. The 
absence of such references is always a handicap 
to the reader, but the vague reference to a paper, 
without am· indication of title or source, as 
occurs on page 120, is irritating. 

The engineer-graduate who, as a part of his 
training as a radio engineer, wishes to apply 
and exercise his electrical theory by a considera
tion of the circuits associated with triodes should 
read this book. 

R.V. H. 
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" Principles of Radio Communication." Bv 
John H. :\Iorecroft (assisted by A. Pinto and 
W. A. Curry). Chapman & Hall. Price 37 /6. 
(Second Edition). 

It is a stupendous task to write a compre
hensive treatise on radio engineering; that Prof. 
Morecroft and his colleagues have made a great 
attempt is witnessed by the fact that the second 
edition of this book has roor pages and 831 
figures. The book has been thorough! y 
revised ; several chapters have been consider
ably lengthened by the addition of up-to-date 
information and in consequence it has been 
necessary to omit several chapters of the first 
edition. 

It must be a great problem to the writers of 
such a book to know the stage at which such a 

general treatise should start in its description 
of elementary science and where it should stop 
in its elaboration of the details of a particular 
phase of radio engineering. It used to be the 
practice for many engineering books to com
mence with a mathematical introduction, but 
fortunately it has been realised that the engineer 
cannot afford to stud v his mathematics on the 
basis of a few introductory chapters of a book 
on t:>nginet:>ring. Tht' reviewer is looking for
ward to t lw time when writers of books on radio 
t,nginl't:'r i ng will refrain from using their first 
chapters to explain to their readers the 
elementary facts of magnetism and electricity, 
such as the nature of an electric current, the 
capacity of a condenser, etc., etc. If Prof. 
Morecroft hall omitted some of the elementary 
portions of thP work and some of the simple 
figures (such as those showing tlw use of a 

fence as a receiving antenna, and of a tree, with 
nail, as a possible nw;rns nf support) it \\Oulcl 
have probably been unnecessar_,. lo omit anv 
chapter on '' radi n-measuremenb '' -- which 
Prof. Morecroft hints may be issued as a separate 
volume. In vie\\ of the fact that the great 
advances made by radio engineering in recent 
years have been dtw largely to the deYelopment 
and use of precise measurements, it is a matter 
of regret that the chapter on this subject should 
have been jettisoned instead of some of the pages 
dealing with the more elementary electrical facts 
of general knowledge. 

It is thought that, even in a general treatise, 
the: '' wave antenna '' for reception and the 

" multiple-tuned antenna " for transmission are 
worthy of more explanation, and that in dealing 
with the question of elimination of atmospherics 
a book on modern practice should have given 
prominence to the advantages of directional 
reception in increasing the signal/ noise ratio. 

These remarks, however, merely emphasise 
the diffioulty of the task. Opinion must 
necessarily differ as to the relative importance of 
the items omitted and included. Generally 
speaking, the book is a splendid compendium of 
knowledge in regard to the subject of radio 
engineering; it is well written, is illustrated 
with an adequate number of clear diagrams and 
can be recommended as a general treatise and 
book of reference to those who wish to study 
the subject. 

R.V.H. 

" Ell'ctric R (,cti ti ( ·rs and Vah·es." By ,\. 
Guntlwrschulze. Tr;1nslakJ and revised by 
.0Jurman ;\. de Brt111c. Published by Chapman 
& Hall, Ltd. Price 15/- nt:'t. 

The publication b_1· l\lessrs. C h apman & Hall 
of ;1 second trt'<lt ise on reel iJi cal ion within a year 
na!ur;1lly irn-i!es a C(llllparison bet\\t:'en the two 
books.x- It is probably suffrcit'nt to say that 
"'Jr. Jolley's book treats !h e subject from the 

eng·ine<'ring standpoint whilst th e book under 
n•\'lt'\\ deals with i! more brieflv from tlw 
pln ·sical st;111dpoint. 

The subject nwt!t'r is pn·senled in ;1 tlrnroughl_1 
1·<·;1dable manner, al1 lwug· Ji ! he aut ll<Jr is rather 
fond of mak i ng references to partic ular types of 
ncctifier in chapters \\ liid1 an· applicable to 
se\·eral types. Tlw book is divided into Physi
rnl and Technical Sl'Cl ions , iht' latter including· 
a brief mathematical sun·e, of rertifying· 
circuits. 

.\ny book un rt'<·titic;ition published in this 
<'lJUntry should conta in nHJrt:' than ;1 passing· 
reference to thermionic rectifiers as these are 
now being used in large numbers and are nf 
general interest. In hi s in I roductiun , the author 
refers to the fact that " !his book is primarily 
concerned \Yith rectifiers for nirren t s bigger than 

.,. " Alternating C1trrent Rectification," L. B. 
W. Jolley. Reviewed in P.O.H.E. Journal, 
rnl. 20, No. T. 
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those encountered in high frequency work." 
This may be so, but thermionic rectifiers are 
frequently rused for p<•\\l'fS far exceeding· those 
for which mechanical, glow, discharge and 
electrolytic rectifiers are used, although these 
last types occupy quite a large portion of the 
book. The irony of this failure to do justice to 
the thermionic rectifier is completed by the 
reference (by the translator) in the last rhapter 
to the Moullin thermionic Yoltmeter. 

As a reference book on the physics of rectifiers, 
particularly of the mercury Yapour type, this 

IMPORTANT 

The Board uf Editors has decided to reduce 

the price of the Journal, beginning with the 

April number, tu one shilling and threepence 

per copy. This arrangement will bring the 

purchaser of single copies into line with the 

annual subscriber who has been paying the 

book will be \Yelcumed, but an engineer seeking 
information on thermionic re<'tifiers will he dis
appointed. 

" ,\Classified Guide to the Literature relating· 
to the Eng ineering and Mechaniral Indus
tril"s. " F. and E. Stoneham, Ltd., at the 
Librarian's R oom , London, E.C. 

1\ list of books publ ished between August, 
1<)26, and Septemlwr, llJ2/, for the Annual 

Conference of tlw Library .\ssociation, Edin
IJUrg·h, 1927. 

NOTICE. 

round sum of tin· shillings per annum. Al
though no relief is !wing given to the annual 
subscriber, our readers will realise that another 
step has been taken in the return to pre-war 
prices, and the Board hopes that the growing 
circulation will continue apace, as therein lies 
the hope of a further reduction in pri ce. 
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STAFF Cl IANGES. 

STAFF CHANGES. 

POST OFFICE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. 

- --1 

PROMOTIONS. 

Grade. 

Exf'cuti1·e Engi1wPr, E.-in-C.O. 

. \ssistnnt Enginef'r, S. l\1id. District. 
;\ssistant Engineer, London District. 

Repeater Officer, 
Class II., E. District. 

Repeater Officer, 
Class II., S.W. District. 

Repeater Offirnr, 
Class II., E. District. 

Inspector, Northern Di'1rict. 
Inspector, London District. 
Inspector, N. Wales District. 
Inspector, Scot. W. D istrict. 

I nspecto.r, N. \Vales District. 
Skilled Workman, 

Clciss I., N orthf'rn Di strict. 
Skilled Workman, 

Class I., N. \Vales District. 

DEATHS. 

District. 

London. 
N. Midland. 

RETIREME!\TS. 

District. 

S. Western. 
Met. Pown. 

London. 
London. 

S. Eastern. 
Eastern. 

S. Westf'rn. 
Eastern. 

S. Western. 
S. Eastern. 

London. 
N. Wales. 

N. Ireland. 
S. Midland. 

Northnn. 

REV EH S!{l)-1, 

Fron1. 

Chief TnspPctor, S.E. District. 
Chid lns1w·ctor, S.vV. District. 

Promoted to. 

.\cting .\ssistant Staff Engiiw<>r, 
E.-in-C.O . 

Ex·•·cut i\'<' Engin<'<'r, London Distric.t. 
Ex·<'Cllt i1·., Engineer, I .ondon Distri<-.t. 

Repeater Officer, 
Class I., E. District. 

Repenter Officf'r, 
Class I., S.W. District. 

Repeater OfficPr , 
Class I., E. District. 

Chief I nspector. North<·rn District. 
Chid Inspector, London District. 

ChiPf Inspector , N. \Vaks District. 
Chief I nspector , N. I r<>land District. 

Chief Inspector, N. Wales District. 
Inspector, )I orthern District. 

Inspedor, N. Wales District. 

1--

1 

Grade. 

Inspector. 

Grade. 

Superintending EnginN·r. 
Sl!perintending EnginePr. 

Executive EngineN. 
ExecutivP Engine<>r. 
Assistant Engi 1wer. 

RPpP;iter Offic(•r, Class I. 
Repenter Officer, (:lass I. 
R1 · 1water Officpr, ('lass I. 

Chid Inspector. 
Inspector. 
I nspector. 
Inspector. 
Inspector. 
TnspPctor. 
I nspPrtor. 

To. 

Inspector, Fast flist rirt. 
I nspr>ctor. S. IV. Dist ricl. 

' 

}' 

Date. 

26-ro-27 

23-10-27 
To be fixPd 

later. 
10-9-27 

8-1 l-27 

30-10-27 
26-10-27 

2-1-27 
To be fixed 

later. 
9-10-27 
17-7-27 

21-5-27 

Date. 

30-9-27 
27-6-27 

Date. 

30-9-27 
31-12-27 

30-9-27 
30-1 I-2/ 

18-ro-27 
7-11-27 

9-9-27 
24-1 l-27 

28-8-27 
17-9-27 

19-11-27 
22-11-27 
15-1 l-2/ 
15-11-27 

At own 
request. 



STAFF CHANGES. 

;\PPUINTMENTS. 

Name. From. To . 

. \ckerman, H. M. \V. Jn,prctor, London District . 

Potts, E. I nsprct or, London District. 

Hihhe.rd, W. A. '"'!WC[Dr, E.-in-C.O. 
Limited 

Competition. 

Luxton, W. G. f 11,pPctnr, E.-in-C.O. 

'<t, 

Cl.J-:RICAL ESTABLISHMENT. 

PROMOTION 

Name. Grade. PronHlt1'cl to Date. 

Paddon, R. C. 
French, J. J. 

( "l•·rical OfficPr. London. 
Cl..ri,·al OfficPr, London. 

lliglwr (:lerirnl ()flicPr, London. 
Acting Higlwr ( "lrrical OfficPr, 

London. 

20-9-27 
2q-q-27 

BOARD OF EDITORS. 
B. 0. ANSON, M.I.E.E., Chairman. 

E. H. SHAUGHNESSY, O.B.E., M.I.E.E., M.1.R.E. 
Lieut.-Col. A. C. BoOTH, M.I.E.E. 
J. W. ATKINSON, M.I.E.E. 
P. G. HAY, F.S.I., M.I.E.E. 
H. LONGLEY. 
W. CRUICKSHANK, l\f. I. E. E., Managing Editor. 
J. J. McKICHAN. O.B.E., M.I.E.E., Assistant Editor. 

COMMUNICATIONS. 
All Remittances and Communications should be addressed 

to the MANAGING EDITOR, P.0.E.E. JOURNAL, Engineer-in

Chief's Office, Alder House, London, E.C. I. 

Binding covers and copies of the Contents for Vol. 3 to I9 
are available, and may be obtained from the local agents for 
IS. 6d. and 3d. respectively. Subscribers can have their copies 
of Vol. 20 bound, with index induded, at a cost of 3s. by 
sending the J OUR�ALS to the local agents. Orders for bind

ings , Vais. I-I9, should indicate whether the original binding 
with black lettering , or tllP later pattern in gold, is required. 
Covers with gold lettering will he the only type stocked from 
\'ol. 20 onwards. 

The price of the JouRNAL is Is. 6d. (Is. 9d. post free) per 
copy, or 6s. per annum, post free. All back numbers 2s. each. 

THE INSTITUTION OF P.O. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. 
Officers of Colonial an d Foreign Telegraph Administrations 

who are engaged in Electrical Engineering Works may be 
admitted as Colonial and Foreign Corresponding Members 
respectively, after application. 

Subscription payable annually in advance on rst April in 
each year: 

Colonial Members £I o o 
Foreign ,, £1 IO o 

These sums include Annual Subscription to the Journal of 
P.O. Electrical Engineers and the supply of all Professionnl 
Papers issued during the peri orl cO\·ered by subscription. 

Forms of application for Colonial and Foreign Membership 
can be obtained on application to 

The Secrrtarv, 
Institution of P.O.E. Engineers, 

G.P.O., Alder House, E.C.1. 

C ENTRAL LIBRARY. 
The following books haw been added to the Central Library. 

Applications for the loan of same should be addressed to the 

Librarian, lrbtitul ion of P.O. ElPctrical Engineers, Alder 
House, E.C. r. 

No. Title. 
LIST II. � 

843 Essai sur 1 'Electricite des Corps .. . 
844 The Post Office . . . . . . . .. . 
845 Elements of Telephone Tram ·1is-

sion ... 
New Electricity Act 
Elementary Electrirnl Engineering 

848 Up-to-date Motor Road Transport 

Author. 
Abbe Nollet. 
Sir Evelyn Murray. 

H. H. Hamson. 
W. S. Kennedy. 
A. E. Clayton 

·

and 
H. J. Shelley. 

for Commercial Purposes . . . J. Phillimore. 
84q Autom'1tk Telephony C. W. Wilman. 

THE TNSTITl'TION OF POST OFFICE ELECTRICA L 
ENGINEERS. 

BOOTH-BAUDOT AWARD. 
The Council wishes to call : tention to the " Booth-Baudot 

.\ward " of £5 which is nm• offered annuallv for the best 
improvement in Tele«rnph, Telephone or Wireless Apparatus 
or Systems. The a ward for tlie year HJ27 is governed by thP 
followini; conditions:- \ 

1. The A ward will be restricted to employee s of the 
British Post Office. 

2. Apnlications for the Award should be made between 1st 
J anuctry ctncl 3 Ist March, 1928, and such applications 
should r,efer to improvements made, or suggested, 
during the t\\·elvr months ending 3 rst December, 
1927. 

Attention is drawn to the fact that recipients of 
Awards via th • · Post Office Awards Scheme fri respect 
to any imprO\·emrnt in telegraph, telephone or wire
lf'ss :ippan1tus or systems Rre eligible to apply for 
the Booth-Bnudot AwMd in respect thereto. 

3. The A.weird may be withheld at the discretion of the 
Council of the Institution of Post Officf' Electrical 
Engineers if, after full consideration of the applica

tions receiwd, the adjudicators appointed by the 
Council are of thR opinion that no award is 
warr'1nted. 

4. Applications for the Award, accompanied by full details 
of the imnrovement, should be addressed to the 
Sf'cretarv, The Institution of Post Office Electrical 
Enginrers, G. P.O. (Alder House ), London, E.C. r. 

R. v. HANSFORD, 
Secretary. 
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